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In Our 93rd Year

Fall Enrollment
Second Highest In
University History

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, October 13, 1972

COUNCIL FAILS TO
PASS ZONING RULES
'Gas Cutback
Is Announced

Enrollment for the fall sophomore levels, while both
trend toward the expansion of
semester at Murray State the junior and senior classes continuing education on a partUniversity is 7,257-the second had fewer students than last time
basis.
highest figure in the school's 50- year.
"Growth in higher education
year history.
The enrollment figure for this in the future-particularly in
Wilson Gantt, dean of ad- fall also includes a total of 136 areas with a relatively light
missions and registrar, said the students who are in classes population-needs Zo be focused
enrollment peak was reached in taught by Murray State faculty
to a greater degree on meeting
1968 when 7,334 students at Eagle University, a conthe needs of people who take
registered for the fall semester. sortium of nine Kentucky and courses for pleasure or to inUniversity enrollment has been Tennessee schools offering crease skills but who are not
more than 7,000 for six con- courses at Fort Campbell.
degreeseeking people," he
ADVENTISTS
secutive years since 1967.
Out-of-state enrollment at explained.
Noting that the student tur- Murray State has continued to
Gantt gave this breakdown of
nout is up almost 200 from the diminish,dropping from 1,374 in the enrollment this fall by
7,071 a year ago, Gantt 1971 to 1,303 this fall. Gantt classes: freshman, 1,954;
specifically emphasized two attributed the non-resident sophomore, 1,313; junior, 1,212;
continuing trends-the growing decline primarily to two fac- and seniors, 1,547.
number of graduate level tors-steadily increasing tuition
students and Kentucky resident fees for non-residents and the
students.
,development of community and
"Graduate enrollment is 1,231 junior college systems in
this year compared to 1,012, a nearby areas of adjacent states.
Sunday and Monday Met. 15 & 16) free blood pressure tests will be given to the peopfe a? Murray
year ago," he pointed out, "and
and Calloway County. The Seventh-day Adventist Community Service Van shown.hase Wittbe parked
"Both the tightening of the job
the number of Kentucky market and the move away
at various locations in Murray to ptovide this service. Members of the local Adventist chl1i who are
Past President, Morgan Sisk, in the medical field will be administering the tests. The van will be located in the Northside shopping
students has increased to 5,852 from the draft to an at
from the 5,608 last fall."
volunteer Army have also gate a summary of the ac- center on Sunday from 1-6 p.m., at the court square on Monday from II aap.iip.m., and at the Belair
Gantt, who had predicted unquestionably had some ad- complishments of the local shopping center on Monday from 3-9 p.m.
some increase in the enrollment verse impact on the nationwide Kiwanis Club during the past
before registration, also took enrollment in colleges and year and President Raymond
Carter made committee apnote of increases in enrollment universities," he said.
pointments for the coming year
at both the freshman and
He pointed ahead toward
at the regular meeting Thurinimaginative
and
more
sday night at the Murray ,
novative educational programs
Woman's Club House.
as basic needs of higher
The outgoing president
national
education, citing the
mentioned the support of the
Drug Alert Program, including
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Southern Republicans pre- nalizing and then condoning the
both financial, support and
President Nixon has com- dicted a Nixon sweep of the bombing.
furnishing man-power for local
McGovern said the' -voice on
programs. • He also listed pleted a • confetti-and cheer- South but cautioned against
filled political sortie into the overconfidence.
the tape was that of "a young,
assistaace in the city wide
South, while challenger George
The September term of the
Meanwhile, McGovern hit the GI back from VietngM:".He did
clean-up week, buying and
McGovern hammered away at• issue that launched his presi- not identify him or offer docuCalloway' Circuit Court ended
installing
signs,
road
the President's Vietnam-war dential campaign-the Vietnam mentation of the tape.
Thursday with three persons
overhauling
the
Fair
Booth
and
The 40-voice Baptist Student
policies and silenced a big un- war.
sentenced to jail terms.
McGovern received the tape
Center choir from Murray State donations to several local iversity crowd in
the process.
Steve Baron was sentenced to
when he was interrecording
projects.
The
attendance
University
will
In
present
Minneapolis, the DemoNixon flew back to Washingtwo years in the. state
viewed by Jerry Williams of
"Celebrate Life," a pulpit averaged 88 percent last year. ton Thursday night
cratic
played
nominee
a
tape
of
after his
--perhtentiary-fur -sale.. _
Boston radio station WBZ,
Both the outgoing and in-musical-drama,-Sunday. at. the.
six-hour trip to Atlanta, his a young man's account of the made when the unknown pita*
dangerous drug, LSD: ac730 p.m.service at the First Craning presidents stressed the fIrst-pubtic campaign
appear- Vietnam war. The audience in man phoned Williams' nightly
cording to Circuit Clerk James
Baptist Church. Bobby Reeder, theme for Kiwanis In- ance in two weeks.
the flair-man of the -UniversityBlalock, and Charlie Clark,
talk show'on Labor. Day fright. a senior from Henderson, and a ternational for this year is
In Atlanta, the President rode of Minnesota.was silent as the
Bangor, Maine, was sentenced
Williams, in Baaton, said he
member of the Fiala Baptist, is "Share Your Life." Both down Peachtree
voice
told of napalmed bodies,
to six months in the county jail
Street and regave the tape to McGovern for
speakers outlined their concept
the director.
devastation
from
U.S.
bombs,
ceived a shower of cheers. and
for selling a dangerous drug,
At the 10:45 a.m. service, the of the needs of the local club and confetti. The White
and his thoughts about ratio(Continued on Page Sixteen
House said
marijuana.
pastor, Rev. Richard Wallker, both included the need for an police estimated up
to
700,000
Also sentenced to four weeks
increase
in
membership
and
will be preaching on.."Filling
turned out to greet Nixon.
in the county jail was Don
the Gap," and Rudolph Howard, more fund raising projects.
Nixon later told 200 campaign
Brown, charged with disorderly
director of music at the church,
officials and Republican party
conduct, the clerk said.
will be directing the adult choir
lea.aers aLan invitation-only. reThe case of Mirrill Dean
in a special number entitled,
cepticethat it is now essential
Flannery, chargedgith the sale
"God Is in His Heaven" by
that "we find a way to make
of LSD, was continued until
McNair.
this nation one natien,. that we
February, and the rase of
Dr.
Durwood
Beatty,
find a way to work together ...
Franklin James, charged with
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - The pressed their unsuccessful fight
professor of agronomy at
"That is why I am cainikigncold checking, was continued
Senate tentatively scheduled a to the end.
Murray State, is the Deacon of
ing in all regions, among all
until December I, according to
"Really, we ought to have
vote today that could send $2.65
The Week, and Will be assisting
races, among all religions,
the clerk.
billion-the first installment in our heads examined as we emthe pastor during the morning
among all age groups," he
bark on this historical misservice.
said. "What I am trying to do a $30-billion revenue-sharing take," said Rep. John
W.
States,
to
program-flowing
A native of Otter Lake, Mich.,
is appeal to all. That Is why we
govern- Byrnes, R-Wis. Byrnes, the senDr. Beatty and his family
seek what I call a new Ameri- cities and other local
ior Republican member of the
ments.
moved to Murray' in 1968.
can majority."
House Ways and Means Comgerviag his first term on the
If the Senate passes the bill, mittee who is retiring
from
board of deacons at the church,
as is expected, President Nixon Congress this year, broke
with
Laymen's Day will *ob- he also is superintendent
of the
is certain to sign it.
the White House to fight reveserved at the Martin's Chapel Young
Adults' Department in
The five-year revenue-sharing nue sharing.
and Good Shepherd United the Sunday
School.
measure is a key element in his
One-third of: each year's alloMethodist Churches on Sunday,
Other services at the church
"new federalism" program.
cation, which would rise graduOctober 15.
include the Sunday School hour,
The Treasury, without wait- ally to $6.4 billion in the fifth
Donald Henry will be the beginning at 9:30 a.m., and
the
ing for passage, has been wor- year, will
go to states to spend
guest speaker at 9:30 a.rro.- at Church Training hour
Dr. Wayne A. Lamb
at 6:30
The
Men's king for weeks on preparations as they please. Two-thirds will
Christian
Martin's Chapel.
p.m.
checks,
39,000
mailing
for,
Yeitowshiti of the First
go to the subordinate governSpeaker at the Good Shepherd
Christian Church will have a scheduled to go out before the MOUS,to be spent within broad
Church at eleven a.m. will be
Sermon Subject Listed
Father-Son Affair at the Win- Nov. 7 election.
guidelines embracing most govCarmon Parks.
slow
Cafeteria at Murray State
The sum to be distributed im- ernmental areas except educaThe pastor of the two. churUniversity on Wednesday, mediately represents half the tion.
ches, Rev. Coy Garrett, urges By Rev. W. Edd Glover
Dr. Wayne A.'Lamb, district October 18, at six p.m.
$5.3-billion allotment for 1972. (Continued on Page Sixteen)
all members and the public to
Rev. W. Edd Glover will be superintendent of the Paris
Murray State Basketball The other half is expected to be
attend the services at the two
-speaking on the subject, "In A District of the United Methodist Coach Cal Luther and local paid in January.
churches on Sunday.
Class To Himself," at the eleven Church, will preach and con- insurance man, Gene Landoll,
By a 265-110 vote Thursday,
a.m. services on Sunday, Oc- duct charge conferences at will present the program,"Eye- the House passed the bill in its
tober 15, at the North PLeasant various churches in Calloway Witness Report On' -.The final form, a compromise beGrove
Cumberland County on Sunday, October 15. Olympics." The two men and tween versions earlier apPresbyterian Church..
His schedule will be as their wives attended the proved by the two chambers.
His scripture will be from follows:
Olympics held in Munich.
Opponents, who contended
Mostly cloudy with a, slight
9:30 a.m.-preach at Story's Germany, this summer.
Psalms 23.
the bill violates`good governchance of a few showers and
Sunday School will, be held at Chapel United Methodist
Reservations should be made mental procedures and would
possibly a thundershower
no later than Monday, October swell the big federal deficits,
ten a.m. and the evening ser- Church.
Representatives of the two
tonight, more numerous Saturvice will be at 6:10
10145 a.m.-preach and 16. Persons may call the church
major presidential senatorial
day. Low tonight in mid 50s,
conduct the Charge Conference at 753-3824 or Glenn Card,
candidates will participate in a
high Saturday in mid 70s. Sunat South Pleasant Grove United president, or Leon Smith, vicepublic debate on Tuesday.
Association, Retarded
day partly cloudy and cooler.
Methodist Church.-president.
October 24, at the. University
3:15 p.m.-conduct, the
School Auditorium.
Extended Outlook Sunday Children Plans Meeting
Charge Conference for Lynn
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
— fhiotigh TueSday
Speakers for Nixon-Nunn will
- -Mike Colyott of 1626 Hamilton
The Murray-Cailowsiy Coably: -firfrve -and-Cdshen.,. Urae.
County Judge Hobert O. be Dr. T. Wayne Beasley,
Fair and very cool Sunday
ender went al,r&'Lt. teve Ilamrick, and Joe
was
through Monday, fair and a AssoCiation. for Iletarded Methodist Churches with the A venue;Ifiiii-aY;
little warmer Tuesday. Early Children will hold its regular meeting at the Lynn Grove treated this morning at one Thursday at the Methodist Geary. --pe'alteritiir1911.nnver
o'clock at the emergency room Hospital in Louisville, and is Huddleston 'will be Dr. James
morning lows will range from.. meeting on Tuesday. October Church.
7:00 p.m.-preach at Kirksey of the Murray-Calloway County reported in good -condition Redmond. Hall , Mullins and
the mid 30s to around 40. After- 17, at 7:30 p.m. at the Mental
/won highs will be in the mid Health Center, 702 West Main United Methodist Church and Hospital. He suffered a today.
Tom O'Dell.
conduct the Charge 'Conference laceration of the scalp in an
Millet is in Room 556 at the
50s to the low Ms Sunday' and Street..
The debate is open to the
All interested persons -axe for Kirksey and Coles Camp automobile accident,: according Methodist Hospital for those public at no admission charge.
Monday, and in the upper 50s
Ground Churches.
to hospital officials.
invited to attend.
whc.would like to send cards. The debate will start at 7 p.m.
to upper 60s Tuesday.
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COMMUNITY SERVICES
SEVENTH.DAY

Kiwanis Club
Meets Thursday

Nixon Completes Sortie into
South; McGovern Hits Policies

Three Persons
Sentenced By
Circuit Court

Vol LXXXXIII No. 242

10* Per Copy

'Celebrate Life'
To Be Presented
At First Baptist

a_

Senate Scheduled To
Vote on Revenue Bill

Laymen's Day Will

Be Observed Sunday

Father-Son Affair
Planned By Men's
Fellowship Group

Dr. Lamb To Speak
At Churches Sunday

Debate To Be
Held By Local
Party Members

The Weather

Judge Miller In
Louisville Hospital

The Murray City Council last
night voted not to approve ordinance number 565, dealing
with the zoning of a recently
annexed area along 641 South;
and approved a request of the
gas committee that no flew
industrial customers be accepted by the Murray Natural
Gas System and that new
residential customers be
limited to areas where gas
mains already exist.
The zoning ordinance, which
was drawn at the recommendation of the Planning
Commission,stipulated that the
annexed area on the west side or
U. S. 641 be zoned R4 and that
the area on the east side of 641 in
the annexed area be zoned R2,
eIrcept 4tikis strip located between Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
and the Howard Brandon
property, which would be zoned
for business use (B2).
R2zoningliermits only singlefamily dwellings. R4 zoning
permits single-family dwellings
and multi-family dwellings up
to four units. Conditional uses
also permitted in R4 districts
are: residential planneddevelopment protects..
fraternity and sorority houses;
and office planned-development
projects.
B2 zoning permits any retail
sales or consumer service,
including manufacturing which
is incidental to the retail
business Or service and does not
employ more than five persons.
Residents of the affected
area, including 'Brandon and
Harley Roberson, expressed
their views on the proposed
zoning ordinance and Roberson
presented to the council a
petition asking that the total
area be zoned for business.
Brandon said that he was "not
asking for any favors," but that
he was "asking the council to be
consistent all the way through."
Brandon said that he felt the
annexed area should all be
zoned the same.
Councilman Melvin Henley
asked for the planning commission's rationale in zoning a
main artery of the city for
residential use and Councilman
John Ed Scott, the council's
representative on the planning
commission, replied that "the
feeling of the planning commission was that the area was
already residential."
"I think history will bear us
out that it's the wrong thing to
do," Henley said. "It U.S. 6411
should be zoned business on
both sides."
Following
more
much
discussion of the ordinance, the
council voted on the ordinance.
Seven members of the council
voted to approve the ordinance
while five members voted in
favor of the ordinance. Voting

against the ordinance were
councilmen Rex Alexander,
Prentice Lassiter, Fred Workman, Paul Mansfield, Buel
Stalls, Roy. Starks and Melvin
Henley.Voting in favor of the
ordinance were councilmen
James Rudy Allbritten, W. R.
Furches, Dave Willis, Heron
West and John Ed Scott.
A motion was then made that
the council request the city
attorney to draw another ordinance zoning all of thi annexed area R2 except for the
portion between Brandon and
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet which
would be zoned B2. This MOli1:41
was approved.
It is expected that the new
zoning ordinance will be heard
on the first reading by the
council at the next regular
meeting, October 26.
Natural Gas Cutback
The council's action curbing
the use of natural gas in the
community was an outgrowth of
a national shortage of natural
gas that has caused gas companies generally to limit new
service in various parts of the
country.
Councilman Paul Mansfield,
chairman of the council's gas
committee, presented a letter to
the council from gas system
superintendent C. Wayne
Doran, which said, in part:
"The Murray Natural Gas
System is alloted 293,000 mcf's
for 7 months, April 1 through
October 30, and 517.000 mcf's for
5 months, November 1, through
Maith 31, and if we overrun we
are subject to a $5 per mcf
penalty on the overrun total at
the end of each period.
"Thus for example, we have
overrun our allotment for the
summer months by some 40,000
mcf's; which by our agreement
with Texas Gas, we will pay no
penalty for the overrun in the
summer if we pay back or take
off of our winter allotment
such amount as we have
overrun in the summer of 1972.
"To be able to comply with
these restrictions, we must cut
back our industrial interruptible loads to be able to
stay within our assigned
allotment. Reason-if we
overrun our allotment by 40,000
mcf's at $5 per mcf penalty, this
amounts to $200,000 and this will
completely wipe us out."
The recommendations of a
committee, which met October
3 to discuss the natural gas
problem, were as follows:
"That it be recommended to
the Council that a policy be
established whereby only single
unit new construction homes
located on_existing mains be
added as new customers. This
would eliminate any new
subdivisions or any multiple
IContinued on Page Sixteen)

Fiscal Court Holds
Abbreviated Session
An abbreviated session of the
Calloway Fiscal Court was held
Wednesday, with County Attorney Sid Easley presiding,
due to the illness of Judge
Robert 0. Miller.
Routine business was considered by the court, according to Clerk Marvin Harris.
The motion was made to advertise for bids -on-a bushggrader machine, and the salary
of treasurer Gordon Moody was
raised from $250 per month to
$350.
A section of the Calloway
County Town Road bordering

the properties of Milton Outland
and Thomas and Dixie Hopkins
was closed and deeds are to be
made, giving half the road to
Outland and half to the Hopkins.
Harris reported.
In other action, it was decided
to install a tank car pipe instead
of the bridge on the Johnny Rule
Road with the agreement that
inn-61ó COMplbtt pay- hatf -the,- •
costs, as he had previously'
Offered to do, Harris said.
No further business was
conducted by the court, according to Harris.
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Editor's Note-. This is one in a
continuing S'eries of articles
taking a look at how other nations view the U.S. Presidential
elections.
By PETER HOWARD
Copley News Service

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

FRIDAY—OCTOBER 13, 1972

Newspaper boy and girl carriers are the vital link
in getting community and world-wide news to many
-, -readers of newspapers.
;
- This is a welcome work opportunity for young men
• and women at an age when youths often find it dif1
ficult to find jobs and learn the value of work.
' Newspapers make it possible for more than 600,000
. boys and girls to earn and learn as they deliver
newspapers to readers in most of the freedom-loving
countries of the world.
' As self-employed business people, newspaper
carriers gain sales experience, personal satisfaction. spending money, savings, business know-how,
knowledge of people. responsibility, confidence, as
4- A4 well as an understanding of economics.
Newspaper carriers play an important role today,
A.
and will play an even bigger one in the future armed
with their special training for leadership.
Give your newspaper carrier a special word of
thanks and encouragement on Newspaper Carrier
' Day, October 14. the final day of Newspaper Week.

Education and Newspapers
Newspapers have been called "the university of
adulthood." There is much truth in this because
newspapers are the FULL information medium.
Nowhere else can responsible persons get so
much current information and details about other
things Of importance as in the pages of newspapers.
That's why just about everyone reads a
newspaper. Today, more than ever, it is important
to be informed and to know what's going on.
More and more schools and teachers are joining in
the newspaper-in-the-classroom program now involving well over 5 -million students, 33,500 schools
and 95,000 teachers.
For students of elementary grades to senior high
school and even college, newspapers are todays
"living textbooks and important reference
books," too.
Today's news is tomorrow' history. For centuries, newspapers have been ideal sources for
studying historical trends, personalities, events and
details.
A prime purpose of newspapers is to inform and
educate and when people are properly informed and
educated, they can act responsibly to preserve a free
society.

A

Ten Years Ago Today
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Rob Marine. age 38, of the Stella community, died
suddenly last night at 11:15 at the Murray Hospital.
. William B. Miller, principal of Calloway County
:High School, was elected president of the First
District Education Association at the meeting held
today at Murray State College.
,- .
.
_
Morris Townsend, Vernon Riley, Hub Dunn. U.L.
I Knight, Denbis Barden, George Hodge, Bob Wright,
i Ned Washer, Marty Fox, and Red Doherty were the
i top ten bowlers in the Murray Merchants League for
the past week.
The Murray High School Tigers won their seventh
football game last nipt by beating Providence 49 to
.
13.

1

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER

TERRE FILE

Lee'McDougal of Murray Route__Five died today at
• his home. He was 71.
• Alfred Hugh Murdock, son of Mr. and Mrs-. W.B.
Murdock, and Hugh Arnett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Arnett. all of Lynn Grove, have returned
home after serving the past sixteen months with the
Army in Germany.
The Western Kentucky Presbytery will meet
ctober 14 and 15 at the College Presbyterian
church here, according to Rev. -Orval Austin,
pastor.
—
-- •
R.L. Wade has'accepted a position with the Dublin
Buick Company, according to an announcement
made today by 0.0. Dublin, owner
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LAWYER
Picketing Private
Home

BY TOM PERKINS

Henry's plan to open a tavern in a suburban neighborhood
raised the hackles of nearby residents. One afternoon, several men
showed up at his house with protest signs and began to picket.
Equally incensed, Henry went
to court for an injunction against
this "intrusion into my private
life." At the hearing, the picketers insisted they were mainly exercising their right of free speech.
But the court sided with Henry
and issued an injunction.
"The home is a retreat from
outside affairs," said she judge.
"Vs'hen the right of free:
so:eh
is weighed against the right to
.privacy, the balance favors the
arivitcy of the home."
- -

COUNTRY SCENE
Brown against pale green
Stood hay stacked
Unreached by a baler
Maybe still uninventecl
Such a small field
Wouldn't whet much
Of an appetite anyway
Except for muscled arms
That grunted and pitched
Perfect flakes rounding
To the top covering the pole
To confound the stranger
Why doesn't the whole mess
Just plain fall down
But it doesn't
'till time takes the flakes
Falling to their beginning
Down around the steady pole
To the bare ground
Where round trails lay
Revealing the last play of mice
-Tom Perkins

WISDOM
I am thinking of the log house
Where I spent my childhood days,
I am thinking of the cabin,
Where I left my childish ways.
I am thinking of the old church
Where I went in days of youth.
I sin thinking of the Preacher
that I thought spoke perfect truth.
I am thinking of the swimming hole,
And famous dripping springs
Of shady nooks and running brooks
And all those sort of things.
I didn't know the cabin was
so rough and out of line.
I didn't know it was not built
By architect's design.
I didn't know the preacher
Was only a Camelite
A simple minded country man
Who never could be right
I didn't know the swimming hole
Was just a muddy creek
Or that the spring was full of germs
The water tasted sweet.
And now that I am growing old,
'It almost breaks my heart
To find that after forty years,
I have grown too smart.
-Tom James

Isn't It The Truth!

TOKYO — As befits an island
people, the Japanese are keen
observers of changes in the
weather.. They sense strong
new winds this year in the
American political climate but
are not sure whether they add
up to a full-fledged storm.
The nomination of Sen.
George McGovern was taken
here as the first step in a classic struggle between left and
right with the future thrust of
American domestic and foreign
policy hanging in the balance.
The liberal Asahi Evening
News said in a recent editorial:
-Regardless of who eventually wins in November — the
populist Mr. McGovern or the
conservative Mr. Nixon — the
significance of the role played
by the South Dakota senator in
American politics cannot be
denied.
"The issues that are now before the American public —
12,withdrawal from Vietnam, curtailment of overcommitments
abroad, reduction of the defense budget, overhaul of the
tax system, promotion of welfare and rerm in education —
are all fundamental problems
that eventually will have to be
tack}did and solved by the
United States.
"And it is precisely these
basic problems that are being
made the crucial issues by
McGovern in this year's U.S.
presidential election."
That analysis was echoed by
the more conservative Nihon
Keizai Shimbun, often called
Japan's Wall Street Journal,
which warned -the Japanese
government should be well
aware of the change in American politics reflected by the

Editor's Note: This is one in a Germany. Although the*. Oft
continuing series of articles -1,
ftrtY congresses.-therlialik..
taking a look at how other na- ly quiet affairs.
tions view the U.S. Presidential
McGovern's candidacy was
elections.
favorably received only by the
extreme and radical left
By EDELGARD SIMON
quarters, including the very
Copley News Service
left wing within the Social
HAMBURG, West Germany Democratic Party iSPD).
— In postwar Germany U.S,
Many people in West Gerpresidential elections have al- many interpret his campaign
ways rated a major political statements as an attempt to
•
event to be watched with spe- change the entire structure of
cial attention.
American society, to West
Courts generally have conWest Germans — politicians, Germans a very undesirable
curred in placing a high value on-'businessmen and the plain man prospect, because they see
the home as a privileged sancon the street — are only too their own country's security
tuary from strife.
well aware that the outcome of and well-being closely linked
Nevertheless, residential picketU.S. elections may affect them with the America they know.
ing has sometimes been allowed
directly, but certainly indirectunder special circumstances
The Soviet•threat, real or
such as the fact that the occupant ly.
imagined, is something which
of the house is a public official.
This year they see elections Germans still cannot easily
Thus, the picketing of a govbeing carried out between a trush aside, regardless of the
ernor's home by a civil rights known and an unknown
candi- latest treaties With the Soviet
group was upheld in court. The
date
Union and Poland.
judge said the picketers "had a
Although West Germany is
legitimate right, protected by the
President Nixon, and of
Constitution, to appeal to those in
course his running mate, have suffering from the current
authority for redress."
been On the political scene for fashionable worldwide "antiAnd the picketing of a landsome time. West Germans feel Americanitis" people still
lord's home by disgruntled tenthey know what to expect from place their trust in the United.
ants was sustained on the ground
them
in the future. And many States, and their deepest disthat he had no other known headprefer this to an adventure with trust in the Soviet Union. There
quarters where they. could vent
a candidate of whom they have was considerable comment, in
their feelings.
Of course, even if picketing itheard only in the past few the news media as well as by
the people I in stores or over a
self is considered lawful, it may
weeks.
still be condemned because cif the
- beer in the pub around the
The
Democratic
convention
manner in which it is done.
-•
corner* about McGovern's
In another case, the home of a in Miami Beach was a major handling of the health
issue
news
source,
the
nomination
of
hospital executive v. as subjected
which emerged around his
to mass picketing by boister- Sen. George McGovern was reous marchers. Furthermore, they
ceived with mixed feelings. De- vice-presidentiai choice, Sen.
flaunted signs that were plainly spite heroic efforts by a num- Thomas Eagleton.
West Germans were not eslibellous. This time, a court held
ber of competent German
the picketing unlawfts4.
newsmen to explain why pecially concerned about the
"Conducted at a considerq,ble
McGovern was chosen, West health issue itself, but more
distance from the hospital," saidGermans
in general are mysti- about the way the problem was
the judge, "in a residential area,
finally solved. The solution did
fied.
it was apparently aimed to cause
nothing to enhance McGovern's
humiliation. and mortification to
The West German political prestige in Germany. Many
(the victim) and his famil. It
represents a form of direct and machinery is much less color- people felt that he had shown he
unmitigated coercion, a foul ful and lively. When West was a man who could
not be exblow."
Germans go to the polls, they
Bur A...ociatioin elect a new parliament which
_3
phi.t ii' .ervire feature by Will in turn chooses the chancellor.
Hrrisaril.
the top political office in
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none can teach."

—George Crabbe

nomination
Senator sured by the press and others
of
that Mr. iEdmundi Muskie
McGovern."
Despite the much publicized would be the Democratic nomi-Nixon shocks" of last summer nee. And look what happened,"
— the President's announce- a Foreign Ministry official
ment that he would visit China said.
The recent election of Kakuei
and his economic measures
that adversely affected Japan Tanaka as prime minister rein— the Japanese have not forces the belief here that an
soured on the Nixon adminis- upset remains possible in the
U.S. presidential race. Tanaka
tration.
"You might say he iMr. was an underdog but he
Nixon) is a known quantity trounced the old guard candinow. We know what he is cap- date, former foreign minister
able of doing and what he is not Take() Fultuda, in the Liberal
capable of doing, and we feel Democratic Party election.
"The same forces might be at
more comfortable in that sort
of situation," a government of- work in the United States today
ficial remarked in a recent that resulted in the defeat of
Mr. Fukuda," the Foreign Mininterview.
At the same time many Japa- istry official said.
nese are
The belief here that Mr.
alarmed
by
McGovern's domestic and for- Nixon's lead over McGovern is
eign policy proposals. Cuts in paper thin was illustrated one
defense spending might lead to night recently when a group of
a weakening of the U.S. Japanese government and econuclear umbrella that shields nomic analysts invited several
Japan. And McGovern's for- American newsmen to dinner.
eign economic policies are a The reporters asked their Japsource of major concern in anese hosts to forecast the
Tokyo.
presidential election in the
"We've been told McGovern
United States and were surwould raise tariffs two weeks prised that the analysts divided
after he was in the White almost down the middle. NearHouse," according to an offi- ly half predicted a McGovern
cial of Keidanren, the powerful upset victory and the others
federation that represents the predicted Mr. Nixon would be
giants of Japanese industry
returned for a second term.
which export heavily to the
The withdrawal of Sen.
U.S. market.
Thomas Eagleton was not re-But the Japanese have riot let
JJ huse as a'serious settheir preference for Mr. Nixon
back for McGovern. A governcolor their analysis of the - ment analyst explained, "We
American political scene. Al- don't think the vice presidential
though the signs as they are candidate makes an important
read in Tokyo appear to point difference to the average
toward Mr, Nixon's reelection, American voter.
the Japanese are aware the
"This could be a mistake on
tables could turn rapidly.
our part but we tend to think
-The Republicans are better
the vice presidential candidate
organized, they have more can help the presidential nomimoney and Mr. Nixo.i is a more
nee — such as the way Mr.
attractive candidate to the (Spiro) Agnew helps President
American voter than Mr. Nixon with far-right voters —
McGovern. Of course. We rec- but we don't think the vice
ognize that is the situation. But
presidential nominee can
the situation could change. A
really hurt the presidential.
few months ago we were as- candidate "
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May I take this means, on
behalf of the Murray Civie
Music Association, to express
my sincere appreciation to you
for your generous support and
the publicity given to the recent
membership campaign of the
Murray
Civic
Music
Association. Yoar assistance along with a
number of most diligent
volunteer workers, has resulted

▪

in waking it possible TUC-the_A.ssociation to bring a number
of the highest quality programs
to Murray during the corning
year. We are indeed grateful to
you and all of those who worked
so hard for the success of the
.campaign.
Sincerely yours,
Richard W. Farrell, Pres.
Murray Civic Music
Association

pected to stand on his word.
The implications — if and when •
lie be&inTes- president — are-obvlous to them.
It would be wrong to say West
Germans are wholly enthusiastic about another term for
President Nixon. Except for
the left minority, which has
embraced the Vietnam issue as
its own, most people feel that
Nixon represents today what
America has stood for in the
past — good as well as bad.
They arg,,. not blind to what
they consider his mistakes and
shortcomings. But they definitely prefer hirn over any candidate who may lead them into
an uncertain future.
West German politicians
have remained very quiet on
the U.S. election — perhaps because they are preoccupied
with their own, premature by
one year, parliamentary election in December.
It must also be remembered
that West Germans judge a
candidate for the U.S. presidency not by his domestic
policy, but by his foreign
policy, specifically by his
policy in Europe.
Although a few ambitious
correspondents have written
lengthy treatises to throw a
light on the complicated American domestic scene, few West
Germans are interested.
They see American elections
in the context of their own fu -.
hire, which they would like to
see unencumbered by threats
from the East. They admit -some grudgingly — that this
guarantee can come only from
the United States, at least at
the present.
'
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Murray Assembly
Order of the Rainbow
held its regular mee
Tuesday, October 3,
o'clock in the evenin
Masonic Hall.
Miss Nita Atkins,
advisor, presided
meeting. The minu
read by the recor
Janet Newberry,
treasurer's report w
Miss Barbara Sledd.
Plans were disc
visit of the Grand
visor, and for a hay
held. A The Ass
working on- thei
Assembly project
selling items from g
Members pres
Phyllis Coleman,
Janet Newberry, De
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Sonia Wooten, Me
Lucretia Evans, Ir
Vicki Kalberer, Me
Christine McCuis
George, Tina Geo
Higginbotham, Le
Kathy Coleman,
Thomas, and Joni
Adults present
Twila Coleman,
visor, and George
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W. Germans see Nixon
maintaining status quo

by Carl Riblet Jr.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
As His disciples we are expected to exercise
genuine compassion for all of God's people.

.

litveR. OLYMPICS

.That tourism corrupts people and _places and the
service on the conveyances that
has become an unhappy fact. Tourism not only
overwhelms sewer systems and pollutes seashores:
it arouses greed and gives the tourist the bellyache
and when he arrives back home he can't get anybody
to listen,to his armchair travel talk. Everybody else
has gone there and wants to talk about it, too.
And Jesus went forth, and saw a great multitude,
and was _moved with compassion toward them, and
"Where all are talkers, and where
he healed their sick.—Matthew 14:14.

Rainbow For G
Assembly Meet
At Masonic Hal

Japan feels U.S. election
could go either way
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Rainbow For Girls
Assembly Meet Held
At Masonic Hall

McCann-Hosford Engagement

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting on
Tuesday, October 3, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
Masonic Hall.
Miss Nita Atkins, worthy
advisor, presided at the
meeting. The minutes were
read by the recorder, Miss
Janet Newberry, and the
treasurer's report was given by
Miss Barbara Sledd.
Plans were discussed for the
visit of the Grand Worthy Advisor, and for a hay ride to be
held. A The Assembly is
working on- their Grand
Assembly project which is
selling items from gift kits.
Members present were
Phyllis Coleman, Leslie Klein,
Janet Newberry,Debbie Nance,
Barbara Sledd, Paula Cook,
Sonia Wooten, Melissa Bucy,
Lucretia Evans, Irene Futrell,
Vicki Kalberer, Melanie Wilson,
Christine McCuiston, Linda
George, Tina George, Kathy
Higginbotham, Less Robertson,
Kathy Coleman, Marilyn
Thomas, and Joni Scott.
Adults present were Mrs.
Twila Coleman, mother advisor, and George Williams.
(Love photoi

Miss Patricia Gayle McCann

COOKING
IS FUN

Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. McCann, Kirksey Route One, announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their eldest
daughter, Patricia Gayle. to Kenneth R. Hosford, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kirby Hosford, of Murray.
Miss McCann,granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Brown C. Tucker;
of Kirksey and Michael F. McCann,Sr.. and the late Mrs. McCann
of Warren, Rhode Island, is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County
High School and is currently a sophomore at Murray State
University.
Mr. Hosford is a 1967 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is now a senior at Murray State University.
The ceremony will take place at the Kirksey Church of Christ on
Wednesday, December 27, at seven-thirty o'clock in the evening.
A reception will follow immediately at the church.
Only out of town invitations are being sent and all relatives and
friends are invited to attend both the wedding and the reception.

•
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CALORIE COUNTERS
- LUNCH .
Egg Salad with Cooked
Dressing, Tomatoes, Cucumber
and Lettuce
Beverage
Fresh Fruit
COOKED DRESSING
Although butter is usually
used in this recipe, it is eliminated here
2 eggs
3 tablespoons cider vinegar
2 tablespoons flour
2 tablespoons sugar
I teaspoon dry mustard
1 teaspoon salt
Pinch of white pepper
1 cup milk
In a small mixing bowl. beat
eggs slightly: gradually beat in
the vinegar, set aside. In a
1-quart saucepan stir together
the flour, sugar, mustard, salt
'and pepper Gradually stir in
the milk, keeping smooth
Bring to a boil, stirring constantly, and boil gently for 1
minute Slowly pour this hot
mixture into the egg mixture,
stirring vigorously as you do so
Return to pan; bring to a boil.
stirring constantly. and boil
gently for 1 minute Remove
from heat. Turn into a jar and
cover tightly, refrigerate.
Makes almost 1 2/3 cups

Crumbs have
- many uses
When you need bread
crumbs, put your blender to
work. Just break one slice of
bread into eight vieces into
the blender container, cover
and process at high speed
until finely crumbed Empty
and' repeat with 'remaining
bread.
This works best with slight!! dry bread, however fresh
bread can easily be dried out
in an oven or toaster
Use dry bread crumbs for
stuffings, for coating foods for
frying, and for buttered
crumbs—butter the bread before putting it into the blender
Use soft bread crumbs for
bread puddings, fondues, timbales, stuffings and soft buttered erumbs
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Baptist Women Of
Salem Church Meet
For Bible Study
. The Baptist Women of Salem
Baptist Church met Tuesday,
October 10, at Seven o'clock in
the evening at the home of Mrs.
Elna Haneline aand Miss Amy
Paschall for the monthly Bible
Study program.
Mrs. Martha Windsor read
the call to prayer.
Mrs. Elizabeth Matthews was
in charge of the program which
was a study of Mark 1:1-13. Mrs.
Winnie Crouch, Mrs. Eleanor
Miller, Mrs. Mace Walker and
Miss Amy Paschall helped in
the presentation of the
program.
Following a prayer by Mrs.
Elna Haneline, Mrs. Ellen Bean
reviewed "Mobelizing in
Mashi",an article in the "Royal
Service" magazine, written by
Mrs. Carlos Owens, a
missionary in Tanzania.

Mrs. Linda Waugh
Hostess For Meet
Of The Jaycettes

----
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Riley Family Holds
Annual Reunion At
Farmington Center
The annual Riley family
reunion was held on Sunday,
October 8 at the Community
Center in Farmington.
The family of the late Mr. and
Mrs. L. W. Riley meet each
year in October to celebrate the
birthdays of Carlin Riley, the
oldest child, and Rayma
Reed, the youngest member of
the family. A basket luncheon
was served at noon with the
invocation given by Fritz Riley.
Those attending were: Carlin
Riley, Kirksey, Mr. and Mrs.
Parker Reed, Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Wright, and Terry
Wright, Gob. Mrs. Late
Latham, Mrs. Glen ,Gallemore,
Miss Eurah Riley. Mrs. Orvill
Edwards, Mrs. Buel McCallon,
Mrs. Carl Brown and children,
and Miss Libby Seavers all of
Mayfield.
ALso present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Riley, Mr. and Mrs.
E. W. Riley, Mrs. Jack Bailey,
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Treas, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Overby, and Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Trees and
family, Murray. Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Treas and family,
Framington, Mr. and Mrs. W.
T. (Bill) Riley, Paducah, and
lMr. and Mrs. Fritz Riley of
Danville.

Mrs. Willie Decker
Honored At Dinner
On 93rd Birthday
Mrs. Willie Mae Decker (nee
Holcomb) celebrated her 93rd
birthday at her present home in
Carmel Hall, Detroit, Mich., on
Thursday, September 28.
She was born in Murray and
lived here continuously until she
moved to Detroit to be near her
children, Clara Burrows,
Martha Yarnall, and Helen
Gray who also were born and
educated in Murray.
Mrs. Decker last visited
Murray three years ago on the
occasion of her 90th birthday.
The 93 year old woman was
the guest of honor at a small
birthday dinner at Oakland
Hills Country Club near Detroit,
losted by her family, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Burrows, Mrs.
Thomas C. Yarnall, and Mr.
and Mrs. Duane Gray.
Also attending were her two
year old great granddaughter,
Kelly, Kelly's parents, grandson, and Mrs. Wesley Hackett;
and close friends, Dr. and Mrs.
William E. Johnston and Mrs.
Wendell Slay.

Elm Grove Women
Meet At Church

a

...
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FBIRTHSA
HOPKINS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hopkins
of Almo Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, Alan
Keith, weighing eight pounds
twelve ounces, born on Sunday,
October 8, at 2:05 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Hopkins of Almo
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
G.C. Graham, Jr., of Syrnsonia
- Route One. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Albert Collier
and Mrs. Rebecca Graham, all
of Syrnsonia Route One.

wit-A141His poetry is corny,
but it's an earful!
By Abigail Van Buran
_DEAR ABBY: About that man who sang to his tomatoes: I can top that. I read poetry to my corn.
After planting the seeds for sweetcorn, I got out my
Shakespeare, turned to Julius Caesar and improvised:
"Sunshine, bumble
bees
and
cornstalks.
Lend me your ears."
And believe me, it works. If you wish, I will send you a
picture of the corn as it is now, growing rapidly in a flower
box on my front porch. I hope you won't think this is too
corny to print
KERNEL SAM GUGGENHEIM,
ROCHESTER, N Y.
DEAR SAM: Never mind the picture. Em

DEAR ABBY Just read your letter about the guy who
thought "music" would help his vegetables grow, so he
went out in the garden with a six-pack of beer and serenaded his tomato plants Could he have been growing "stewed"
tomatoes'
FORMER IOWAN

DEAR STUMPED: I say seven days of them would
make one weak! But don't surprise them with the sews.
Let them know NOW that you have 'Sliced a ceiling an
their visits.

Calvary Temple, Pentecostal
Church of God, Chestnut and
Cherry Streets, will have a
rummage sale and flea market
in the parking lot of the church
starting at nine a.m.
Monday, October 16
Trophy potluck dinner for
lady golfers at the MurrayCalloway County Country Club
will be held at 6:30 p.m. All
ladies of the club are. invited.
Testing for sickle cell anemia
will be held at the Student
Health Center, MSU, from five
to seven p.m., sponsored by the
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority,
Zeta Zeta Chtipter. .
The Golden Circle Class of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrk..Billy
•
Mayfield at seven p.m.

HUMPHREY- GIRL
• Tracie Lynn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Humphrey of Benton Route
Three for their baby girl,
weighing seven pounds 8's
ounces, born on Friday, October
6, at 10:57 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed
and
Charles Story
by
Associates.

The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the Holiday Inn at

A

Grandparents are

X

ten a.m. with Mrs. Paul Butterworth as hostess.
American Legion Post 73 and
Auxiliary will meet at the
Legion Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Members note change in date.

•

•

Tuesday, October 17
The Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Newel
Doores.
. .
Circle I of the United
Methodist Church of the First
Church will meet at the social
hall of the church at two p.m.
The Faith Doran Circle of the
United Methodist Church of the
First Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Christine Rhodes,
512 South 6th Street, at two p.m.
The United Methodist Women
of the Russell's Chapel Church
will meet at the church at 1:30
p.m.
Murray Assembly No., 19
Order of the Rainbor for GirLs
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
The Dorothy Group of the
Baptist Women of the First
Cliurch will meet with Mrs.
Lloyd Jacks at ten a.m.
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will'
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Josiah
Darnall, Eugene Berrill,
Donald Brock, James Carlin,
.M.G. Carman, Millard Carman,
-Donald Burke, and Charles
Tolley as hostesses.
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Mr. and

Mrs. Rex Humphrey of Benton
Route Three and Mr. and Mrs.

APPRECIATION
SALE
•4
Nkt

Wednesday, October 18
The Executive Board of the
Kirksey PTA will meet at the
home of Mrs. Joe Thornton at
1:30 p.m.

Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Littleton
of Puryear, Tenn., and paternal
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Thomas of Hazel.

PETTY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. George ( Buddy )
Petty, Jr., 1618 Main Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, George Christian,
weighing eight pounds two
ounces, born on Friday, October
6, at-2:23 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Elizabeth Mechelle: age fouls
the father is employed by Enix
Interiors.•
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. George Petty, Sr., of
Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. Arlo
Sprunger of Murray.

DEAR ABBY: I don't pretend to be a paragon of virtue. but I am a somewhat confused member of the male
sex. I am not quite 85, but it burns me up when a young
woman puts her arms around you, gives you a big kiss and
all but waves the green flag at you [usually in front of
other people l then shows virtuous indignation when you
react like a healthy normal male. They get themselves up
with their miniskirts, low necklines and all the rest of it,
then play hard to get if we take the bait. Either leave us
BEEN THAR US CEDAR
old boys alone or go for broke!
MOUNTAIN, N. C.

Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will have its luncheon and program at 12 noon at
the home of Mrs. Henry
McKenzie.

THOMAS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
Thomas, 25 Bonda Drive,
Greenville, Miss., announce the
birth of a baby girl, Amy Lynn,
born on Saturday, October 7, at
King Daughters Hospital there.
They also have one son,
Chuck, and another daughter,
Traci.

J

a sucker for

DEAR ABBY. My husband and I are middle-aged with
five children, ages ranging from 9 to 21—all home and, of
course, in school.
My husband nets a fair income, and I have a part time
professional job, a 12-room house, and am active in church
and civic affairs.
The last two years the teen-age children (ages 13 to 191
of my two married sisters have been hitchhiking to Mother's
every time they have some difficulty at home. Mother isn't
well [as my sisters know] and since Mother lives near me
and I look after her, you know where the kids end up.
That's right. With me!
We have trouble enough keeping our own kids in line
without taking on the responsibility of our nieces and nephews and I am sick and tired of all the extra cooking and
cleaning and laundry for these kids, not to mention the
expense. I am fond of them, but I don't want them in my
hair all the time.
Some of the kids are pretty far out, and already I see
some of their kooky ideas beginning to take root, and I am
honestly afraid of leaving them alone in my house when I
go to work. I am all for sending them home after a week's
visit, and making a rule to have only one of them here at
time. My husband says, "Ask Abby." What do you say?
STUMPED IN W. VA.

Ed Holdeti of -Alsno Route One.
Great grandparents are Mrs. H.
B. Humphrey of Benton and Mr.
and Mrs. Noah Pace of Almo.

TODD GIRL
A baby girl, Corinna Lynn,
.weighing seven pounds 1'2
Keep medicines in a place
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Todd, 1409'-2 Main where children can't get to
them.
Street, Murray, on Monday,
October 9, at 11:14 a.m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed at
Corvette Lanes, Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ivie Todd of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lassiter of
Hazel Route One.

corn, so send me your ears?

The Baptist Women of the
Elm Grove Church held a
planning meeting at the church
on Thursday, September 28, at
Saturday, October 14
one-thirty o'clock in the afTurkey
shoot at Lynn Grove
ternoon at the church.
Mrs. Charles Burkeen, School, sponsored by the Lynn
president, presided. Plans for Grove PTA, will start at ten
refreshments
the coming
year
were a.m. Shells and
will be on sale.
discussed.
The call to prayer, scripture
Gordon Cemetery by Brooks
from Matthew 5:43-48, and the Chapel United Methodist
names of missionaries having Church will have a work day at
birthdays that day were by Mrs. 8:30 am.
Floy Caldwell followed by
Turkey shoot at. Alma School
prayer by Mrs. Charles Sim- will start at 8:30 a.m. sponsored
mons. Mrs. George Cossey led by the Almo PTC. Shells and
the closing prayer.
refreshments will be on sale.
Others present were Mrs.
Auction saie of all kinds of
Walton Fulkerson, Mrs. Albert
Crider, Mrs. Alfred Keel, Mrs. items will be held at ten a.m. at'
Harry Shekel], and Mrs. Bessie the Murray Woman's Club
House, 700 Vine Street, sponColson.
sored by the Garden Department of the club.

The regular to-monthly
meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Jaycettes was
11441 prinft
held on Thursday, October 5, in
Mop al hollain
the home of Mrs. Linda Waugh.
Also present were Mrs. Judy
Rickman,
Mrs.Diana
Youngermari, Mrs. Jan Emmert, and Mrs. June Yurcus.
pthum
Mrs. Rickman, president,
presided. The minutes were
colorsomp
read and the treasurer's report
given. It was announced that
donations of $91.44 were
collected by the Jaycetteefor
the Rrthritis Foundation.
- Final plans were made for the
visit to the --Convalescent
Division on October 12.
for
Decorations
the
Western Kentucky's Mess Unique Restaurant
Halloween program were
discussed.
Openings in the membership
!;•-•W -*RC scrapbook committees
CA
were filled by Jan Emmert and
Diana Youngerman respec.... .
timegik
.......Pes. ..; a;..tively.
, .
The next meeting will be held
October 19 in the home of Mrs.
Diana Youngerman and all
Mrs. Mary Jo Johnson has
Jaycee wives are cordially ben named Girl of the Month
•
invited to attend.
by the Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club. President,
featuring
Mrs. Linda Venza anamineed
the selection at the October
meeting and presented Mrs.
Wed . Tfiut 5 Sun. 5-9 p.m.
Johnson with a corsage. Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
W.
Free
of
Fri, 8. Sat. 5 10 p.m.
Monroe, La., and Rev. and Mrs. Johnson has, been first vice
Closed Mon & Tues
Fred Lacey.of Louisville were president during 1972 and has
the recent guests of Mrs. Bailey been active on many comRiggins, aunt of Mr. Free and mittees for the club this year as
AUR019A; KY
Mrs. Lacey, at her home on sell as in her previous years
as a Newcomer.
South 16th Street.
•r.
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•

on
Fall and Winter

SPORTSWEAR
and
DRESSES
THE
t
sum K
(Next Door to Dairy Queen)

- 1301 Main Street

FALL PLANTING TIME
Large selection of NEW STOCK
HOLLY AZALEAS
TAXUS
DOGWOODS JUNIPERS
TULIP BULBS
GROUND COVERINGS
PYRACNTHA ortianngellerfleds

BRING THIS AD
THIS AD GOOD FOR

1.00 OFF

Sat. and Sunday Oct. 14 and 15

on the purchase
of any Potted Fruit Tree
urple Leaf Plum or Flowering Crab
1-Purple

PLANTLAND

i
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ANL
THE
FROM
FABRICS...DIRECT
FINEST
INORLD'S
TO YO
MILES OF THE
Mum
Hea lean Mills one of ou
tarqe plants

WE SELL LOWER BECAUSE
WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS
VISIT OUR STORES
AND WE'LL PROVE IT!

Monday Only. . .While they last'

70" CRUSHED VELVETS
•Regular 6.99 yd.
•Full Bolts
•Extra Wide 70"
•Fashion & Decorator Colors
•Some Slight Imperfects
•Save Up to $5 yd.

99

Save to $2yd.

Save to $4 yd.

DRAPERY
FABRICS

UPHOLSTERY
FABRICS

99

• Regular 3.99 - 6.99 yd.
• 1 to 5 yd. Mill Lengths
• Solids, Prints & Jacquards
•60" wide
•Some Slight lmperfects
• While 1,000 yds. Last !

REG. 2.99 YARD
COTTON - KNITS
All new fall
'72

V We Own Our Own Mills

199
YD.

patterns & colors in
wide first
quality full
66°
Jacquard.,. checks, solidsboats. Choose from
and prints.

Now 's your chance to really
save! Regular 5.99 a yard.
All full bolts, first quality'
fabrics,54" wide,. Choose
from 100% nylon tweeds,
100%
Herculon
tweeds,
linen. prints ancrAmany many
more.

f/We Sell the Newest Fashion
Fahrics Direct From Our
Reg. 3.99 yd.
Own Apparel Plants.

72" WOOL
FELT

ALL & WINTER 100% WOOL
WOOLENS
FLANNELS

77
YD.

YD
1
"

Wools are back and we have
them at savings to $5
a yard.
Come and get
'em.
Choose from our
fantastic selection oftall the

most wanted colors and
patterns.

and save to
on this
per yard
regular 3.99 to
54- wide,
5.99
full bolts all
fahi-ic.
first qualit.

From famous "Milliken"
mills. It's the fashion rage
for late fall and holiday
wear, all in the newest
pastel colors, 54" wide,
atl first quality full bolts.
Huy now and save like never
before!

Bonded & Unbonded Turbo

2"
YD

Acrylics

First Quality,
Full
checks, so/ids & Bolts 54- Wide in plaids,
fancies. Hundreds
to choose
of yards
from.

ONLY REMNANT HOUSE
GIVES YOU A WRITTEN GUARANTEE
OF LOWER PRICES!

IT 17.•

777'

.
77

...•

100%
POLYESTER
JACQUARD
wide
DOUBLE

Big 60"
ed

KNITS

full bolts
jacquards, double of first quality
mmswear
yarn blister
others.
jacquards. fancy
crepe
stitch.
jacquards and

100%
ACRYLIC
DOUBLE
Fee's &
looks KNITS

It alter purchase of Fabric ,e1
from REMNANT HOUSE
!-) you find that you Can purchase the identical first quality fabric from any other .4
retailer in the trade area at a
lower
price. REMNANT
HOUSE will cheerfully refund the difference.

GUARANTEE OF LOWEST
PRICES ON 1ST QUALITY ..4
FABRICS!
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in 72

FINEST 1007,
ACRYLIC
SWEATER
This, fall
KNITS
most

31g
1?,?
9

MACHINE WASHABLE
PRINTED
CORDUROY
Easy care.

45"
in all brand pe w wide, first quality full bolts
fall fashion prints.
from oier 30k
Choose
tifferent prints

REG. 29(130 CARD
FASHION BUTTONS
Sure to please styles and colors to choose frocp.
Sorry at this low price. limit 6 cards per
customer.

CARD

Tre

REG. 29( YARD
3/4" WHITEof ELASTIC
elastii
finest quality
customer.

Me:-

,bolts
Nil first quality
Limit 5 yards per
1,000 and 1 uses.

VIRGINI •
LAND(AP)
Tony Jackli
the unnervi
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against eac
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The large
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After an
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Rayon Velvets

REG. 50( SPOOL THREAD
100%CoatsPOLYESTER
&

Finest quality
available.- 3.9"
full bolts in
wide.
most wanted -a—targe selection of the
fashion colors.

Ouilted fabrics

Sporlsytear_ Denims
Heavy weight

sol-,

•17.- 7
.
7 Ty
'
,.3

Regular 98c 1.29 yard.
Polyester, 35%
65%daeron
cotton. 45"
machine
-wide,
washable
in
all
prints &
new fall
SOlidSOnly
at each
1,000 +ards
stdre.

Famous

-Boa-cron
&-Cotton quilled
with 100%
kettle clotIL
able, first polyester filler. Wash
for ftntastic'quality, full bolts.
Ifurr
savings.

fabric!
fancies, plaids,5Cr, polyester,
All first
s and
stripey
all full fancquity,
bolts.

and feel of 'wanted fashion knit.
The look
hand
.selection of fanceisknit sweaters.
Tremendous
and solids.

101fer Good Within One Week of
Purchase of Fatwc from
Remnant /4 9AJ1t)

Prints & Solids

jacquards.

133
I YD
994
147
3?,,?

but
like tine(
..-ompletety
woo/ double
Choose from machine
knits
all first washable,
ne% fall
quality full tumble
dry.
colors.
bolts

LOWEST PRICE
GUARANTEE :1
Polyester & Acrylic Surh
-ngs
Buy now

The

cotton in

VOur Huge Volume Allows Us to
Sell at Lower Profit Margin

Reg. 3.99 to7.99

1
YD
"

POLYESTER & COTTON
JACQUARD
ideal fal/
KNITS .

1/Our Tremendous Buying Power
Enables Us To Obtain
Volume Discounts

Reg. 2.99yd.

Dacron &Polyester

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS

y'We Operate on Lower Overhead

1-ull bolts, first quality!
Choose from heavy antique
satins, handscreened mohair
prints,
decorator
casements and many, many
more'. All at one unbelievable tow price.

You've wanted it. . .now
you can get it and save
$1 per yard. Choose from
our large selection of all
new and beautiful fall
colors..

Monday Only . . While 1,000 yds. lasts'

WE SELL FOR LESS
DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC
BECAUSE!

YD.

many

only
and Math

177

.51 BUD/RA R Y OF ONE OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOSI
APPAREL 114 VVFACTURERS,

spool. Vs hitv
Clark. 250 yd.
per customer
Limit 4 spools

PLEATER
HOOKS

YD
. .

sportswear in
plaids
solids,
checks,.: fancies
all machine
and more
washable,
pressed. 50%
permanent
polyester, 50%
cotton.

204 W. WA

2,11AGS1
Conku
hag .
bags
Regular 89C
limit 4
!Wand.

YD.

GT N

Paris,

,5(M - Th)
9- 6 (Friday)
9 - 5:30 (Saturday)
II
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Winnipeg Trounces New York In
Home Court Defeat On Thursday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Christian Bordeleau spoiled
the New York Raiders hometown debut with a four-goal,
one-assist performance but,
even then, he wasn't happy.
"I had enough chances to get
six or seven goals," said Bordeleau after the Winnipeg Jets
had beaten the Raiders 6-4 in a
World Hockey Association
game Thursday night.
The Raiders, the new WHA's
entry in Fun City, did set a
record of sorts with the smallest hockey crowd ever at
Madison Square Garden where
just 6,273 people turned up.
While Bordeleau claims he
missed several chances to
score on Raider goalie Gary
Kurt, Bobby Hull, who jumped
from the National Hockey
League to the WHA, didn't get
a chance to score at all.
Hull was prohibited from
playing because the NHL's suit
against him is still pending in
the courts. He didn't coach the
team either on the advice of his

Lawyers.
I3ordeleau, who was the center on Hull's Black Hawk line
Last year, scored two of his
goals in the first period, then
got his last goal with one second left in the game.
Ab McDonald and Duke Asmundson also scored for the
Jets while Bobby Sheehan and
Ron Ward each scored twice
for the Raiders.
In other WHA games, New
England edged Philadelphia 4-3
and Houston trimmed Chicago
3-2.
In the National Hockey
League, it was Montreal 3, Atlanta 0; New York Islanders 3,
Los Angeles 2; and Philadelphia 7, Vancouver 3.
.Larry Pleau scored on his
own rebound for New England
against Philadelphia in the debut for both teams. The goal
broke the 3-3 tie with 2:11 remaining in the game.
Tom Williams, Dick Sarrazin
and John Cuniff scored the
Whalers' first three goals while

Derek Sanderson, Ron Plumb
and John Migneault tallied for
the Blazers.
Goals by Ted Tayoor and
Frank Hughes in the third period gave Houston a come-frombehind victory. Larry Lund had
scored the Aeros' first goal in
the first period but Chicago's
Reggie Fleming and Jan Popiel
netted
pucks to get a
temporary 2-1 lead.
Ken Dryden got his second
shutout of the season for Montreal against the expansion Atlanta team. The Canadiens'
goals came on shots by Rejean
Houle, Jacques Lemaire and
Claude Larose.
The New York Islanders got
their first NHL victory when
Germain Gagnon scored with 69
seconds remaining. Bill Harris
had scored both the Islanders
early goals. Bob Berry netted
both the Los Angeles' goals.
Simon Nolet scored two goals
Bill Flett scored the go-ahead
tally for Philadelphia.

Blue Plays Down Performance

D.

By PIET BENNETT
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT (API - "Just another ball game" for Vida Blue
has boosted the Oakland Athletics into the World Series.
"I got lucky," the 23-year-old
told a well wisher as he sat
upon a stool in a corner of the
A's raucous locker room after
preserving Thursday's 2-1 victory over Detroit in the final
game of the American League
playoffs,
Blue's latest effort was four
scoreless innings as he scattered three Detroit singles after
replacing John "Blue Moon"
Odom in the top of the sixth inning.
The meant Blue, who didn't
start a playoff game, had
turned in 51-3 scoreless innings
as, a reliever, allowed five hits'
while striking out five and walking only one batter.
"I wanted to win like I always do," Blue said of
Thursday's game.
Then, he concentrated on his
unhappiness. Blue claimed
Wednesday that A's owner
Charlie Finley, in an attempt to
hurt him at contract time, had
ordered Manager Dick Williams not to start the 1971 Cy
Young Award winner and Most
Valuable Player in the American League.
Williams denied any knowledge of such instructions but
Blue, who slumped to a 6-10
mark this year after winning 24
games in 1971, didn't start in
the playoffs.
"But me not starting isn't my
complaint," Blue said as the
champagne of celebration sparkled in his hair. "It's not being
told. Nobody has come to me.
They kept away from me like it
was a cardinal sin to tell me.
"If Jim (Hunter, who started
the fourth game after Williams
said earlier he might use Blue)
was going to start and not me,
I'm not going to shoot, kill or
kick somebody. I just wanted to
be told.
"I'm no superhero. I'm no superhuman. I'm like everyone

else on this club and like to,
play," Blue insisted.
Williams exhulted that Blue
"showed me something today.
Our man Blue will pitch in the
series."
But Blue played down his.
performance saying, "It was
just another ball game. We still
have seven more ball games.
I'm not really excited ... there
have been other days like
tclday.Blue came on Thursday when
Odom
became
nauseated.
Odom said, he was "very, very

nervous ... I was sick to my
stomach. I couldn't catch my
breath." Williams said Odom
had been ill for three days.
Odom sat at the rear of the
clubhouse and 'sobbed as the
A's. celebrated. Blue hugged
him while teammates clustered
protectively about the pitchers.
Williams refused to be drawn
into Blue's dispute with Finley
saying, "Everything I've asked
him to do, he has done and
done well. His contract dispute
is between him and Mr. Finley."

Murray High To Entertain Blue
Tornado From Paducah Tilghman
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Containing a potent junior backfield of Paducah Tilghman will be the job of the
Murray High defense in tonight's 8 p.m. game at Holland Stadium.
Tailback Andre Greer has been leading the young backfield for the Blue Tornado. Greer, a strong 175 pounder, rushed for three touchdowns and two conversions in last week's 40-24 thrashing of Bowling Green.
Junior quarterback Kevin Paschall will call the signals for Tilghman, who will
operate from the "I" formation. Paschall was 64 last week and picked up 118
passing yards. Richard Bratner will be at the fullback position for the Tornado
while the wide receivers will be senior Buzz Peel and junior Alton Dodd. Peel
caught on touchdown pass and had 90 yards in three receptions.

American Leaglue club would
beat us, but I've changed my
thinking about the Al. now.
Dick's team plays good baseba.."
The 38-year-old Anderson recalled .his outlook before the
1970 Series.
"In 1970 I was naive," he
said. I had never been to a
World Series. I was just so glad
to be there. I came in awe. The
whole season was that way. I
remember the reaction in Cincinnati when I got the job.
They said Sparky who?
"Everybody at the Series
couldn't understand how I could
be so nice after losing. Well, I
was so glad to be there I didn't
realize until I got home that we
had lost four out of five."
Anderson laughed as he recalled his innocent, almost boyist approach to baseball's classic, Then he said, "I won't be
so nice if we lose this time. I'll
be mad. Now I want to prove
that my club is good enough to
win."
Anderson watched the A's go
ahead of the Tigers 2-1, and he
also saw A's' first baseman
Mike Epstein get hit on the
hand with a pitch and outfielder Reggie Jackson forced
out with a hamstring pull.
"Hey, John," he called to
Reds' catcher Johnny Bench,
"they're (Tigers) putting them
all out. They're crippling them
up for us. If they beat Detroit,
the
Tigers are making sure
VIRGINIA WATER, ENGJacklin makes no setret of
they get a whole load of 'em."
LAND(API- Lee Trevino and his belief that match play
inThen, Anderson turned
Tony Jacklin, who both dislike volves one golfer
intruding on
serious and talked about the
the unnerving twists and turns what should be
another golfer's
Athletics, who arrived here
of match play golf, were pitted private fight with
the course.
against each other today in just
The true test of golf, Jacklin 'Thursday night and worked out
today at Riverfront Stadium in
the kind of man-to-man clash claimed, is how
many shots it
preparation for • Saturdk'S
they prefer to avoid.
takes to finish the round.
Series opener.
The target was a place in the
"Oakland has great balance:.
final of the Piccadilly Match
"Anyone can beat anyone on
Play Championship, just about his day," said Jacklin, who Anderson began. -They can
the only major tournament still crushed Grier Jones of Wichita, run, have .good pitching and a
run at match play.
Kan., 7 and 6 in the opening fine defense. And they've got
After an opening round that round.
some good bats in Reggie Jacksaw the elimination of South
son, Joe Rudi, Mike Epstein
Trevino, rated favbrite to win and Sal Bando."
Africa's defending champion
The Cincinnati manager said
Gary Player, two Americans he Piccadilly crown for the
and two Britons were left in the first time, agreed with Jacklin, Oakland posed a different probbattle over the 6,997-yard Wen- "Certainly Match play over 36 lem from a pitching standpoint
holes. in a day is just too than Detroit would have pretworth _c91,tr_se::
he said.-"rm.happier Settled...
Trevino, the American Who
"If the Tigers had won, we
holds the British Open crown simply playing the course:"
and Jacklin, the Englishman
Trevino, who -defeated fellow would have had to look at ',Mwho took the U.S. Open title in - American Doug Sanders 2 and ich maybe three times," Ander1970, were matched in one 36- I in the first round of the three- son noted. "The A's have Jim
hole semi final.
day championship, said after- Hunter, John Odom, Ken HoltzPeter Oosterhuis, the 24- ward: "If I play as well as that man, Vida Blue and a darn
A
yerold Elriton who ousted Play- again I have an excellent good bullpen,"
Anderson said of his own
er by one hole Thursday, was chance 9f winning, but who can
up against Tom Weiskopf of Co
:• tell what will happen in this 'team that the Reds' pitching
was 50 per cent stronger than it
lumbus, Ohio, in the other.
-kind of game?"

Trevino, Jacklin
Meet Headon Today

Tilghman has a big defensive line that averages over 200 pounds. But the defense
'
has been giving up a lot of points this season as Tilghman enters Holland Stadium
tonight with a 2-4 season record,
Tim Lassiter joins Tyrone McCuiston and Dean Lanning on the list of Tigers who
will be out for the remainder of the year. Lassiter tore ligaments in his Knee taut
week and will undergo surgery Monday.
The vacant tackle position left by Lassiter will be filled by 240 pound sophomore
Craig Suiter, who was the only Tiger able to throw Trigg County's Selby Grubbs for
a loss in lapt week's game.
Center Riilph Dibble has a badly bruised left leg and may not be able to go full
strength tonight. Eddie Jones could be seeing action in Dibble's position.
Admission for tonight's game is $1.50 for adults and one dollar for students.

Much Has Changed Since Last
Time Athletics Won Pennant
By LARRY PALADIN° .
Associated Press Sports Writer
DETROIT 1API - In 1931
Herbert Hoover was President,
Champagne was illegal, and
Manager Connie Mack's Philadelphia Athletics were the
American League baseball
champions.
A lot has changed in the 41
years since bui one thing is the
same-the Athleties, nbw - of
Oakland, are again AL champions.
They will carry the pennant
into Cincinnati where theyil
face the National League champion Reds beginning Saturday
in the World Series.
It took the maximum of five

games, but the A's finally overcame the Detroit Tigers with a
2-1 victory Thursday to take the
Al. playoffs.
'The day I got traded (from
the Chicago Cubs r Dick Williams called me at my house
and said, 'We're going to put
you in the World Series.' And
damned if he didn't," said Oakland pitcher. Ken Holtzman,
smiling as he sat quietly in
front of his clubhod:se locker.
Most of his teammates were
exploding 'champagne corks,
splashing beer, hugging each
other, and yelling with joy.
Even millionaire owner Charlie
Finley joined in, pouring champagne on dry heads and crying

Anderson Not Making Mistake
Of Running Down Oakland A's
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
Associated Press Sports Writer
CINCINNATI
( AP)-Two
years ago Cincinnati Manager
Sparky Anderson boasted
"Bring on the big bad Birds,
We'll beat'ern."
Anderson's first Cincinnati
team had won the National
League pennant in a threegame playoff sweep over Pittsburgh. He looked down his nose
at the American League champion Baltimore Orioles.
The Orioles made Anderson
choke on his words, wiping the
Reds out in the Series, four
games to one. Anderson hasn't
forgotten. He's not about to
make the same mistake.
"I have to be honest," said
Anderson Thursday as he watched the Oakland Athletics win
the American League pennant
over the Detroit Tigers, "after
the beating we took in .70 I'll
make no comment. I'm not going to give Dick i Oakland'Manager Dick Williams) any ammunition."
Anderson took his eyes off
the television set long enough
to add, "I never dreamed an
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was in 1970 against Baltime%
The Reds' 70 staff was beset
with sore arms before their
Joust with the Birds. Cincinnati
does have one pitching question
mark as it prepares for Oakland, righthander Gary Nolan.
Nolan finis*/ with a 15-5
record in the regular season,
but was almost useless the last
two months of the season with
a sore shoulder and neck
"Nolan will be our openinggame pitcher," says Anderson,
but the manager can't be sure
of that until Nolan warms up
before.the game Saturday. No
Ian worked six innings of the
third National League playoff
game. He left leading 2-1 when
his arm stiffened.
Should Nolan be unable to
pitch, Anderson says Jack Billingham will get the assignment, followed in order by Ross
Grizzisley and Don Gullett. Oakland probably will open with
lefthander Ken Holtzznan
Anderson said he'll start his

with happiness at the moment five frames before getting an
which seemed to be slipping upset stomach. Blue finished
away after Tiger victories the job with a lightning fastThesday and Wednesday.
ball, allowing three harmless
Holtzman is Manager Wil- singles in picking up the save.
liams' choice to pitch the Series
Campaneris, suspended by
opener and the A's will have AL President Joe Cronin for
suspended shortstop Bert the last three playoff games for
Campaneris back in action, al- throwing a bat at Detroit pitchthough Reggie Jackson may be erLerrin LaGrow, joined in the
out with a pulled hamstring Oakland post-game bedlam but
muscle suffered in a successful wasn't saying much.
steal of home plate Thursday.
It was learned Thursday
The A's won Thursday on the night that Baseball Commisstrong arms of John "Blue sioner Bowie Kuhn will permit
Moon" Odom and Vida 48lue,- .Campaneris to play in the
plus some questionable Tiger Series.
fielding and the running of
Jackson opened the 4's secJackson and his replacement, ond with a walk off loser
George Hendrick.
Woodie Fryman, stole second,
Winner Odom gave up an un- and reached third on a long fly
earned run in the first inning out by'Sal Bando.
as he pitched a two-hitter for
Mike Epstein was hit with a

pitch and Gene Tenace struci
out before Epstein broke for
second on a steal, hoping Tiger
catcher Bill Freehan would
throw to second and give Jackson a chance to steal home.
And that's what Freehan did,
both runners sliding in safe.
Jackson was injured in the
slide and replaced by Hendrick,
who reached first leading oft
the fourth on a throwing error.
Hendrick took second on Sal
Bando's bunt and scored the
winning run on a single by
Tenace.
Left fielder Duke Sims was a
little slow getting the ball out
of his glove on the hit. It was a
close play at the plate and
Freehan let the throw slip
away; however, Hendrick was
ruled safe before that.

Carroll Doesn't Worry About
Pitching Until Late In Game

ulpal lineup of Pete Rose, BobLeague record with 37 saves
By BILL WINTER
by Tolan and Cesar Geronimo
in the outfield, first baseman Associated Press Sports Writer during the regular season.
Manager Sparky Anderson
CINCINNATI i AP - Clay
Tony Perez, second baseman
Joe Morgan wad piribaseman Carroll,Cincinnati's down-home says that if there's a better rej -5n Alabama lies pitcher .around, he hasn't
Denis Menke, with Wench be- reliever with ,
hind the plate. If southpaw. drawl and a Texas swagger," seenlhirn.
Carroll begins concentrating
Holtzman starts, Dave Con-, will ponder everything but
his pitching chores only
. in-'
—six
eepcion will be at shortstop. An 'pitching thibugh-the first
Oakland right hander would flings of Saturday's qpening when he gets the call to warm
up.
World Series game.
mean Darrel Chaney at short.
"Before that," he says, his
Then he'll begin to. worry.
The Reds arent saying anyvoice resounding in a drawl de"I never think about pitching
thing about a heel injury sufveloped in his.. native Clanton,
fered in Tuesday's fourth game until bout the seventh inning,"
Ala., "I yell and cheer the othof the National League playoffs Carroll said Thursday night as er
guys on.
by the fleet Morgan. Morgan he looked toward the Reds'
when I go out to the
was in such distress that he opening series game against
bullpen to warm up," he says,
had to get a pain-killing shot in the American League's- Oak"then I really begin conthe heel in order to play in the land Athletics.
centrating."
"If you think about it through
final game Wednesday. Morgan
Clay Carroll en route to the
reported to the stadium the first six innings or so," said pitcher's
mound is a picture of
Thursday
for
whirlpool Carroll„ "you can get all tight, sheer confidence
- perhaps
treatment. Morgan says he'll and you can build up so much conceit.
be ready.
pressure."
His chest extends so far he
Carroll's formula for thoughtWhile Anderson wouldn't preseems to lean precariously, his
dict a winner of the Series, he control apparently works. The feet
trailing the rest of his,
did say that Cincinnati and swaggering reliever, an imposbody, straining to keep pace
Pittsburgh were the best teams ing man at six-foot-1, 200
with the upper torso.
pounds, established a National
in baseball.
On the mound, Carroll is all

Jackson Hobbles To
Tiger Clubhouse To
Shake Martin's Hand

fidgets. Pull the belt. Stretch
the arm. Get the ball and
throw.
"I just love to get out there
and start pitchin'," Carol] says.
"I can get stiff and lose my
control. And the longer you're
cart there, the more chance to get in trouble.
"When they get a hit -Off me,
I just get madder," says Carroll ,who made twv appear"ances and landed one victory
and one defeat as the Reds
whipped the Pittsburgh Pirates
in the National League playoffs.
"So far I've done the job,"
Carroll admits. "I just try to
keep them from scoring."
Carroll says he respects, but
doesn't fear, the Oakland lineup.
"It appears they don't have
too many power hitters," he
says. "Anyway, I feel with the
team we've got, we've got a
pretty good advantage."

SUPPORT
THE MURRAY HIGH TIGERS
LET'S ALL BACK OUR TEAM!!

By LARRY PALADINO •
Al Kaline approached and
Associated Press Sports Writer shook Jackson's hand.
DETROIT ( AP) - It was a
"I've been calling on t.V
memorable, dramatic ending to phone over there trying to get
a memorable day.
you and nobody answers," KaOakland center fielder Reggie line said. "How's your leg?"
Jackson made his way on
"It's okay. I hope to be able
crutches slowly and deliber- to play in the Series." Jackson
ately, down an echoing, virtual- said.
-Ty empty' corridor at Tiger StaThen Martin walked over
dium to the Tiger clubhouse.
frotrilicross the room to greet
Jackson, wearing only a torn,
him.
champagne-soaked T-shirt, a
"You're a heck of a guy,"
bath towel around his waist arid
shower slippers, hobbled all the Jackson told Martin, shaking
way to shake the hand of Tiger his hand. "Believe me, I don't
like playing against you guys."
manager Billy Martin.
"You showed me a lot of
Jackson pulled a hamstring
muscle when he stole home in -class," Martin said in return.
the second inning, sliding into "I like guys like you."
Jackson shook the hands of
burly catcher Bill Freehan in
Duke
Sims and Aurelio Rodrithe A's 2-1 victory that clinched
.oper
‘op League pennant guez,and said, "You guys have
three- gam& to two. He" had .4,greaL _amount of pride and
to be helped off the field and that's all I came over here to
was replaced by George Hendr- say.
Then he left, hobbling slowly.
ick-who scored the winning
run with another slide into _ Jackson said if chances are
50-50 he can play against CinFreehan.
Jackson hopped through the cinnati in the Series, "I'll play.
If I can hobble, I can play. I've
door into the carpeted room.
Only a few of the Tigers re- got all winter to heal, so I can
go all out."
mained.

Murray High Tigers

ank of Murray
et°

v

Member FDIC

County Schools Begin Play In
Conference With Three Games
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Three games were played last
night as the county elementary
schools began their conference
play. Almo took a 60-56 overtime win from New Concord
while Kirksey walloped Hazel
61-19 and Lynn Grove ran over
Faxon 58-33.
Almo jumped to an early six
point lead in the first quarter at
New Concord and led 14-11 at
the end of the first period. But
the Redbirds came roaring
baCk in the second stanza and
took their first lead as Ted
McCuiston scored at the buzzer
to put New Concord on top 26-25
at intermission.
McCuiston scored the first
four points of the third frame as
Coach Bob Allen's Redbirds
built the lead to five points. New
Concord used some strong
rebounding by McCuiston and
by the end of the third period the
Redbirds were on top 48-37.
Mike Wells pulled Almo to
within seven points, 51-44, by
meshing a charity toss with 3:19
remaining in the game. Almo
fought back and tied the score
at 52 all with 2:07 left when
Jimmy Stubblefield Kit from 20
feet. Almo got the ball back and
went ahead for the first time in
the half at the 1:52 mark when
Wells scored from under.
New Concord, who was rated
as an underdog in the contest,
came back and grabbed a 58-56
lead as McCuiston hit from
under with only 49 seconds left
in the game.
In the final hectic seconds,
both teams missed opportunities by failing to hit
bonus free throw situations.
With eight seconds left, Wells
missed a bonus situation but
Stubblefield got the rebound
and scored at the buzzer to send
the game into overtime.
Both teams traded baskets
until, with only 22 seconds left,
Stubblefield scored from under
to put Almo on top 68-66. Wells
came up with a key steal in the
final seconds and was intentionally fouled with just four
seconds remaining. Wells
calmly hit both charity tosses to
bring Almo its first win in two
years.
Ted McCuiston, who transferred from Maryland to New
Concord, led all scorers with his
34 points. McCuiston, playing
in his first organized game,
grabbed 17 rebounds in a
superior effort. Ronnie Gibson
chipped in with 13 while Steve
McCuiston had 11. Stubblefield
paced Almo by picking up 28
while Wells tossed in 14.
The preliminary game found
New Concord running to an 8219 win. Williams led the Redbirds with 18 while Kingings,
,Myers and Stubblefield had 10
points apiece.
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Key Games May Clarify Pidure
On State High School Football
By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
About two dozen key high
school football games this weekend could clarify the district
championships in the state's
three classes, but a few of
them could just muddy the waters.
Union County helped settle
one race Thursday night with a
39-14 triumph over Owensboro
Catholic. Union County is now
5-0 in district play and undefeated in eight games overall. The loss was the first for
Owensboro Catholic.
Perhaps most important in
tonight's action are the meeting
of Tates Creek and Henry Clay
in Lexington and Russell's visit
to Ashland.
In Northern Kentucky, mean-

time, a loss by either Fort
Thomas Highlands ( at Dixie
Heights) or Campbell County
(hosting Holmes Saturday)
would put the other in the driver's seat.
Tales Creek, undefeated in
six games, can all but sew up
the Region II second district
title with a victory over Henry
Clay, 2-0 In championship play,
but only 4-2 over-all.
Fireworks can be expected
when Ashland, undefeated and
ranked No. 2 in Class AA, entertains Russell' 6-1 with the
only defeat at the hands of an
out-of-state foe.
Ashland has racked up 213
points on trouncing its six opponents this season while Russell
has put 171 on the boards itself,
failing to hit double figures

Rozelle Gives Gordon To
Rams For '74 Draft Pick
LUCKY W&RRIARl. Jimmy Rudd was installed yesterday
afternoon as the Chief of the Almo Warrior Tribe. Rudd's
presence Last night brought a little luck to Almo. The Warriors,
who were winless last season, wow their first game in ta o years by
nipping New Concord in overtime, 70-66.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
Almo
14 11 12 21 12-70
New Concord
11 15 22 10
8-66
Almo(70)—Wells 14, Miller 9,
Stubblefield 28, Halley 4, Scott
7, Peeler 6 and Futrell 2.
New Concord(66)—T. McCuiston 34, Dukes 5, Denham 3,
Gibson 13, S. McCuuiston 11 and
Zacheretti.
Kirksey had little trouble in
coasting to a lopsided win over
the Lions of Hazel. The Eagles
held a 19 point advantage at the
end of the first period and
stretched the margin to 36 at
intermission.
The Eagles scored nine points
in each of the final two periods
as reserves dominated the
action.
Tommy Futrell led the Eagles
in scoring by tossing in 22 points
while Lee Beach added 17.
Center Mark Rodgers fired in
nine points and grabbed 17
rebounds in an outstanding
effort.
Kirksey also took the
preliminary contest by grabbing a 43-18 victory. Randy
McCallon led the winners with
14 points.
Hazel
2
5 4 8.-19
21 22 9 9-61
Kirksey
Hazel( 19(—Barrett 7,
Chrisman 2, Cooper 2, Crabtree
2, Scott 4 and Lattirner 2.
Kirksey(61)—Futrell
22,

CHICAGO 1AP) — The Chicago Bears labelled "unfair"
the decision of National Football League Commissioner Pete-Rozelle when they learned
Thursday that Dick Gordon
would go to the Los Angeles
Rams for a 1974 draft choice.
George Halas Jr. expressed
-shock" and "bitter disappointment" that Gordon, a
wide receiver, would go to the
Rams -for a first-round draft
choice two years from now."
Gordon, 28, became a free
agent after playing out his option with the Bears last season.
Selected for the NFL Pro Bowl
Game the last two seasons,
Gordon led the NFL in 1970
with 71 pass receptions for 1,026
yards and 13 touchdowns.
Gordon was the last of three
Bear players who exercised

their options in 1971. Quarterback Jack Concannon went to
Dallas for offensive tackle Bob
Asher, defensive tackle Bill
Line and a second-round draft
choice next year.
George Seals went to Kansas
City and the Bears were compensated with a first-round
draft choice and experienced
defensive lineman Andy Rice.
Batas said that because of
these other deals the Gordon
case is "glaringly inequitable."
"If the foregoing combination
of examples proves anything,"
said' 'bias, "It is that the
charge that players are hurt by
the so-called compensation provision in the NFL is nonsense.
The only injured parties in this
most recent case are the Chi
cago Bears."

Beach 17, Lovett 8, Rogers 9,
Alexander 2, McCallon 3 and
Russell.
Lynn Grove used a blistering
third period attack to romp to 25
point win over the Faxon
Panthers. The Wildcats led by
only one point at the end of the
first quarter and stretched the
lead to seven at intermission
before running away with the
game in the third quarter.
Tommy Chavis paced the
Wildcats of Freed Curd with a
23 point performance while
Larry Martin and Gene
Lockhart added 10 apiece.
Morris led the losers with 13
while Kirk fired in 11.
The Wildcats also took the
preliminary game by a lopsided
58-27 score. Gardner paced the
winners with 14 while Olive had By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Denver 115-104. No games were
Billy Cunningham made an scheduled in the NBA.
10. Morris just missed double
impressive debut with the CaroJim Eakins, with 30 points,
figures by scoring nine.
Faxon
10 10 12 1-33 lina Cougars in the American topped the Squires, who at one
Lynn Grove 11 16 24 7-58 Basketball Association as the time led the Cougars by 16
Faxon(33i—Kirk 11, Morris ABA opened its sixth season points in the third period.
Mel Daniels sank two free
13, Duncan 1, Blankenship 2, Thursday night.
Cunningham, who lost a legal throws in the last five seconds
Walker 5, and Elliot 1.
Lynn Grove(58i—Lockhart struggle to remain with Phila- to assure the Pacers' triumph
10, Stone 8, Martin 10, T. Chavis delphia of the National Basket- over he new Memphis Tams.
23, Gardner 5, and J. Chavis 2. ball Association', scored 28
George Thompson of MemAll six teams will be in action points and grabbed 17 rebounds phis was high game scorer with
to
help
the
Cougars
to
a
123-115
Tuesday night. Kirksey will be
34 points. Daniels led the Pacat New Concord for the renewal victory over the Virginia ers with 24.
of their rivalry while Lynn Squires.
James Jones' 26 points paced
In the other opening ABA
Grove is at Almo and Faxon
games, Indiana defeated Mem- the Stars over the Rockets.
hosts Hazel.
phis 109-105 and Utah tripped Ralph Simpson topped the

Carolina Takes 123-115
Decision Over Virginia

An Ashland victory would
about make the Tomcats a
cinch in the Region IV second
district, but if Russell were to
upset, the Red Devils still
would have to face Boyd County before claiming the crown.
Ashland put Boyd down 24-7,
but it was the first game this
season where the Tomcats had
to come from behind to win.
Other key games in Class AA
include Hopkinsville's invasion
.of Caldwell County and North
Marshall's bid to stay alive at
Christian County in the first reAn open horse show will be gion.
held at the New Providence
Shelby County at Larue CounRiding Club on Saturday, Octy could have a bearing on the
tober 14, at six p.m. '
Region II first district
This will be a jackpot show
racedhongh it's not likely to,
with the percentage being 30, 20,
and an upset by Bell County at
15, and 10. The entry fee per
middlesboro would send the Reclass is $3.00 except for costume
gion IV first district into a
class with the fee being $1.00.
tizzy.
Twelve open classes will be
In Class A, Dayton's visit to
featured with western pleasure
Beechwood could be the turning
and barrel each with $50.00
point in Region III first district
added.
and a tie would make the disThe admission will be 81.90
trict a three-way split with
per person over 12 years of age,
Bellevue getting back in the
fifty cents, six through twelve,
picture.
and free for children under six.
A pair of upsets — Jenkins
The concession stand will be
over Lynch and Elkhorn City
open.
over Pikeville — would meta_

only in its loss to Credo-Kenova, W. Va.
Russell quarterback John
Hillman hit nine of 15 passes
for 173 yards and two
touchdowns in the Red Devils'
62-8 romp over Catlettsburg
last weekend.

Open Horse Show
Planned Saturday

At New Providence

up the favorites' bids for district crowns, though neither
upset seems likely.
Other important Class A action includee Webster County at
Fort Campbell on Saturday.
where Webster risks its 3-0 district mark: Allen County at
Metcalfe County, where the
Pats' 5-0 worksheet is .on the
line, and Madison at Paris.
where Madison could clinch a
district title.
A pair of games in Region II
district one — Bardstown at
Shelbyville and Harrodsburg at
Anderson — could make a big
difference if either Bardstown
or Anderson loses, but Shelbyville is 3-3 on the season and
Harrodsburg is 5-2.
For games in Jefferson County's Class AAA find second
rated Butler at Valley and
Waggener at Ballard tonight
with No. 1 ranked Trinity facing No. 4 Bishop David and Jeffersontown at Moore on Saturday.
The Trinity-Bishop David
matchup could go a long way in
solving the Louisville city region and losses by either Jeffersontown or Ballard would
crimp their title hopes in the
county region.

We Are Always
"Ready"
to Help with
Your
Banking Needs

Bait Ready
og, Play -

PEOPLES IBANK
MURRAY

KY.

Three Convenient Locations . . .

MAIN BRANCH

SOUTH BRANCH

500 Main

12th & Story

NORTH BRANCH
12th & Chestnut -

I-,

an opponent for a couple of
series of downs, then somebody
gets that one long run or pass
and—bang, that's it."
The meeting is the fifth between the two schools—now
even at 2-2 with Carolina taking
a 20-10 victory in the last game
two years ago.

6,000 Series
Tickets On Sale
CINCINNATI 1AP) — The
Cincinnati Reds today placed
on sale the remaining 6,000
World Series tickets, indicating
that approximately 198,000 have
already been sold for the three
games here with the Oakland
Athletics.
Riverfront Stadium seatS` approximately 51,000. Stand room
will also be sold.
The bulk of the remaining
tickets are for the sixth Rime,
if played, here.
The -first- two -games of the.
series will be played here Saturday and Sunday.
The U.S. Weather Service
predicts warm weather with
partial cloud cover for the
opening game Saturday. It will
be clearing and colder in the
5as and 60s Sunday for the second game, the service forecast.
Charles Wilson of Amityville
and Dennis Macholz of Bethpage are Long Island athletes
on Michigan State's football
team They are linemen

Miami
Unbe
By HUBERT M1Z
Associated Press Sports
NEW YORK ( AP)
body's going unbeaten
National Football Lea
body ... including the
Dolphins. Sooner or
somebody'll get 'em.
But, not this week.
San Diego's sudde
Chargers should bite
the Orange Bowl as
phins go 5-0 with the
part of their schedul
them.
Elsewhere in the
hour of decision will
at least two erstw
erhouses, the Minne
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tenterfielder' Of Wildcats
Praised By Carolina Mentor
By BOB COOPER
field generaling of quarterback
Associated Press Sports Writer James (Dinky) McKay, who he
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP)—A credited for picking up the Ken, wishboneless wishbone and a tucky team this season.
centerfielder in shoulder pads
"This Kentucky team is the
and a helmet will be featured best I've seen since the mid
— -Saturday when Kentucky 1960s," Dooley said.
travels to Chapel Hill to meet
Collins, who sat out the MisNorth Carolina.
sissippi State game with an
'"The best way I can describe ankle injury, is "about 90 per
their football team," Kentucky cent ready now and we hope
Coach John Ray said, "is that he's 100 per cent by game
it's just like the wishbone, but time," Ray said.
they run it from the I-formaRay said Carolina has a pair
tion."
of runners to match his,
The wishbone primarily is a though.
ground attack: offering several.. , "This Billy Hite will remind
options of pitchouts and just the you a lot of Knutson and Ike
possibility of a pass.
Oglesby is a lot like Collins—
-These guys are just like and neither of them has been
that. They just keep running at hurt this season like Collins
you and running at you and, has," Ray said.
just when you least expect it,
—Their quarterback, Nick
they toss a little pass and hope Vidnovic, also is a fine runner
it goes,," Ray said.
and he can pass the ball, too,
North Carolina Coach Bill although he doesn't seem to
Dooley had the usual praise for want to very much," Ray
several Kentucky players, but added.
concentrated most of it on safe- --To- go along with the backty Darryl Bishop, whose 97- field power, Ray continued,
yard interception runback w
they've got a great offensive
last week's game against Mis- line. 1 guess they might be a
sissippi State.
little disappointed in their de'rlie's just like a centerfielder fense, but it's better than it.
in baseball," Dooley said. "He looks."
just covers a lot of ground out
North Carolina has given up
there and, witrliis irtstinct for 106 points in winning..,its first
the football, he seems to be three games; then losing 29-14
right where it comes down all to Ohio State two weeks ago.
"It isn't that anybody is ramthe time."
Dooley also said he was wor- ming the ball down their
ried about the running .of Ken- throats," Ray said. "They've
tucky's Gary,Knutson and Al- just been the victims of those
fred (Sonny) Collins and the big plays. You know, they hold
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IRural Electric Coop
Bringing thousands of West Kentucky
families efficient electricity.
The service of West Kentucky Rural Electric has revolutionized the life of farm
families in this entire area.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
T-cooperative Corporation
Mayfield, Ky.

John Edd Walker, Manager

Phone 753-5012
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Miami Picked To Remain Only
Unbeaten Team in Pro Ranks
By HUBERT MIZELL .
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP — Nobody's going unbeaten in the
National Football League. .Nobody ... including the Miami
Dolphins. Sooner or later,
somebody'll get 'em.
But, not this week.
San Diego's suddenly-super
Chargers should bite the lint in
the Orange Bowl as the Dolphins go 5-0 with the toughest
part of their schedule behind
them.
Elsewhere in the NFL, the
hour of decision will come for
at least two erstwhile powerhouses, the Minnesota Vikings and-Raltimore Colts. Each
is 1-3 and another defeat will
just about kill playoff hopes.
Game by game, here's the
call for Sunday-Monday: _
Miami 24, San Diego 10: It
looks like a . ground war and
Miami has a tank in Larry
-Csonka, a bazooka in Jien Kiick
and a rocket in Mercury Morris
that gives it the edge. Both defenses are underrated.
Oakland 30, Buffalo 141 The
Raiders have their offense un-

ids for disgh neither
Class A acr County at
Saturday.
S its 3-0 disCounty at
where the
t is .on the
n at Paris.
uld clinch a
in Region II
ardstown at
rrodsburg at
make a big
r Bardstown
, but Shelby.
season and
fferson Counfind second
Valley and
Itard tonight
Trinity facavid and Jef# re on Saturishop David
a long way in
sville city reby either Jef: Hard would
hopes in the

tracked and George Blanda
shouldn't have to be summoned
for heroics.
San Francisco 38, New York
Giants 17: The Giants have
beaten the NFL's two weakest
teams, Philadelphia and New
Orelans, but their defense can't
hold John Brodie and pals.
Green Bay 17, Detroit 13: The
Packers' Scott Hunter should
have a good battle with apetroit's Greg • Landry, but defense should still be the key in
the well-matched Monday night
TV special.
Atlanta 27, New Orleans 14:
The Saints haven't won in four
starts and are solid picks to
make it five. The Falcons need
only to continue improving
their offense to be true division
contenders.
Cleveland 24, Chicago 14: The
Bears are 0-3-1 and seem headed for another winless weekend
although running quarterback
Bobby Douglass and powerful
Cyril Pinder give Chicago at
least a chance for an upset.
Kansas City 24, Ciainnati 17:
This matchup of division leaders is perhaps the NFL's game

Oklahoma Favored
Over Texas Saturday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
For the first time in nine
years Oklahoma is favored
over Texas in the 67th renewal
of the Red River Classic in college football Saturday.
The clash between the nationally second-ranked Sooners and
the 10th-ranked Longhorns in
the.,Cotton Bowl is one of two
games pitting teams in The Associated Press Top Ten against
each other. Eighth-ranked Louisiana State and ninth-ranked
Auburn battle at Baton Rouge
in the other.
These two games between
four nationally rated and unbeaten teams spice the weekend fare on collegiate gridirons,
Coach John McKay's unbeaten,and top-ranked Southern
seek their
„California Trojans
_
sixth in a row against Cantor-ma
In other games involving the
AP Top Ten, No. 3 Alabama
takes on Florida, No, 4 Ohio
State faces Illinois, No. 5 Michigan tangles with Michigan
State, No. 6 Nebraska battles
Missouri and No. 7 Notre Dame
engages the Fitt Panthers.
No. 12 Washington opposes
No. 17 Stanford and No. 13 Colorado is pitted against No. 18
Iowa State in games pairing
teams in the AP Second Ten.

No. 14 UCLA plays at Oregon
State, No. 15 Penn State is at
Army, No. 16 Air Force is at
Boston College, No. 19 Oklahoma State is at Virginia Tech
while No. 20 Arkansas hosts
Baylor. No. 11 Tennessee has
an open date.
While the Sooners are favored, Oklahoma fullback Tim
Welch says the game with the
Longhorns is -going to be a
real battle. I don't think people
are taking them serious
enough. They've got as good a
team as they've ever had."
A sellout crowd of 71,938 is
assured for the game with another SRO turnout of 67,500 set
for the night encounter between
LSU and Auburn at Baton
Rouge. Charles McClendon is
looking for his 84th victory to
become the winningest coach in
LSU grid annals.
California is ineligible for the
Rose Bowl, but the Bears hope
to throw a roadblock in the
path of the Trojans, "USC.is
the game we've been waiting
for," said Cal coach Mike
White.
Nebraska's Cornhuskers, the
defending national champions,
are favored to defeat Missouri
and continue their climb back
to the top after their first game
upset by UCLA._

of the week. The Bengal offense
finally got rolling last week,
but the Chiefs provide too tough
a barrier.
Dallas 13, Baltimore 10: Neither team has been outstanding, but the Cowboys keep
getting by. Colt luck has been
sour and a sudden spree by
John Unitas seems Baltimore's
only hope for not sitting out the
playoffs.
Pittsburgh 21, Houston 14:
The Oilers aren't as bad as
they looked last Monday night
... nobody is. But, they're not
good enough to win just yet
with quarterback Dan Pastorini.
Los Angeles 27, Philadelphia
10: The Eagles are well bal-

Murray To Try For First
011C Victory Of Season

anced, poor on both offense and
defense,
Minnesota 20, Denver 7:
Tarkenton wins one and keeps
By Joe Tom Erwin
the Vikings alive for a fifth
Murray State's Racers, who
straight division title while the
beat UT-Martin 14-7 last
Purple Gang does reasonably
Saturday for their first victory
well in hemming up Floyd
of the season, will try for their
Little and his playmates.
first Ohio Valley Conference
New York Jets 24, New Engwin Saturday when they are
land 17: This one is an air fight
hosts to Middle Tennessee.
Namath
and
Jim
between Joe
Murray has an overall record
Plunkett and the Broadway one
of 1-3 and a conference record of
usually gets the best of such
0-2. Middle Tennessee is 3-1-1
things.
overall
and 0-1-1 in the conWashington 35, St. Louis 24:
Sonny Jurgensen is back and ference.
The BLUE Raiders opened
Gary Cuozzo has pumped offensive life into the Cardinals, with romps over Florence State,
making this one of the better 31-10 and UT-Martin 30-3, before
being tied by Morehead' 35-35,
shows of the weekend.

"It will handicap both players," Ralston said. "Anyone
who has watched Nastase in
the last year knows that he can
play as good a serve-and-volley
game as anyone in the world.
But he won't be able to do it on
this surface."
Everything pointed to long

By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
Kentucky will be trying for its
first winning reeord at about
mid-season in seven years
when the Wildcats t take on
North Carolina Saturday af
Chapel Hill.
Not since 1965 haa Kentucky
been on the winning side of the
ledger after the first five
games of the season, which
used to be the halfway point
until two years ago when the
11-game season came into
vogue.
Most of the Friday afternoon
quarterbacks are predicting the
Wildcats won't make that winning halfway point again this
year—that North Carolina has
too much for Kentucky.
But Kgitucky Coach, John
Ray says, "we never go into a
game figuring we're going to

lose."
Without specifying any particular foe, he does hedge this
much: "We do have some
games that we know we must
get some breaks and play without errors to win."
Is this one of them?
North Carolina is 3-1, Kentucky 2-2. But _neither has a victory over what could be considered tigh class opposition.
North Carolina's are over Richmond, Maryland and North
Carolina State; Kentucky's
over Villanova and Mississippi
State.
Perhaps the most indicative
game of the Wildcats is their
one-point loss to Indiana, a
team that since has dropped
Syracuse and could be a threat
in the Big Ten.
,North Carolina, meantime,
was losing by a couple of
touchdowns to Ohio State.

The forecast, in a fit of frenzy, takes Kentucky in an upset,
13-10, over. North Carolina.
After all, gotta do something to
try to improve that .700 batting
average after four weeks.
In other Kentucky college action we find:
Middle
Tennessee
at
Murray—The
homestanding
Racers' defense seems to have
jelled, but this will be the acid
test. Middle Tennessee has
nearly 1,000 yards in four
games.
Murray, 214.
Eastern Kentucky at Central
Michigan—If the visiting Cob nets can stop tailback Chuck
Markey ,and split end Matt
Means, they've got it made—
and they can.
Eastern, 14-13.
North Texas State at Louisville,—North Texas has mustered only 35 points in four
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Fayne Limbo has quarterbacked the Raiders most of
the season and has completed 29
of 52 passes for 319 yards.
However, Fred Rohrdanz was

games while their opponents
have put 126 on the boards.
Why discuss it further?
Louisville, 28-10.
Western Kentucky at
Tech—Western's
Tennessee
Coach, Jimmy Feix, predicts
that "kicking and breaks could
be decisive" here. "One or two
mistakes and you're out of it,"
he said. The Toppers will be
careful.
Western, 10-7.

Auburn Faces Longest Winning
Slate For Third Straight Time

By JOE EDWARDS
"Tech has a tremendous But if -we let one of those blalAssociated Press Sports Writer footbll team," Western Ken- ers get by' us; itt be six and
It's showdown Saturday this tucky Coach Jimmy Feix said church is out," he said.
week at Cookeville where this week. "They had a world
Tech must find a replaceTennessee Tech and Western of personnel returning from ment for starting quarterback
Kentucky, co-leaders in the , last year's fine team and have John Zeigler, who suffered a
Ohio Valley Conference football progressed well so far this sea- broken collarbone in a 24-23
race, match muscles in a game son.
victory over East Tennessee
that will be instrumental in de"They have one of the finest last week. The likely retermining the OVC champion. runners in the OVC in their placemtn is sophomore Mike
Both teams are 2-0 in the con- fullback, Jeff Axel, and one of Ledford, who has been bothered
ference.Tech is 4-1 overall and the country's top linebackers in 'by a deep thight bruise
the Hilltoppers 3-1.
_Jimmy Youngblood.
recently.
Both teams also were 2-0 a
"But they are not a team
consisting of ,,one or two, or year ago when Western Keneven three or four, outstanding tucky won 15-7 and went on to
individuals. They have good win the conference.
people all up and down their
The only other conference
lineup.
game finds Middle Tennessee
"This game stacks up as the to Murray in a must game for
kind of game where kicking Middle Tennessee, 0-1-1. if the
and breaks could be decisive. Blue Raiders are to contend for,,
and dour struggles between the One or two mistakes and you're the title.
"The tie with Morehead hurt,
out of it."
Americans and Romanaians.
Tech's Don Wade says the but the loss at Eastern has all
Nastase and Tiriac are na- key to a Golden Eagle victory but eliminated us," Middle
tional idols and the American will be containing the Hill- Tennessee Coach Bill Peck said
this week. He was referring to
players had to face the wild en- topper speed.
"If we can contain their a 35-35 deadlock at Murfreesthusiasm of the Romanian fans
as well as two highly talented speed, and the Lord knows how boro Sept. 23 and a 13-0 loss to
we'll do it, we'll be all right.' Eastern Kentucky last week at
clay court artists.
Richmond.
hae to win all the rest
of our games, and still get
some help from other people if
we are to win this thing," he
added.
In non-conference games Saturday, Austin Peay is at the
University of Tennessee-Martin
nals.
quickly dispose of Miss Flem- and Eastern Kentucky visits
In other opening round ing. The two players both 17,
Central Michigan.
matches Thursday, fourth-seed- are best friends and have
ed Chris Evert of Fort Lauder- frequently met in smaller
FOOTBALL .
dale, Fla., defeated Laurie tournaments, although Mis:cr
NEW YORK—National FootFleming, also of Fort Lauder- Fleming never has defeated
ball League officials, bending
dale, 6-1, 6-1 and eighth-seeded Miss Evert.
pressure,
Wendy Overton of Ormond
In Friday's quarterfinals, to congressional
televise Super Bowl
to
agreed
Beach, Fla., downed Wendy Miss
Evert
faces 'Miss
Gilchrist of Australia, 6-0, 5-7, Krantzcke; Chris' 15-year-old VII locally if the game is an
sellout in Los Angeles.
6-2.
sister, Jeanne, takes on sixth- advance
receivANGELES—Wide
LOS
Mrs. King displayed her seeded Kerry Melville of AuseS4a1 variety of shots while tralia; Mrs. King- meets - Miss ar Dick Gordon, the NFL's top
keeping Miss Hunt off balance Overton; - and -seventh-seed pass catcher in 1970, was
a free agent by the
most of the match.
Francoise Durr of France plays signed as
can't really say how well I Betty Stove of The Netherlands. Los Angeles Rams, who will
compensate the Chicago Bears
played," the 30-year-old Mrs.
with a No. 1 draft 'Choice in
,King said. "Our volleys weren't
1974.
TENNIS .
that long. She's been ill for the
BASKETBALL
BOCA RATON, Fla.—Karen
last few weeks so I don't really
JERSEY CITY, N.J.—The
know if she was at taill strength Krantzcke of Australia continued the string of first-round Rev. John 'R. Boland, athletic
or not."
Miss Evert, a crowd favorite upsets in the $100,000 Virginia director at St. Peters College
since she is playing only 25 Slims championship, defeating fired basketball Coach Don
miles from her hometown, used fifth-seeded Rosemary Casals Kennedy, a veteran of 22 seasons.
her two-fisted backhand to of San Francisco, 6-3, 6-3

Ow-

Ill

Tailback Mel Daniels has
scored 36 of the 113 points the
Raiders have put on the
scoreboard in five games.
Daniels
who played at
quarterback most of last
season, has rushed for 31 yeard
in 102 carries.

Tech, Western To Clash
In OVC Confrontation

Billie Jean Leads Field In
Final Round Of Slims Tourney

BOCA RATON, Fla. AP ) —
Wimbledon champion Billie
Jean King leads the field into
today's quarter-final round of
the $100,000 Virginia Slims Womens Tennis Championship but
three other top seeds will be on.
the sidelines,
- —
Mrs. King, Wimbledon, U.S.
Open and French Open victor,
scbred an easy opening round
victory over Australian Leslie
Hunt, 6-1, 6-1, in the world's
richest tennis event for women.
But Rosemary Casals, Margaret Court and Nancy Gunter,
are out of competition after losing their first matches.
Fifth-seeded Miss Casals of
San Francisco, Calif., was
upset by Karen Krantczke of
captain of the D.S. team, re- Austaalia, 6-3, 6-3 and joined
fuSea to listen to suggestions second-seeded Mrs. Court of
, that Smith will be, at a dis- Australia and third-seeded Mrs.
advantage 'on this slow, dead Gunter of San Angelo, Tex., as
spectators for the quarter-fi'surface.

Mike Hobbie, who directed the
at the position most of the game UT-Martin win,again Saturday.
against Eastern. He's com- Hobbie, replacing Tom Panpleted 16 of 36 passes for f).14 dolfi, who injured an arm in the
yards.
Morehead game,completed 8 of
Tight end David Stewart has 12 passes and one of his cornbeen the favorite receiver of the pletions was a 37-yarder to Jeff
Middle quarterbacks and has Votaw for the winning touchcaught 17 passes for 224 yards. down.
Wide receiver Mike Finney has
"We're really pleased with
caught 7 for 88 yards.
the way Mike permormed,"
The Middle punter Mike Coach Bill Furgerson said. "He ;
Shawen has averaged 40.1 yards was not only on target with his
a punt this season and his passes but he also directed tbe
'match-up with Murray's Chuck running game well."
Catrell, who was averaged 39.6
Every
Racer ' runner
should be one of the more in- averaged at least 4 yards a try
teresting of the game.The last week but George Greenfield
Racers will go with quarterback was the big gainer with 134
yards. Greenfield, who had 205
yards against Morehead, is
leading rusher in the OVC with
an average of 112 yards a game.
Furgerson reports his team in
good physical condition and
said he thinks they're ready for
another good effort. "And it will
take a good one", he added.
"Middle is a big, veteran team
as good as any in the OVC. I
think they must have been a
Centre at Sewanee—This little flat at Eastern after their
should be a close one, but the
big win over Chattanooga, but
home field advantage should
they'll be ready for us."
make the difference.
Murray has beaten the
Sewanee, 7-0.
Raiders the last two seasons
Mars Hill at Georgetown—the and four out of the, last five
homestanding Tigers should games, but Middle still leads
know better than , to host the the series 20-19-3.
Lions in their den. Last year,
The game,' which is the last
Georgetown put on a spectacu- night one of the season
for the
lar defensive display in the sec-. Racers, will begin at 7:30
30-2.
lost
ond half—and still
Mars Hill, 28-6.

They then beat powerful
Chattanooga 17-13 before losing
their first game of the season 130 to Eastern Kentucky.

Kentucky Picked Over North
Carolina; Racers Are Favored

Smith, Nastase Meet Again In
Opening Of Davis Cup Action
BUCHAREST 1AP) — Stan
Smith, spearhead of the U.S.
Davis Cup team, had to play
his historic Wimbledon final
against Ilie Nastase all over
again today—and the fate of
the Davis Cup could hang on
the result.
Romania and the United
States were starting their
three-day final for the big
tennis trophy at Bucharest's
Progresul Stadium.
Everything was set for a drama-charged start, with Smith,
of Sea Pines, S.C., and Nastase
drawn to play each other in the
opening singles.
After that Tom Gorman of
Seattle, Wash., was due to face
Romania's 33-year-old veteran
Ion Tiriac.
Three months ago Smith won
Wimbledon, edging Nastase in
live thrilling sets. The critics
rated it one of the great Wimbledon finals of all time.
Nastase, one of the most
talented players the world,
matched Smith shot for shot on
the fast Wimbledon turf. But
the American had the steadiness to win the match.
, Friday's encoutner promised
to be completely different. The
• clay coart here is slow and the
doesn't bounce much.
Dennis Ralston, non-playing
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'By ED SHEARER .
Associated Press Sports Writer
"It is inconceivable to me,"
says Coach Ralph -Shug" Jordan of Auburn, "that a team
must face the nation's longest
winning streak on three successive weekends."
That, howeer, is exactly the
task awaiting the War Eagles
Saturday night in a match of
perfect records with Louisiana
State at Baton Rouge in.a crucial Southeastern Conference
football game.
"I saw a couple of polls prior
to the season that indicated Aubur's schedule was the .nation's second toughest," Jordan
said, "and now it is easy to see
why."
LSU, ranked eighth in the nation, has bumped off eight
straight foes, including four
last year. Auburn, picked for a
second division finish but currently sharing the SEC lead
with third-ranked Alabama,
ended a pair of l0-gam winning streaks the past two weekends with consecutive victories over Tennessee and Mississippi.
The battle of Tigers ranks as

one of the top games in the nation this week and concludes
another busy Saturday of work
in Dixie.
In other conference action
Saturday, Alabama takes on
Florida in Tuscaloosa and Mississippi and Georgia collide in
the afternoon half of a doubleheader at Jackson.
Other SEC teams have intersectional clashes, with Mississippi State meeting air-minded Florida State in the nightcap
of the Jackson twin bill. Kentucky is at North Carolina and
Vanderbilt at William and
Mary. Once-beaten Tennessee
has an open date along with independent Georgia Tech.
The top independent battle in
the area pairs Tulane and
Miami of Florida in the Orange
Bowl. Other games send Southern Mississippi to Richmond
and Southern Illinois to Tampa.
Auburn, ranked ninth nationally, has stromed past four foes
this fall with the SEC's leading
defense and a ball-control
ground game led by Terry Henley, the SEC's leading runner
Who is averaging 128 yards per
game.

LSU, an 11-point favorite in
the game, is second in the conference in rushing defense and
has the league's No. 2 runner in
durable tailback Chris Dantin,
averaging VI yards per game.
Alabama, Auburn and ISU
are the—O'nfY' unbeatens in the
Southeast, each owning a 4-0
record.
The Crimson Tide, defending
SEC champion, is a 27-point favorite to trim Florida, which
has won two in a row since its
opening loss to Southern Methedist.
The Ole Miss-Georgia battle
loomed as one of the league's
top attractions, but lost some
luster when each dropped conference decisions last week—
Georgia to Alabama and Ole
Miss to Auburn. Ole Miss is a
seven-point favorite.
In the other games, FSU is a
14-point choice over Mississippi
State, North Carolina a 10-point
pick over Kentucky and Tulane
a seven-point choice over
Miami. The Vandy-William and
Mary game is considered a
tossup and Southern Mississippi
and Tampa are favored to win
their games.

Murray State University
• Saturday, October 21
Plan to Attend!

SUPPORT
OUR fEAM

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
401 Olive

Phone 753-5312

North Fork News ...

Families In North Fork Area Are
Vacationers In Smoky Mountainsj
By Mrs. R.D. Key
October 10, 1972
Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Key, and
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, left last Friday
morning for Smokey Mountains, where they stayed until
Saturday. then on to Chattanooga through Rock City.
They returned home Sunday
afternoon, and enjoyed the trip
fine except the rain and cold
wind.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes
and son. Tony, spent this
weekend in Smokey Mountains,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
children spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr.
Mr. nd Mrs. Odelle Hopkins
and children from Cincinnati
spent this week with Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Hopkins in Paris,
and Mrs. Tom Wilson in
Puryear.
Mrs. Carlene Paschall visited
Mrs. Ella Morris Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mrs. Bardon Nance and Mrs.
Clara Wicker and son, Ancil,
Saturday afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee were
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ricky Nanny in Paris Saturday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Max Dale, and

Mr. and Mrs. Rex Owen wenn()
Opryland in Nashville Saturday.
Mrs. R.D. Key, Mrs. Tom
Wilson and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Spent the day Tuesday with
Mrs. Ella Morris and Mrs.
Jessie Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt,
Ginger and Guy, from Nashville, Mrs. Ella Morris, Mrs.
Bertie Jenkin, Mrs. Jessie
Paschall, Howard Morris and
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn M. Orr. Afternoon
visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
R.D. Key. They all stayed for
supper and enjoyed a fine meal.
Druey McSwain visiting with
his sister, Mrs. Wattle Taylor,
was taken seriously ill Sunday,
rushed to Henry County
Hospital, and sent on to
Memphis.
Bro. and Mrs. Vaden attended
homecoming at Cottage Grove
Baptist Church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Odie Morris in Murray
last Friday.
Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills and
family visited Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris 'Wilson
and daughter, Mrs. Onie Wilson
in
Wilson
visited Tom
Clarksville Sunday.

Foster Parents Help Delinquents In Child Welfare Program Held
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Who
wants a kid who has been in jail
three times before he reached
'14? Or one who is repeatedly
truant from school?
Quite a few people.
Or so the state Department of
Child Welfare has discovered
through its Hard to Place
Delinquent Service—a program
designed to help place
delinquents in foster homes and
to insure adequate supervision
while there.
-A department community
worker refers thecourtdesignated delinquent to us,"
said Ralph Anderson, the
project's coordinator."This can
either
after
inbe
stitutionalization or as an
alternative to institutionaliza-

We Want Your
Horne Loan

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-7921
kmiagocbocpaosommemeopooemeeeemmeaw
Main at 7th St.
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By DARRELL ROWLETT
to
Nashville
En route
recently, this writer heard a
new country tune over the radio
titled "Miss Pauline" which was
sung by newcomer Billy Bob
Bowman. Later that day, in the
United Artists Records office,
the label's country promotion
manager, Biff Collie, confessed
that he and Bowman are one and
the same.
The story behind "Miss
Pauline," which is already
climbing on the country charts, is
unique. Collie,
an energetic
fellow whose
broad gestures
match
his
excitment
when discussing the song,
insisted that it
took him more
than three
Rowlett
years of work
to get the song on the air.
The first knowledge Biff had
of the record was when he was
working in radio in Los Angeles
before joining United Artists
and moving to Nashville in 1969.
was
explained,
"I
He
programing records for KFOX
in LA when we got a record on
the Chandelier label by Henry
Briggs called 'Miss Pauline."
There was something about it
that struck me and I put it on the
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LongJohn Silveri,opp,
SEAFOOD

AFTER 4:30 in the afternoon
to 8:30 p.m.
Buy a golden fried fish &
chips dinner and get the
second order
.1••••

Friday

Buy a golden fried fish &
chips dinner and get the
second order

FREE
FREE

and any Wee Matey accompanied by an adult receives a
FREE PIRATE HAT

South 12th Street
across from the
Be! Air Shopping Center
.. in MorrzT

"I'd like to get it straight that
it is the philosophy of the
department that we first try to
work with the home," said
Deputy Commissioner William
Ryan. "We believe that the kid
should be in his own home. If it
doesn't work, we then seek a
foster home."
There are several reasons
why a community worker might
feel that a foster family would
be superior to the child's
natural family.
One reason, but not a
steadfast rule, is the dissolution
of the home. Another is that the
home situation can't offer
enough support to keep the child
from getting into trouble.

A third is a more or less child is a delinquent and
physical consideration—for sometimes we print the amount
instance, it might be best for the of money paid to the foster
child to be located near a family in the ad."
medical center or a special
According to Ryan and Anschool.
derson,there is no set criteria to
Recognizing the problem and be met in order to become a
knowing of one solution doesn't foster parent.
"You have to look at each
constitute immediate success.
A foster family still has to be person as an individual," said
Anderson. "You can't say a
found.
who never had children
person
The department advertises
or doesn't have a certain
through
families
foster
for
amount of money, won't make a
television, handbills and
good foster parent."
posters, and the classified ads.
Marital status often a criteria
said
ads,"
classified
"The
adoption, is not a factor in
in
Anderson, -have proven to be
considering a foster parent.
the most effective. We usually
Because a person is having
print something like 'do you
marital difficulties, has been
care enough to be a foster
once, or is
parent to a delinquent?' We married more than
not jeopardize his
does
single
the
always let the person know
chances of becoming a foster
parent.

Biff Collie Acquired A Pseudonyrnn,
A Band, A Hit With 'Miss Pauline'

$238
this week at

Monday

tion. We then try to find a foster
family for the delinquent."
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Who are these foster parents?
Who would give their time and
could tolerate some of the attention-getting tricks of a
delinquent? Who would do this
for a small monthly fee—
breaking even, but certainly not
making money off of the
Once the child is placed in a program?
foster home, he, as does the
"More and more people are
foster parent, has the right to applying," said Anderson.
ask for removal—but this is "Usually it's someone with
rare.
children of their own or with
According to Anderson, only a children who have grown up and
few of the 160 children now in moved away.
the program have been tran-But they vary. We have a
sferred to a second foster home, Rhodes scholar who is a foster
and no more than 12 have been parent and, on the other end of
returned to institutionalization. the line, we have people who do
While the child is in the foster not have a college education.
home, the community worker They are just people with an
continues to work with the honest desire to see something
natural parents so that, if at all meaningful happen—but we
possible, they can be reunited. need more."
"What is important," said
Ryan,"is that the person really
cares and can empathize with
the child. !mean, one of the
reasons that these kids are in
this situation is that they need
and want attention."

By GORDON TAI

N-HULUNBUY. •
ha (AP) — Four yea
this part of the Gov
insula in northern A
was just typical bush. ti
by straggling stringy ha
trees with some rubbi
dergrowth.
Today there is this
Nhulunbuy with 5.000
every building air cone
with houses, apartmen
lice station, court ho •
library, hotel and a 64pital. The town is mat
of precast concrete sla
local blue metal aggre:,
Nhulunbus, which
original name for a loc
on the righthand tip of
land, looking up from
der. It is 400 miles
Darwin. There is no ra.
access, but deep wale
frbnt door and there is
wartime airstrip that
be used by Hercules
engine DC9 jets
The immediate re
Nhulunbuy is gettin:
proven 250 million ton
Ate in the area. Alr
million tons a year
exported to Japan an
and another million ti
is being turned into I
of alumina, the firs
the making of alumi
complex alumina
plant is being doubt
duce a million tons a
next year for export

Inside Country Music
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Riff Collie
play list. Within four weeks it
was in the top five on the KFOX
chart based on 1,500 to 2,000
sales in the Los Angeles area
alone, which really impressed
Collie was also doing record
production at the time for
Imperial Records, which was
later bought by United Artists.
Accordingly, he approached his
boss about having one of their
artists do it, knowing that if
Imperial didn't get it some other
national label would probably
pick it up and it would become a

More Strip
Mines Could
Reopen Soon
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Commissioner of Natural
Resources Tom Harris said in a
recent interview that more
Eastern Kentucky strip-mines
may join the two which have
been allowed to resume
operations.
Harris did not name the
mines or give an exact date, but
did say the re-openings would
be "in the near future."
A total of ten mines were
closed for violations ranging
from mining without a permit to
mining without an appropriate
type of permit for the particular
operation.
Harris said that, in spite of
the closings, the majority of
operators have given his
department '±exceptional"
cooperation.
•
"I think the great majority of
strip-mine operators in Kentucky want to cooperate and
realize the situation they are
in," he said. "They realize that
if they're going to continue lo
mine coal, they're going to have
to do a much better job of
reclamation. They have to
prove to the people of Kentucky
that it can be done."
He said, "Every operator
must take into consideration
how he intends to reclaim the
land once he removes the coal.
When the miner gets his permit
he should start thinking about
reclamation as well as mining."
According to Harris, prior
planning could make the job of
reclamation "so much simpler"
for every operator.
Harris said federally-funded
studies are under way to find
more ecologically sound ways
of mining coal. Treatment of
mine water run-off, • keeping
water from seeping through
mine waste, and new types of
siltation beds are methods
under consideration.
He said he felt that these
studies would bring results
beneficial both to MIner-s and to
the public.

hit. He remembered, "A couple
months later it was cut by one of
our artists, but it was never
released."
During the ensuing years, Biff
continued to press for the
record's release, though the
first artist to cut it for Imperial
had changed labels.
•'In the middle of August of
this year. I started getting
feedback from Florida on the
record by Henry Briggs on the
Great World of Sound label,
same record, same master, on
another small, independent
label," he stated.
Collie contacted California
once more to remind the brass
that the company owned a
master of the song. He told
them, "Let me put someone's
voice on that master track and
let's get it out before they lease
it to another major label. It's
going to be a hit. Let's be first
with it." The United Artists
hiearchy was impressed enough
to allow him to put a Nashville
voice on it. However, they
weren't satisfied with the result
because they felt the voice
didn't match the song.
''It really frustrated me
because I'd been trying to get a
record out on this song for
years. I really believed in it," he
said.
Later the same week, Biff was
working with Sonny Hall, author
of "Howard Hughes Is Alive And
Well," on a master of an
instrumental. On a whim, Biff
took the master of "Miss
Pauline" and put his voice on it.
From there, it went to California
in a plain, white box.
The next day, Collie got a
phone call from UA's national
sales manager and he praised
the song and wanted to know
who was singing it: Biff
concocted the name Billy Bob
Bowman on the spot, who he
stated "is a friend of mine."
When Decca Records also
decided to release the song,
things began to roll. In the rush
to get his on the market first,
Biff discovered that he had no
"B" side. The problem was
solved when he put Hall's.
instrumental "Showers" on the
flip side and named the group
"The Beaumont Bog And Burlap
Company."
"Since I'm in country
promotion and a record
producer, this story sounds like
an ego trip, and for all practical
purposes, it may be," Biff
confessed. "But the song
represents three and a half
years of frustration to me."
The song tells how a widowed
"Miss Pauline" gets tired of
being
alone
and
begins
"stepping around." The singer
speculates how the late husband
wouldn't like what "Miss
Pauline is putting down."
If the song becomes the smash
hit that Biff Collie believes it
can, Billy Bob Bowman may
have to come out of hiding. At
press time, many veterans of
Music Row are still asking
themselves why they've never
heard of Bowman and "The
Beaumont Bag And Burlap
Company."

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Service Oct. 12, 1972
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report includes • 9
buying stations
.
Receipts: Act. 395 Est, 800
Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
steady 50 cents lower
US 1-2
US 1-3
US 2-4
US 3-4
Sows
US 1-2
US 1-3
US 2-3

200-2.10
200-250
240-260
260-280

lbs., 28.00-28.75
lbs., 27.50-28.00
lbs., 27.00 27.50•
lbs., 26.25-27.00

270-350 Ins., 25.00-25.50
350-650 lbs., 24.00-25.00
450-651) ltiS,, 23.50-24.00

BUICK
Solid feeling for'73.

'- - -' Among new bairsty
and- winter is one c
' American Girl. It is 1
'to thr shoulder an
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part. What's new a
treatment with bar
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draping one's face
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they are worn high
the part, the hair fa
fashion, to show mo
face.

7
Your Authorized Buick
Dealer for Calloway
and Marshall Counties

The first Americ
was Navy Cmdr.
Shepard who asc
miles in a rocket M

LAMPKINS BUICK CO., Inc.
- 307

N. Main - Benton, Ky.

Phone 527-3441 or 527-6761

Calloway County Fire
and Rescue Squad

L

UND RAISING
ROAD BLOCK

Sunday, October 15th
At Several Points Along North
and South 12th Street

All Funds Collected Will Go Toward Fire
Fighting and Rescue Efforts
* The Calloway County Fire and Rescue Squad Is
Supported Entirely By Donations * •
This Ad Paid For As A Public Service by . . .

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Mayfield, Kentucky

John Eck; Walker, Manager
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Bauxite Deposits Spur Town Growth
By GORDON TAIT
N-HULUNBUY. Austraha (API — Four years ago
this part of the Gove Peninsula in northern Australia
was just typical hush, timbered
by straggling Stringy bark gum
trees with some rubbishy undergrowth
Today there is this town of
Nhulunbuy with 5.000 people.
every building air conditioned,
with houses, apartments. a police station, court house, club.library. hotel and a 64-bed hospital. The town is mainly built
of precast concrete slabs, with
local blue metal aggregate
Nhulunbuy, which is the aboriginal name for a local hill, is
on the righthand tip of Arnhem
land, looking up from down under. It is 400 miles east of
Darwin. There is no rail or road
.access, but deep water is at the
frOnt door and there is a decent
wartime airstrip that can still
be used by Hercules and twinengine DC9 jets
The immediate reason for
Nhulunbuy is getting out the
proven 250 million tons of bauxite in the area. Already two
million tons a year are being
exported to Japan and rurope
and another million tons a year
is being turned into 500.000 tons
of alumina, the first stage of
the making of aluminum. The
complex alumina processing
plant is being doubled to produce a million torts of alumina
next year for export .to .Europe.
• • Arnow new hairstyles for fall
wow
,and winter is one called The
American Girl. It is long hair•
-to al* shoulder and longer.
What's old about this: a center
part. What's new about it is
treatment with barettes. The
barettes, worn low or high, give
one all kinds of possibilities of
draping one's face with hair.
When the barettes are worn
behind the ears, for example.
the hair , is drawn back and
shows most of the face. When
they are worn high up toward
the part, the hair falls, curtainfashion, to show more hair than
face.

ay
ties
.
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The first American in space
was Navy Cmdr, Alan B.
Shepard who ascended 115
miles in a rocket May 5. 1901.

The developing company is
Nabalco Pty. Ltd.. which IS 70
per cent owned by Swiss Aluminium Ltd.. and 30 per cent by
half a dozen Australian financial houses. Nabalco says it is
spending $372 million on the
project
Mining is simple. Bulldozers
knock over the gum trees which
nowhere here grow to timbermarketable size, giant scrapers
remove the few feet of overburden, and !Ore below is the
bauxite SIX feet or more thick.
It is loosened by explosives, and
front-end loaders fill 50-ton
dump trucks in three bites The
trucks take it a mile or so to an
11-mile long conveyor belt for
transport to the port. There it is
washed, crushed and stockpiled.
Twenty miles from Nhulunbuy is the Yirrkala Mission
which has been there for many
years It has 750 aborigines and
a mission and teaching staff of
38
In the early days of the bauxite development, there were
complaints from some aborigines and whites that the whites
were taking away the aborigines" hunting grounds.
Eleven tribes made a claim
in the Supreme Court to the
land on which Nabalco is operating. Justice Richard Blackburn ruled that while the aborigines belonged to the land,
the land did not belong to the
aborigines.
But aboriginal feelings are
considered Part of the original
plan. called for development
over an area- where a giant
banyan tree was growing. The,
aborigines,
said it was sacred
and the company bypassed it:
the estimated added cost was
672.000.
, These mission aborigines are
not naked primitives wandering
through the bush with spears
and looking for the odd kangaroo They are dressed, live in 80
communal-type houses, have
six school buildings, a hospital.
44 acres - under fruit and vegetables, and 120 head of cattle.
About 70 of them work atNhulunbuy. 20 aboriginal children attend the Nhulunbuy'
Higher Primary School, there
are mixed sports competitions,

and mixed Boy Scouts and Girl
Guides. •
Future 'plans for this area
include the building of a newairstrip — because the present
strip IS right over the deepest
— 16 feet in places — deposit of

the richest bauxite in the peninsula.
But what when there is no
more bauxite on the Gove Peninsula, probably around the
middle of next century'
This town is no mining

camp
said a company official It is built to last forever
Over there I pointing to an area
of bushlandi is land we have
reserved for future industrial
development'
nothing to do
with bauxite

'FRIDAY—OCTOBER 13, 1972

The Alcohoiir

Liquor industry attacked
ord that the liquor business is
to' business caused by alcoholBy BOB SCOTT
one of the biggest businesses.
ism, I will have more sympaCopley News Service
providing enormous revenue
thy for the owners of these
Dear Mr. Scott:
for state and federal governbusinesses if and when they
I am not and never have
ment. It will take a drastic
themselves give up drinking.
been an alcoholic — in fact I
change of attitude, followed
can
As
you
see,
I
think
anydo not drink and never have —
by effective political energy,
one who helps support the linor do I at present have any
to force the liquor industry to
quor business by drinking,
alcoholics in my family. Many
meet a part of the bill caused
years ago, when I was a child, should have his head exby alcohol.
amined
-don't
but
I
go
and during my teens, I had a
around giving my opinions —
I do believe your suggestion
step-father who was one, and
I'm no Carrie Nation — just
that the liquor industry has a
that was enough to turn me off
thought I'd like to get it off my
responsibility for helping, but
of liquor for life.
chest to sonteone who seems
it will take a lot of force to
So, I am not asking you for
to care what happens to
make them accept the responhelp, but I have just one quesdrinkers.
tion to ask. I have asked it of
sibility.
Sincerely yours,
In the meantime, some
many people and no one has
Teetotaler
states have earmarked per,
ever given me a satisfactory
centages of the revenue colanswer — in view of the
Dear Teetotaler:
lected from the sale of alcohol
known facts about the effects
I believe we put up with the
of liquor, the terrible loss in
to be used for treatment and
great burden and loss caused
money and in human lives
care Iowa is one — earby alcohol because the'voting
caused by it, why is it that we
marked 10 per cent t. Not
public will not change somenot only legalize it but allow it
enough states have done that.
thing they participate in.
to advertise, and above all,
Most adults in this country
I hope you'll continue to inwhy is it not made to pay for
are drinkers, to some extent.
fluence others to raise a voice
the havoc it causes?
Further, I believe we do not
to use liquor revenue to meet
It seems absolutely insane
insist that the liquor industry
at least a portion of the probto let the liquor business go on
pay for the "havoc it causes"
lem.
!flaking enormous profits, and
because we are not prepared
By the way, what happened
then the rest of us have to pay
to battle with what is perhaps
to your step-father?
for the jails, hospitals, accithe strongest political .lobby
Bob
dents and so on, which it
force in the country.
Bob Scott can be reached at
causes.
Have you ever tried to • Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Why do we gloss these drugs
change a law regarding alcoover Why give them an
Hospital, 401 South Tustin
hol sales, cost or tax in your
Aye., Orange, Calif. 92666
ounce of respectability?
state? If you do, be prepared
(Telephone 714-633-9582'.
Have you any satisfactory
to battle a vfltry sophisticated
>Copyright, 19.72, Copley
answer for these questions?
and
wealthy
opponent.
News Service and Beverly
Personally, I don't believe
Further, it is a matter of recEnterprises.'
there is any. As for the losses
A PULPIT MUSICAL/DRAMA

MUSIC BY BURYL RED

REBOOT( LIFE!

BOOK AND LYRICS BY RAGAN COURTNEY

.46
BANYAN TREE top left' on bauxite-alumina site 'as spared when company relocated a
section of its plant: coastal ship unloads "digesters" used in processing alumina top
right': preparing for mining operations center left': inside the control room at the plant
center right': at bottom part of the alumina plant at night (left': the Lania Lounge of the
Walkabout Hotel at Nhulunbuy Icenteri: and stacker at work on the bauxite stockpiles
(right'

PRESENTED BY BSU CHOIR
Sunday Evening, October 15th
7:30

P.M.

First Baptist Church

Inc.
•
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Newspapers:
the responsibility and the honored privilege
.THE FULL That's
of America's free press. As world events move
at a geometric pace — the need for thorough, fast,
INF
ORM
ATI
ON
,
-Ablased coverage becomes more vital. If a startling
scientific breakthrough is announced, when a naMEDIUM.
.
. tion's
government topples overnight, as families are
••

They Tell it Like it is!

reunited — your newspapers speed that information
to you. tnformation brings knowledge. Knowledge
gives all of us freedom of choice.

The Ledger & Times
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Scotts Greve
11 CO a m
Worsh,p Service
Evening worship
7 30 p rn
Emmanuel Missionary
11 a in
Morning Worship
Evening VVorshiio
7 301)in

First Baptist
10:456.m.
Morning Worship
Evening worship
7:30 p.m.
1,1 a.m.
II P.m.

Norlhside
Morning WOrshiP
Worship
Evening

II a.m.
7p.m.

K tektite summit
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning worship
10 Slam.
Evening Worship

Flue Baptist
134.1ts
morning Worth P
Evening %vary p
7.3(P.M

Ham
7p m

Goshen Methodist
WorSh,P Serv,ces al 11 afen.
3r0 Sundays, 7 pm. 2nol & 4th'
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9' 4.5 a in 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a in 2nd & 4th.
Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground
10.00 a.m.
Worship Service

Saloon baptist
118 in
Morning Worship
7 15om
Evening Worship

1os It The aNICE
The Check k TA

Dexter-Nordin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11 00 atrn,
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6 30 P.m •
1st 8. 3rd & 4th Sunday

ismer Creek
11 am.
Morning worship
7:15 p.m.
Evening worship
OWerts Chapel
Morning Worship
11:130AM
3:w P.PV1

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10'00 a.m 1st.
Sunday-11:00am.3rd. Sunday'
• yes
Sunday-1
'
0:00 a.m. 2nd.., 3rd. &
4th Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10,00 a.m. 2nd.
Sunday: 11 00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1St, 3rd
& 4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday

Lone Oak Primitive
1St. Sunday
10:30 A.M.
3rd. Sunday
200P.M.
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship
11 A.M.
Evening Worship
6:30 P.M.

- ow...•comb.**
ha. 14.0 .•••
on4 chJel •••••
he cii
••

MObt of us understand the importance of pod materials_
proper location of heating units and well arranged nom,
when we are to build a house But • life' Doesn't that lust plan 'bet?
Is not a man's life determined in the stars? Is he not the vutim
of fate? Or to ivy have something to say about it? :The poet
challenged himself "Build rhee muie stately manstons,0 my. soul"
Am 1 in some measure the "master of on fate"? To ask such
questions is to answer them Our inquiry proves our noses/ freedom_
and our sense of responsibility Then, how early should 1 start
my plans? The answer is now.' Of course, ste should plan for today.
tomorrow and for eternity Wr must *lemure what ft. Jim 101
Whether we are young or old. with the help
of the church and God, we may live forever.

S.
.• g• .01.• oh. h....
at ,h• Laid L.,

ay S.• fowohl.i wort
• •Owl. 1•41* 1444▪ •541 OM./ •••••ces
r•ipOorly

10:5011.M.
6117.flh-

St Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 11 d
pm
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
Ile m
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watcntower
10 308 m
9 308 m
SibIe Lecture

10 00
11 00

:Liberty Cumberland
10
Sunday School
118.m
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
10a.m.
School
Sunday
11 a.M.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
108.M.
'Sunday School
Ha m..7 P.M. Worship Services
Plesant
Mount
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7p m
Evening worship
First Presbyterian
9 30a rn.
Church School
Worship Service
10 45 I in

10 fir
-11 am ,

1010 a.m.
11:00a.m.

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10a m

Presbyterian

Russet's Chapel United

118.m.
3P

Other
Denominations

First Assembly Of God
Church School
Worship Service

11 a.m

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

in

First Methodist •
Worship
I
10.$04".

New Mt. Carmel Motioned
11 00a in
Morning WorsroP
7.00
Evening Worstilp

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning worship

Almo Heights
11 a.m.
Morning worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening worship
United, 310 Irvan Ave.
106.m
Sunday School
7pin
Evening Worship
United. New Concord
Warr,
Sunday School
11 a m , 7 p M.
Werth ip Ser vices
Calvary Temple
10 a.m.
Sunday School
114 M .7:30
Worship Services

10 a.m.

Nernino Worship
Sunday School

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Pentecostal

,
denser tHlrWIR
11:00/1.m
!Morning Worship
7,011p.m
Evening Worship
Goldwater United
Worship Service 11 00 a in 1st &
2nd Sunday 10.00 a M 3rd & eh
Sunday School /0 00 a m 1st &
2nd Sunday 11 00 a it, brit & 4th
Sunday
Temple Hill United

Wood River
Morning Worship
11 a in
Evening Worship
6 30p m

Eton Grove
Mprrung Worship
Even"; MeOr'SP,I0

Murray Church
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Locust Grove Church
II a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p rn.
E vening Worship

Independence United
9 30 a m
lst&4ttiSJndass
11 00a m
2n0 Sunday
e 000 m
3rd SOnClav

Grace Baptist
Morninu Worship
10 4_5•in
7p ir
Evening Worship
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Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
10: 40 a.m.
Evening Service
6p m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10 Slain..
Evening Worship
7 p.m.'
Plitsant Valley
Morning Worship
II am.
Evening Worship
6pm.

Nazarene

Bethel United
11 00 a m.
'
1st Sunda,
7 000.m.
2nd&imSurfdai
9.30 a. m.
3rd Sunday

Poplar Springs
11 a m
Morning Worship
6 30p m
Evening Worship

116m.
7p.m.

Green Plate
Morning WOrShip
WOO"
Evening Worship
7p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 50a m
6p.m.
Evening Wet-Ship
Union Grove
1010a.m.
Morning Worship
6300.m.
Evening Worship

Brooks Chapel United
in
1st Sunday
9 30a in
2ncl Sunday
11 .00a in
3rd & 4th Sunda ys

Hazel Baldest
Morning Worship
11 a.m
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

aleril Center
morning Worship
Evening Worship

Ni

South Pleasant Grove
10:4.5a m.
Morning Worship
700p.m.
Evening VVorship
Good Sheofterd United
Worship Service
9 30 a m:
Sunday School
10 30a in.

Sinking Springs
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

Unconv
Being C

Universe?*
'
Morning Worship
'0:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a in. • tit
Sunday. 10 a in 3rd Sundae
Martins Chapel Unify.*
Sunday School
11 a m.
Worsh.p Serv,ce

11B.M.
6:30prn

Spring Crook
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

II

I

New PrOvithinal
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:30p.in.

Methodist

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Church Of Christ

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist

Wayman Chapel A.M.E
Worship Services
11 a in , 7p in
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
1030 a.m
Morning Worship
9:30 8.M
Immattuel Lutheran
9 15 aor
Sunday School
,
Morning W011161P
10 30 a rr,
Seventh oat Adventist
10:01)• m
Sabbath School
9;30 p.m
Worship Service

Christian
First Christian
10 30a m , 7
Worship Services
Pr,,
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10 45 am 7pm

.

Triangle
Waymen Chapel
AME Church
Morning Serv ices 10 45 A,a,n
,

-

Inn

RESTAURANT' & CAFETERIA
YOUR CHOICE-Have a seat a order or
cafeteria line
A breakfast Anytime iis

Shady Oaks

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Use our

Mobile Home Courts

753-2411

Mayfield Hwy

Ph

121

753 5209

753-4953
40

.
tf'
Put first things itt,

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member DIC

Co-Operative Corp.
-

500 Main ,
753-3731

Phone 753-S012

Grecian Steak House

Master Tire Service, Inc.

union
Hwy. 121 W (Coldwater Rd.) Ph 753-3164

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

i Their Way".
Bel

Murray Warehouse Corp. ,Inc.
p.,RAI., DIVISION

CTOS-E.

--

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753-7175
Central Shopping Center

Holmes' Ellis, Mgr.
E
Phone 753-8220

Sholar's Auto Repair

Hogs bought daily '
WM E. DODSON, OWNER

709 So 7th

COMMERCIAL

.

Kenlake Marina
J. W. WILHAM-MGR.
* MOUSE BOAT RENTALS*
Ky

•

Wells Electric

1105 Pogue - ' 2 Block E. of S. 12th. Phone 753-1489

Phone 7534675

fr

v

mettWek4 Tried Chicks.*

Trenholm's Drive-In
KENNY PENNY CHICKEN

Distributing Gull Products
„

-Commercial-Residential.
,-,
Original Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd.
753-7117

BOUM 5...S5..

Ph. 474-2211 Ext, 171

SulldImp

621 So. 4th

CO.
•

Park

,
YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

Rudy Lovett Distributing
7-------

Lake State

Carroll Tire Service

Ai

Lassiter & Frankhoustr
Glass Company

753,3914

100 So. 13M St.
t
k

RESIDENTIAL
•

753-1751

,

"IT'S FINGER LICK-1N' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

1.01111AY. KY.

Sycamore at 12th

i

641 Super Shell
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

- PIZZA - SPAGHETTI

Open 6:00 a.m

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 52.00 OR MORE

South 17th Street-Phone 753-9131

Phone 753.2997

8 Chestnut

12th

Call in Orders 753-7)01

Close 12,00 p.m.

as
Wayne

Peck's Auto & Furniture
John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
's
Randy Thornton Service Co.
UpholsterySusie
. SERVICE
Air Conditioning-Heating.Commercial Refrigeration
SALEr1.w-

Darnell Outboard Marine

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Sates, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies
94 E at Murray Bait Co

MR. & MRS WM.-A. JONES, OWNERS

_

609 5 4th

Phone 753-3734

r

"'BOWLING AT ITS BEST/
Phone 753 799?

l,
'
1415 Main Street

Phone 753-7202

ID

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance -

Ropairs 4, installation - Gas & SCW,I
501 N 1th
Phone 751 0168
. ,

Shirley Florist
,

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool

FTD,
"-...,___

Phone 753.3037

,.RCA VIGTOE , FRiGIDAtRE

502 14...41113 St... 753:3251i

Fern Terrace Lodge
Mrs. Mona Purdom-RN-Admin.
- A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
.
SENIOR CITIZEN "

JAS. D. CLOPTON

Vegetables and Desseils
Physician On Call At All TimesFast Service - Open Sundays,,
743-7+09
1505 Stadium Vice Drive
Phone 753-2700
Hwy 641 North
IIMINIIIMII
'

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

• ,
........w.........a.os.w.

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZED NEEDS-

Murray, ky.

Phone 753 1933

H&H Cycle Shop

DIV.

Phone 753 4832

'*Mr

-

Taylor

Motor!, Inc,.-

-"West Kentuelty Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
753-1371
4th at Poplar
.

,

SERVING FA or FAMILIES SINCE 1936
Industrial Road

753-2924

r

s

Lynhurst Resort

Unique Gifts-Novelties
West of Kenlake State Park

Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brown-Owners
Phone 434.2345 and 436-537s

Aurora, Ky

Ph, 474-2266

r

1114

%Jai,

MASSEY-FERSUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road

13Ialock-Coleman
Funeral Home .

.

' 6800

Highway

r

-

WANDA NANCE-OWNER

QUEEN
641 North

__

::,-.BOOKS

705 Chestnut

753.6025

Wallace's
-900k Store.

_SI... EL..., .5'..,441........ier ..
1413 Olive Blvd.

1

The Beauty Box

BURGER

Adding Machines and
7l53.1763

Mayfield
247 1487

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

The Hitching Post
*See the Old Country Store*

• .

SALES . SERVICE & RENTALS

Typewriters
-.
:\
.'
r
tt
:
-l
--7-7
..n
- ..;:`.17.77.7
.
i.Fiz-' 'C;Dic u I a to rs
115 So 4th

.

YAMAHA 8 DKW SALES & SERVICE
McCollough Chain Saws
/53 8078
01i, Coldwater Rd
O.,

"Invites You To The Private
World Of Luxury Living-At No
'...VW
Extra Cost"
AirIR,. iiiit' U S 641 North
Ph0he-S02-753-32110
el.

• Pool Office Equipment & Supplies Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

91---xpee---

VP • '

Phone 753-6448
I

'- AlR CONDITIONING
HEATING - SHEET METAL
9th at Chestnut

Murray
753 1333

Top Duality Usi'd Cars

eizittivta cowtb
-7-• 4/
, c-c--,..
..„.....-..,
I .........3

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads meats

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
SMELL
Vol

;
- :r

i

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
*

eir

MAYTAG

t

I

American

'
Five Points

Phorw /53 1713

403 Maple

National Hotel Building

Annbassador.Hornet-Matador Gremlin-Jeep

MEMBER F T D.

Cafe

action.
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be demonstrated
1980 and may he
shortages by
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that the reacto
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tunes.
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753 6685
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Phone 753-7724
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Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
.Complete Automatic Transmission Service.
-Front End Alignment• Complete Tune-up & Repair Service-
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Boone's Incorporated

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seatoort Plates - Sandwiches
Specials, mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish ,i3
No. 12M Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419
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Unconventional Energy Sources
Being Considered For Crisis
By FRANK CAREY
AP Science writer
WASHINGTON I AP) - Before the century ends, the process that gives the H-bomb its
big bang may be harnessed to
produce electricity. Coal, now a
frequent cause of pollution,
may be a major source of clean
natural gas. Uranium supplies
may last for hundreds of years.
These are among possibilities
being assessed by scientists under White House orders to
come up with ways of easing
the nation's energy crisis.
Some proposals, using socalled unconventional sources
of energy such as the winds,
the tides and tropical currents,
may not be practical until the
21st century. Other, more conventional possibilities, from
coal gasification to controlled,
thermonuclear reaction, under
under immediate consideration.
The dimensions of the energy
crisis are clear. For example,
demand for electricity doubles
each decade, but supplies of
gas and oil that today furnish
75 per cent of the nation's energy are running out. Estimates
are that current domestic supplies of natural gas will be exhausted in the 1990s.
Reports from 11 panels oie
specialists appointed by the
White House's Office of Science
and Technology are due soon
and are expected to provide the
basis for Nixon's administration recommendations for
further funding of energy rearch. The OST says money
or such research has increased
5 per cent in that past five
ears and will run at a 600-mil'on level in fiscal 1973.
The panels, each dealing with
different area of the energy,
e expected to pin down 'more
ecisely timetables for develing additional energy reurces and recommend which
ojects should be developed by
vernrnent, industry or both.
The highest priority list for
veloping conventional souces
energy include:
The liquid metal fueled
er reactor, an atomic
er plan that would create
fissionable fuel than it
in sustaining a chain re-
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ch reactors are expected to
demonstrated as feasible by
and may help ease power
rtages by the mid-1980s,
scientists say. They add
t the reactors offer possiAles for assuring that domes'c uranium supplies last for
centuries.
-Coal gasification for the
production of synthetic natural
gas. OST scientists say some
process to convert coal into gas
are beginning to emerge and
more sophisticated ones should
be available by 1976. But they
add that gasification may not
make a significant impact on
the national energy picture until 1980-1985.
Projects designed to liquefy
coal to produce fuels similar to
petroleum are rated as "a little
further away" from payoff.
-Development of technology
for removing sulfur dioxide,
one of the major environmental
pollutants,from the stack gases
of coal-burning industrial
plants.'
The objective is to permit the
plants to continue. using high-
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sulfur coals, the most abundant
type of coal, but currently the
least acceptable environmentally. These coals are abundant in
the eastern and central United
States.
Dr. Richard E. Balzbiser, assistant director of OST, said
that stack-gas technology has
yet to be demonstrated.
But he said progress is being
made on techniques "to clean
away the sulfur from the coal
before you burn it, or to use
advanced combustion systems,
such as so-called fluidized beds
wherein you have a material
that reacts with the sulfur as
you burn the coal, thus yielding
sulfur-free hot gases for making steam." The steam then
would be used to generate electricity.
"Hopefully," he said in an interview, "these clean-up and
combustion
advanced
techniques will begin to become
available before the end of this
decade."
Administration
scientists
recently have given priority to
controlled
research
on
thermonuclear reaction, the
quest to harness the hydrogen
fusion process that accounts for
the H-bomb's explosion
If perfected, as now appears
probable, reactors using this
process could literally generate
power forever because the virtually limitless hydrogen from
the world's oceans would be the
fuel.
Balzhiser said the hope exists
that the technical feasibility of
at least one type of fusion reactor can be demonstrated by
1982, but he adds that any significant commercialization of
such devices "is not envisioned
before the year 2000."
Such time scales could be
shortened, he indicated, if a
relatively new concept in the
controlled-fusion field bears
fruit.
In the newer concept, powerful laser beams would be directed at hundreds of marblesized solid pellets of hydrogen
to fry them at temperatures exceeding 100 million degrees and

cause the energy-releasing fusion of hydrogen atoms.
In theory, the process is simpler and easier to achieve than
that based on an older concept
in which hydrogen is converted
to an electrified gas which
must be confined magnetically
by an elaborate system of socalled magnetic bottles.
But Balzhiser
cautioned
against premature enthusiasm
for the laser concept.
The OST scientist listed these
further possibilities for more or
less conventional sources of
energy.
-Exploitation in parts of Colorado, Utah and Wyoming of
extensive, untapped till shale, a
substance that "has been considered a strong potential backup to our petroleum reserves
for many years and appears to
be much closer to commercialization today than at
any time in the past.
-Nuclear explosions that tap
certain tightly locked natural
gas deposits in the West. Balzhiser said a potential of 300
trillion cubic feet of natural gas
exists in the Mesa Verde region
of the West, a supply equal to
the nation's present proven reserves of easier-to-get gas.
Asked about the nation's
energy prospects in the years
immediately ahead Balzhiser
said:.
"By and lar,ge; the energy.
problems of the next five years
are going to have to be taken
care of by *he.ter-Janologies of
the past."
This will involve, he indicated, conserving coal, gas
and petroleum supplies wherever possible while seeking additional resources, such as
through offshore-drilling for oil
and ga&
He suggeted a need existed
for expanding the present nuclear power industry with its
fission-type power plants. And
in both the fossil-fuel and nuclear-fuel areas, he indicated,
there will be a need for guard-ing against excessive environmental impact.

Your Individual Horoscope
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Ginger Describes Opportunity Study

Marian W. Lockett

Marian W. Lockett
Receives Promotion
Philadelphia, Pa.-Marian
W. Lockett, daughter of Mrs.
M.O. Jordan of Murray Route
One and the late Otis Workman,
has been promoted to advertising media manager at
Scott Paper Company succeeding Sue McClelland.
Mrs. Lockett has been
associate media manager since
February of this year when she
joined the company. Prior to
that she was associate media
director at Lewis & Gilman, a
Philadelphia advertising and
public relations agency.
A native of Murray, Mrs.
Lockett presently resides in
Bryn Mawr, Pa., with her
family.

4.

FRANKFORT,
Ky.-Dr.
Lyman V. Ginger, state school
superintendent, said in a recent
interview that his department
has undertaken a study which
may lead to a more equitable
distribution of revenue to
Kentucky schools.
"The foundation program
study," said Ginger, "is an indepth study of our foundation
program law, which is the
formula for the distribution of
state funds to the local school
systems on the basis of daily
attendance."
The study began about a year
and a half ago and has been
accelerated by recent federal
court decisions affecting "equal
opportunity" in education.
Referring to the present law
Ginger said,"It is, and was, one
of the best in the nation, but as
times change, it has become
necessary for changes in the
law to come about."
The federal court decisions
may make it necessary for
every state or provide equal
opportunity for all students in
its schools. This is not being
done now because the wealth od
the state is not equally
distributed.
If the courts decide to make
this the case, the study will
provide the basis for the
Department of Education to
recommend legislation to make
the needed changes.
"We think the day is past
when unequal provision for

'Huge' pike nearly
drowns Alsatian dog

U.S. Navy Enlists
29 Men From Area
Twenty-nine men from the surrounding area enlisted at the
Navy recruiting office here during September, according to a
Navy spokesman.
The men, the programs in
which they enlisted and the
period of service involved are
as follows:
Cyrus McCain, Jr., Paducah,
reserve program, two years active duty, presently undergoing
seven weeks of recruit training
at the Great Lakes, Ill., Naval
Training Center, Ramon Priddy,
engineering, Ricky Armstrong,
aviation, Danny Christian, Stephen Farris and George Riley, seamen, all from Paducah, seafarer
-airman program, three years,
with sea duty on the coast of
their choice, presently in recruit
training at Orlando, Fla.;
Don Wilbanks, seaman, Marion, Edwin Wilson, seaman, Paducah, Keith Yates, seaman, Me.

tropolis, James Vessels, aviation, Paducah, Randy O'Connor,
aviation, Fancy Farm, Michael
Hall, engineering, Paducah, and
Robert Wilbur, engineering, Calvert City, all have enlisted in the
seafarer-airman program and
are in training at the Naval
Training Center at Great Lakes;
Donald Askey, Paducah, mechanical specialty school, presently in the Great Lakes center;
Fritzy Ward, Cobden, Ill., six
years, advanced electronics, in
training at Orlando: Terry Alexander, Murray, Danny Hooks,
Metropolis, Everett Ramage,
Paducah, Randolph Flahardy,
Marion, Ricky Parham, Calvert
City, Terry Elkins, Murray, Michael Kreke, Paducah, Donald
Varini, Calvert City, Thomas
Faulds, Paducah and Phillip
Shankle,. no address listed, all
have enlisted in the 180-day delay program and will report to
active duty at a later date.

A •'task force on kindergartens," funded by the last
legislature, is now making a
complete study of kindergarten
in Kentucky, what it needs,
what the problems are in
transportation, what the best
programs are in other states,
and what sort of program we
should have. When the task
force report is completed, it will
be turned over to the
legislature.
The study will include a 100
kindergarten trial program to
be tested next year.
The Department of Education
also is expecting to make
recommendations which will
improve the quality of special
and vocational education in the
state. Special education deals
with all forms of "exceptionality". It includes
programs aimed at very bright
as well as handicapped
students.
New legislation may upgrade
these programs to become
integral parts of the funding
which - is allocated to schools,
rather than their present
"bonus" statss.
The youngest governor of
Oklahoma - wis J. Howard
Edmonaon. who took office in
1959 at the age of 33.
Adult sea otters. weighing 45
to 100 pounds. gulp the equivalent of a fifth or more of their
body weight in food every day.
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education can be made," said
Ginger said the study is
Ginger. -We want to be ready seeking alternatives such as
with recommendations to the more uniform means of
legislature to let them know the taxat on across the state. The
very best kind of law and the result of the study will be
very best kind of program for recommendations to the $974
the distribution of state funds; legislature.
and to provide equal opThe deaprtment also is
portunity
for the state of making studies which may lead
Kentucky."
to state supported kidergartens.

AELEGoodrich

Frances Drake

FOR SATURDAY.OCTOBER 14, 1972
1.1 some of those with whom you
Look in the section in which deal may be uncooperative.
your birthday comes and find Take all in stride with your
what your outlook is, according usual competence.
to the stars.
CAPRICORN
ARIES
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 Ter
Fine planetary influences
Mixed influences. Check spur- now stimulate your gift of arcomments, tistry. Unique and imaginative
of-the-moment
action. You could step into ideas should pay off handtrouble with little effort through somely.
wrong or heedless tactics.
AQUARIUS
TAURUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ""'".
1 11'kY1
(Apr. 21 to May 21) :
Avoid a tendency to overtax
Avoid any tendency toward yourself. You may encounter
vagueness now. Set sights some hitches in everyday
calculatingly on your target, matters but steady, KNOWING
and aim for it unerringly. effort can help you call the
Stellar influences helpful.
plays correctly.
GEMINI
PISCES
no9
May 22 to June 21)
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Persons born under some
New opportunities indicated
Signs may be nervous and tense in many fields - but especially
now, so go out of your way to be where monetary interests are
your tactful, understanding self concerned. A splendid time for
in all situations.
consolidating your position in
CANCER
this respect.
(June 22 to July 23) e(C30
Note Gemini. Your influences
YOU BORN TODAY are
somewhat similar. You may be endowed with great poise,
fulLof vigor, but some involved remarkable intuition,
in your activities may NOT be. foresightedness and an exDon't press them too hard.
tremely philosophical outlook
LEO
on life. Your versatility is
(July 24 to Aug. 23) d2ffg outstanding and many fields are
Hold to a well ordered course. open to you in choosing a
Some storm clouds are brewing, career. You have a natural
but the ingenious Leoite will talent for the theater-- as
weather them smartly. Keep artor, playwright, producer or
emotions under stern control. cr.tic: would make an outVIRGO
standing musician or writer.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Your business acumen is exA thorough reappraisal of traordinary, with banking and
recent weeks can be the basis real estate almost certain
for highly improved future aveniies to success. Science also
planning. Don't stymie yourself attracts you, and you would
through outmoded ideas, make an excellent chemist or
methods. Be progressive.
electrical engineer. Art would
be a splendid outlet for your
-1 _
LIBRA
emotions but avocationally
( Sept. 24 to Oct-.
rather than as a career. BirthMixed planetary influences.
date
of: Gen'r Dwight D.
Where you discover an opportunity, grasp it, where you Eisenhower, 34th Pres., U.S.A.
find an obstacle, hurdle it
promptly. But do not sidestep
responsibility.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov, 22) rn/eV"
A large Alsatian guard dog
toget your schedule working
received seven stitches in its
PeOperly, you may have to put leg
recently after bang bitten
forth some extra effort. Some by a
pike while swirning in a
matters will prove more dif- Cake at Sudbury, England.
ficult than others; will.
Tony Wright, the dog's mastherefore, need more care.
ter, managed to pull the strugSAGMEARIUS
gling animal to the side .of the
(Nov 23 to Dec. 21) )44rfikt). lake, with the fish still clinging
Associations, meetings, to its leg. Eventually the
pike
conferences will not all please; slid off into the water.
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Drug

Education
prof heads
board
By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service

TAILORED ELEGANCE — Lightweight and
warm double/aced wool reverses in pearl grey
and white. left, and each side is detailed with
welt seaming. club collar and back belt A
smashing spotted coat is really-take and proud

adman

of it — and requires little care It is collared in
fluff that might fool the red fox itself Plaid
velvet blazer in green. white and charcoal, center, is a hot look on campus Gold-buttoned
tailored pantsuit has funnel neckline and pockets

Subject attempted to
subdue ten-thousand
rabbits by himself. End
came quickly.

Report to-the
Head 13eacile

subtly placed in the seams A lush camel hair
coat, right, can be worn casually buttoned at the
top. With patch pockets and tie belt, it's an alloccasion companion Coats are from the New
York Cloak Joint Board 1LGWU.

• R'a bbit-tat- tat,and
it was all over!
From the Paducah
Social Security Office
Social Security has in its 35
years of existence attempted to
be the leader of all governmental agencies which are
responsive to the needs of the
American public, ,said a
spokesman for the Paducah
Social Security Office. He
continued by ,saying, "Some of
the major improvements by
Social Sectirity has been the
addition ofIsurvivor, disability,
health insurance, and now a
new
procedure
called
'Teleservice'.
This
has
revolutionized our service to the
Public and has resulted in faster
and more complete service to
more people than we can
possibly give with face to face
interviews."
he spokg§inan stated that
close to 95 percent of all Social
Security business can be
handled over the telephone.
Some of the examples which he
mentioned were changing
addresses, notices of death,
marriage, divorces, starting or
stopping work, or just a
question about Social Security.
One of the nicest advantages of
Teleservice is that a person who
is planning on retiring or a
person with a severe disability
can file his application by
telephone from his home or
place of business. He does not
have to dress, bother with
traffic or wait in line at the
Social Security Office. The
entire interview is handled by
telephone and you do not leave
the privacy of your home.

EtLONDIE
'
....__.
_(THE WIDOW IS
TESTIFYNG AT Hem
TtaIAI_THAT HER
HUSEAND N•ATCH ED
"EUEVISION
TOO.MUCH

BEATLE BAILEY

,
YOU CAN
CALL. OFF YOUR
avIVE5-floA7ioN
5AR6E

THE PHANTOM

It was emphasized that this
service is extended free of
charge to all persons living in
the counties serviced by the
Paducah office. All you have to
do, according to the S.S.
representative, is to dial the
operator and ask her to place a
collect call to 443-7506. If you
use direct dial, you must pay
the toll charge.
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By Dr. H. C. Chiles

Six months ago, .Iohn Walton indulged his taste for doing the unexpected by becoming the first education professor to head a major metropolitan school board.
Dr. Walton is an expert in
elementary and secondary
education and a faculty member at the Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore City. He
is greatly admired by students and some colleagues.
Walton also is chairman of the
Hopkins' nonexistent education department, a typical example of academic asininity.
Tall, white-haired and 61.
Walton has held nearly every
position in public schools including teacher, principal and
superintendent. Now, as president of a board directing the
nation's seventh largest
school system, he has the opportunity to realize a dream
of many academicians and
schoolrnen, to show what a'
"professional educator- can
do.
One of Walton's greatest assets is his ability to criticize
education perceptively, yet
painlessly enough to keep
public school officials interested. He was in top form during a recent meeting of the
Hopkins chapter of Phi Delta
Kappa, of which he is a member and its sorority counterpart, the Chi Chapter of Pi
Lambda Theta, both national
honorary education organizations. He said that what
passes for education research
has been a dismal failure and
has done little to help pupils or
teachers.
"Are teachers using the results of the latest research? I
hope not," the professor
quipped. He does not believe
teaching is a profession or
that it ever wili be.
Fielding a question on
school accountability. Walton
said, "Any teacher who guarantees results should be under
Federal Bureau of Investigation surveillance," noting that
such assurances are neither
asked nor given by doctors,
lawyers or similar professionals.
This fails to recognize, howr-That-- people -still have
some choice and control over
which doctor or lawyer they
patronize and very little, if
any, over their children's
school or teacher.
"We know that teaching
makes a difference in what
pupils learn, but we don't
know what it is about a
teacher that makes it so.
Standardized tests show that
class size has nothing to do
with achievement. We do
know it makes a difference
but can't prove it People say
money doesn't make a difference and they send their children to private schools. If
there's no difference, why do
they send their children to
them?
-Another bit of pedagogical
folklore says there is a one-toone relationship between time
spent in school and achievement. Research is good at
finding out wirt is, but not
why it is.
"This is happening with everything we work on in education today," says a man who
urges people to take college
courses for the enjoyment of
learning something new, for
fun or as a leisure activity, not
merely to qualify for higher
salary.
Walton believes the current
ernphasigin education on input and output is simplistic
and inadequate to understand
the educational process.
"We need to reconceptualize the field of education and
to develop new models," he
said. "We have to try something other than research
models uqique tit' the psychology laboratory and sociological research. They are not
adequate for studying education. Why do people who work
in schools depend upon people
who never taught in them?"
"You can't look at learning
independent of subject that-,
ter, teachers and instructional methods.
"We have to look for what is
peculiar and distinctive about
education. People in the field
will have to come up with new
ideas, concepts and insights,"
he explained.

October, 10, 1972
ADULTS..109
NURSERY..7
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Roy Elmer Gibson, Route 5,
Murray, Fred Taylor, Lee,
Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Georgine
Mary Wells, 311 N. 7th, Murray,
Mrs. Juliet Hamilan Duke,
Route 7, Murray, Larry Wayne
Wilson, Route 5, Murray,
Michael Delane Kirks, Route 1,
Dexter, Roger Dale Melton, 907
Vine, Murray, Master James
Calvin Morris, Router 7, Murray,
Mrs. I.inda Edwards and Baby
Boy, Route 1, Mayfield, Mrs.
Linda Edwards and Baby Boy,
Route 1, Mayfield, Mrs. Linda
Humphrey and Baby Girl,
Route 8, Benton, Mrs. Betsy
,Petty and Baby Boy, 1618 W.
Main, Murray, Robert Overcast, Box 46, Hazel, Mrs. Ola
Mae Butler, Route I, Almo,
Burning fall leave% eon•
Miss Ruth Houston, 812 Olive, tribute* to air pollution. Put
Murray, Mrs. Necie Rebecca thane from your trees in a
compoat heap.
McKorie, RoFte 1, Murray.

THE SINFUL EXPLOITATION OF SEX
A sexual revolution is sweeping over our nation and the other
countries. Today there is a widespread on the subject of sex. We
encounter it in the mass corrununications media—television,
radio, movies, and the printed page. And these media touch and
influence the lives of millions. In many circles promiscuity is
extolled. Multitudes of perverts are claiming that they have a
right to behave as they please. Therefore, it is not at all surprising
that we are witnessing a moral decline. Unforturiatly many are
striving to destroy the scriptural concept of chastity, marital
fidelity, and moral purity. Many in places of influence are
decrying morality and chastity as outmoded customs of a
decadent past, and are trying their best to exploit sex for financial
gain or for the gratification of lust. Nearly every law on the
statutes which seeks to uphold morality and chastity is being
attacked in the courts.
I Corinthians 7:1-7
With some degree of regularity Paul and the Christians in
Corinth corresponded about various matters. Without any
hesitation they consulted him about different problems and he
readily gave them sound advice with reference to their solution.
Some of their letters contained specific questions about important
and relevant matter. One of the letters pertained to the subject of
sex, which is a theme that should be considered with frankness,
reverence, and responsibility.
This passage was written by Paul in response to a question
about the advisability of marriage. Undoubtedly their question
was prompted by the circumstances which were prevailing in
Corinth. At that time Corinth was a wide-open city. Because
immorality was the accepted thing, many transients were attracted to the city. Moral conditions were so degraded that the
very name of the city had become a symbol of profligacy. The
thasses did not have any scruples whatever against indulgence in
immorality. One thousand prostitutes plied their trade at the
temple of Aphrodite. In such an environment Christians were
tempted repeatedly to become immoral.
Paul did not state any rule as to whether or not the'Christians in
Corinth should get married. He did not assert that either state, the
unmarried or the married, was more holy than the other.
He
taught them that the unmarried state was good and that marriage
was honorable. He acknowledged that each state had some advantages over the other, and that each was best for some people,
Paul made it clear that his readers and inquirers did not have to
get married, but that they were certainly at liberty to do so, if
they so desired. He sought to teach them that the important thing
for each individual was to fallow the leading of the Lord. All who
did would avert a tragic mistake.
Marriage is the natural and normal thing for most individuals.
While many need a marriage partner, there are those who do not.
It is the will of God for all to abstain from immorality. Before
marriage all are required to practice continence, and after
marriage all are obligated to be faithful to the one with whom he
or she is married until death. Neither the husband nor the wife has
any right to defraud the other of the intimacy upon which
marriage is based. The sexual relationship between man and
woman was divinely restricted to those who are married to each
other. How tragic that the teachings of God's Word on this subject
are frequently and' ruthlessly disregarded by those who are
clamoring for the "new morality" which is simply another name
for the -old immorality!" The relationship of people in this area
of life is certainly tinder the divine surveillance.
The problem of immorality was serious in Thessalonica, as well
as in Corinth and that explains why Paul singled it out for consideration in this epistle, also. He declared that it is God'wwill for
Christians to be separated Wm nit and -be -devoted to
righteousness. Our sanctification, or being set apart from sin and
dedicated to God, in God's desire and purpose for us. A true
Christian makes it a practice to turn away from every form of
moral inpurity and to devote himself to a life of holiness. Sanctification certainly involves abstention from every form of immorality or illicit relations. That accounts for the fact that Paul
urged the Christians in Thessalonica to resist the fleshly temptations in their pagan environment.
To violate God's law of chastity and moral purity means to
injure irreparably the one who indulges in immorality, those
whom he loves and the ones who love him, and to dishonor the
Lord, and to place self under the divine judgment. Immorality is
unchristian, antisocial, and highly displeasing to God. Sooner or
later it will bring the judgment of God upon the transgressor. God
is the avenger of wrong in this realm, as well as in all other areas
of life.
From Paul the Thessalonian Christians learned that they were
obligated to live in purity. Both the husbalid and the wife are
obligated to appreciate each other, and to love, honor, an cherish
the other until they are separated by death. Both are required to
exercise self-control. Chastity is based on God's command, as
well as on a proper respect for one's own body. Obedience to God's
will in this realm brings honor to the one who is led by the Holy
Spirit and brings honor and glory to God. There is no justification
for immorality regardless of whom it is that is guilty of this great
sin. It is inexcusable in the eyes of God. He will enable any
Christian to overcome the temptation to indulge, if he has the
desire to live victoriously.
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Drug Expert Says Parents Can Use 'Muscle'
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By PEACE MOFFAT
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK IAP) —
Parents need to set values,
limits. clear approval and
clear disapproval of their children's actions, especially
where drugs are concerned,
says Dr. Mitchell S. Rosenthal,
director of Phoenix House, the
nation's largest system of therapeutic communities for drug
addicts.
And they must not give into
peer pressure either,- he adds.
"It's almost as though by discovering peer pressure parents
have given up their own muscle
— muscle which can be emotional, financial and legal.
live in a time of technical experts and parents have
felt the drug problem is so complex and so technical it will
take drug experts to solve it.
But there is no reason for parents to tolerate addiction,"
Rosenthal says.
To help show parents the
"muscle'' they can exert in preventing their children from using drugs, Rosenthal has written a book, "Drugs, Parents
and Children, The Three-Way
Connection." He says he felt
such a book was necessary after watching the average age of
residents at Phoenix House
drop from 28 to 21, with many
drug users even younger_
The doctor notes that parents
• spend too much time trying to
distinguish between which
drugs are more harmful than
others, and which drugs their
children mitht be using and
points ot that such reasoning is
ineffective. "Ten years ago. if a
child had come home drunk every night, his parents would
have felt they had to do something about it — without caring
if he was getting drunk on
Scotch or on bourbon, he saws
Rosenthal also says the rising
drug rate is "inseparable from
the fact that people think no
matter what's wrong with
them, there is some chemical
that will fix it." Parents can
combat this attitude. he says,
by not abusing drugs. including
alcohol, sleeping pills or tranquilizers, in their own homes.
Pointing out that in New
York much of the money available for fighting drug- abuse
goes to methadone main-

tenance programs, Rosenthal
insists, "I am in no way in favor
of making more drugs available Drug use begets drug use.
In a drug-oriented society, the
answer you come up with for
addiction is another drug, But I
feel that's just buying our need,
for a quick answer."
Rosenthal says it's also become more "in vogue" for parents not to be demanding with
their children — "to let them
make whatever choices they
want given enough intellectual
information." This is one attitude, he says, that can lead to
drug use,
"I don't think the modern
parent is bad,- he says, "but
that he is unwittingly doing his
children a disservice by taking
off the demands and giving license. In childhood, a child has
to learn to grow in the adult
world, not have the adult world
modify itself to suit the world of
the child."
Other problems he points out
that may lead to drug use are
that the period of adolescence
has been extended by lengthened schooling, making youngsters dependent and unproductive in society for a longer period: the turbulence
around sexual experimentation, and the rapid biological
development and growth of
youth with associated awkwardness.
'Young,people are caught on
two polar points of wanting to
be taken care o(, and yet move
in another .direction. They-et-hungry for approval from their
peer group. but they still want
approval from their parents,he says. Parents can help their
children stay away from drugs,
Rosenthal maintains, by staying in close touch with them,
knowing their peer groups and
setting down a rule of "No
Drugs!'
"If, after a long time, you
have been a good role model in
not abusing drugs, including alcohol and tranquilizers, after
you have said, 'I will not allow you to use drugs,' and you
still find your child is either
disobeying you or testing your
limits:' Rosenthal says, "you
must go the next step — to use
the courts, to stop offering financial support. or to put your
child out of the house. This has

Saturday night, October 14
7:00 p.m.
at Hazel Auction House
Hazel, Ky.
Buffet, chairs, tables, old dressers, beds, automatic dishwasher, garbage disposal, bicycles, oil heaters, electric
heaters, chest of drawers, pictures, bottles, Hull Art, pink
and green glass, dolls, wash kettle. Miscellaneous items too
numerous to mention.
COME BUY WHAT YOU LIKE,YOU'LL LIKE WHAT YOU
BUY.

Wilson & Thompson Auction Service
Wayne Wilson Auctioneer,
Charles Thompson apprentice auctioreer

DR. MITCHELL S. ROSENTHAL.Airector of Phoenix House, a
system of therapeutic communities tor drug users, says parents
do not have to he drug experts to set down clear limits and
values for Their children an thushelp Prevent them from using
drugs. "
got to be done, not to be vin- come back and say,'We won't
dictive: but really to fight for permit people to be addicts'."
But he. is optimistic -about
getting your child into treatyoung people's attitudes. "I
ment."
Rosenthal is pessimistic think we'll see young people
about the increasing use of getting as interested in cleaning
methadone. "I think we'll go up the internal pollution of
the whole route with it. then drugs as they are in cleaning up
discover it won't work and the environment "

Q. — I have recently taken up
woodcarving as a hobby. I do
not know of any local organization interested in this skill. Is
there any national outfit which

Q. — We are having a new
house built. When we asked the
builder to suggest a long-lasting
roof, he recommended either
terne metal or terne-coated
stainless What's the difference
between the two and how long
do they last?
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A. — Terne metal *a prime
copper-bearing steel, coated
with an alloy of 80 per cent lead
and 20 per eent tin. It requires
painting, preceded by a base
coat usually of red iron oxide
Paint renewal is necessary
about every 8 or 10 years. Terncoated stainless is a nickel'
chrome stainless steel covered
on both sides with terne alloy.
the same 80 per cent lead, 20
per cent tin combination as previously mentioned. It does not
need painting, as the .surfaces
weather to a uniform dark
gray, but can be painted if desired. Terne-coated stainless is.
higher -in cost than terne. Both
materials have an indefinite
life,
' •
Q. — I understand there is an
easy way to tell if the pushbutton outside the house is at fault
when the bell on the inside fails
to ring. Can you tell me what it
4
is?
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is interested in new members?
A. — The National Carvers
Moseum of Chicago is a non-,
profit foundation incorporated
to foster and develop the understanding of woodcarving
Memberships are available at a
nominal fee For further information, send a self-addressed,
-"large envelope to National
Carvers Museum Foundation,
7825 South Claremont Ave., Chi--,'ca go',
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A. — Take out the one or.two
screws that hold the pushbutton
gadget to the wall outside the
door. If one of the wires con ,
nected to the pushbutton is
loose from its terminal screw.
you probably have located the
trouble instantly. Merely reconnect the wire and the bell
should ring when the button is
pushed. If both wires are solidly
attached, •disconnect them
Then either touch the two wire
ends together or bridge them
with a screwdriver blade Ei'fher of these actions may cause
the bell to ring. If it does, then
the pushbutton itself is out of
order and a new one should be
purchased..
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Lure Syndicate, Inc.

OUTSTANDING FEATURE of this Colonial home is the large size of all rooms. In addition
to living and dining rooms, kitchen and four bedrooms, this home has a king-size family
room and a study. A 28-foot-wide front porch rovers the front entrance The center hall
divides the traffic flow. The kitchen has efficiency in mind with its U shape The breakfast
area and dining room have sliding glass doors to the rear porch. Both the Living and family
room have log-burning fireplaces.- The study, which could be used as a professional office,
has direct access to the front door and direct access to a bath. The family room could
double as a doctor's examination room if needed. Architect of Plan HA745M is Rudolph A
Matern. 89 E. Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N. Y. 11501. Anyone interestedin learning about
costs can write to him.

Q. — I recently sprayed. lacquer over a child's painted toy
The surface is now wrinkled.
What happened and what can I
do about
A. — Lacquer cannot be applied over paint since it acts
somewhat in the nature of a
paint remover. You can do
nothing now except take off the
entire finish with regular paint
remover, then refinish the toy
with either paint or lacquer

GIRL'S AND boy's'Clothing,r RLEY DAVIDSON 74 FL
Chopper. $750.00. Phone 753sizes 8 through 16. Phone 753014C
°i3C 6564.
4725.
USED BALDWIN Spinet piano.
Used Baldwin organ, used
Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
013C
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
013C
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores,
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
117 and 164. Open Sunday tintil
013C
4:00p.m.

1971-350 HONDA. Excellent
condition. Phone 437-4171 after
5:00p.m.
013C
MOVING SALE, odds and ends,
dishes, baby items, lamps, shoes,
purses and ehildrens clothes thru
size 5. Vacuum cleaner, chest.
College Farm Rd. First house
before you get to Calloway.
County High. Saturday 9 a.m. to 1
013C
p.m.
1971-750 HONDA. Excellent
condition. Phone 489-2658, 013P
1971 SET OF World Book Encyclopedias with Chilli Craft.
$250.00, Phone 753-2325.
017C

REGULATION BRUNSWICK
pool table, slate bed, balls, sticks TELEVISION ANTENNA with
and rack. $250.00. Phone 435-5191 rotor, 40' pole, special UHF
after 5:00 p.m.
013C antenna, $90.00. Phone 753-9245
014C
after 5:00 p.171.
By PATRICIA MeCORNIACK
-HOSPITAL BED, same as new.
UPI Famay News Editor
Complete with mattress. See
NEW YORK tUPII—Gardening and yard work are more a Mrs. Dow Jones, Browns Grove
pleasure than a chore in autumn. In springtime, by contrast, there's or phone 345-2525.
017P
the need to press all projects through to completion. In fall, no such
pressure. If you don t get your lawn redone, for example, the snow
comes and covers. The lawn soon is dormant, anyway. You.can
(MACHINERY)
finish it in spring.
(FURNITURE)
The leisurely pace makes fall gardening a delight. This take-it-easy
(LIVESTOCK)
time is the time to experiment with landscaping, to plot creatively
(GLASSWARE),
about contents of a new flower bed, to consider how to disguise eyesores.
(EQUIPMENT)
It also is atime to plant.apd transplaut, a t4ne to cut hack
(PROPERTY)
---relige•to start adead wood. and,If you've always wattle& in.
(FARMLAND)
roek garden. It may take the rest of your life to complete the
rock garden, but at least you can get it started-srespecially if
you'se always felt about rock gagdens the way some other
humans feel about golf or chess or gourmet cooking.
The attraction is gardening and yard work, any season, is that it's
almost impossible to be an absolute failure. Persons with thumbs
other than the proverbial green stand a good chance of tuning a
degree of success. The only way you can botch planting trees or
shrubs, for example. is to plant the things upside down. Almost by COAL HEATING stove in good
instinct a neophyte knows roots go in the ground! So it is with many condition. Phone 753-2824. 014NC
other aspects of gardening.
Some things to consider on the yard and garden fronts these lazy
YAMAHA 175 Enduro. 1500 miles.
fall days:
—LEAVES. Raking and bagging same for the compost heap. Good condition. Phone 753018P
Burning leaves has gone out of fashion in many places—either 8550,
because it smokes up the already polluted air or because it's against
the law. If you don't have a compost heap, donate your bagged BABY CALVES, pure bred and
leaves to a neighbor who collects same.
—TREES. Fall is a time to plant and transplant many kinds of cross bred. Murray, Route 3.
ITC
trees, including evergreens. Excluded: fruit trees. Oh. NOU probably Phone 474-2236.
can plant a fruit tree but authorities recommend these be planted in
spring. If you are planting a leaf-bearing tree, experts suggest that WHEEL WALKER with seat.
you not put it inn') the ground until its leaves have fallen. That means Can be used as wheelchair. Used
the tree is dornsant—in the first phase of its long winter nap.
very short time. Phone Kirksey,
—LAWNS.Fall is the best time to renovate a lawn—fill the
016P
bare spaces with seed after mowing close and scratching the 489-2477.
ground with the strong teeth of a metal rake. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture's experts on grass say if less than 50 SWEET POTATOES, $3.00
per cent of the lawn consists of desirable grasses, it's best to get bushel. Phone 435-5425.
016C
rid of all the grass and start a new seedbed from scratch. What
ever the condition of sour lawn, good or had, a feeding is 30"
ELECTRIC range, also
recommended in the autumn. For specifics on the kind of ked
for your area, ask someone at a garden cenfriTa htirreretnairisr-s-brOWILPYP—ISSI! livi0f1 room
the .counts agricultural agent. Nutrient requirements tor snila suite. Goth in good condition:Phone 753-2517.
016C
vary, depersjing on the local composition of the soil.
—TREESChores you may be able to do: corrective pruning of
interfering branches and diseased wood; thinning of excessively WING BACK love seat, green,
dense trees to allow more air and light to filter through; Some things
you 11 need help with—help from a tree expert compans : feeding the ;75.00. Swivel rocker, orange,
trees to help their root systems; cabling and bracing weak crotches ;40.00. Excellent . condition.
016C
and limbs. This helps prevent splitting and hazardous falling limbs. Phone 753-2269.
The tree experts also recommend at this time: wilt-proofing
evergreens and shrubs. This lessens moisture evaporation during the TWO PIECE couch, three large
winter. Such evaporation can damage roots and crowns,
chairs, three piece set of luggage,
—VEGETABLE GARDENS. Yours doesn't need to look like the bowling ball and clothes, size 7-9.
corn farmer's with neat rows of corn shocks—made colorful with
pumpkins in the aisles, But it needn't look like a disaster area either. See anytime Saturday, 914
Neaten it up a bit, pulling up at least the overgrown weeds which get Sycamore, or Monday and
016C
out of hand when garden goes to seed. Pull off the green tomatoes Tuesday after 5:00 p.m.
and give to someone who knows what to do with them, if you have no
use for them. Take down the tomato sticks and other crops used for
climbing crops. Store in a place that is dry so they II be in good
-condition next spring.
—FLOWER GARDEN', Fall's the time to put in tulip and other
spring flower bulbs. It takes no magic touch. General rules: get the
bulbs in before the first frost; measure planting depth to top of bulb
1973 18 ft. full selfafter it is set. One rule on depth: plant at a depth of three times the
contained tandem axle
diameter of the bulb. Sunny or shady place? Hardy bulbs prefer
gime slight shade, according to seasoned gardeners.
Only $2635
Talk to the nurseryman and if you're starting a new garden of
hardy bulbs. try to arrange a blooming sequence that ranges
With Air
•
from late March to early July. The early bloomers include snow
drops (galanthus) and the fate ones include lilies (orange and
dotted and striped ones). In between are the ever-popular
tulips.
Existing perennials may need some attention. These include
Mayfield. Ky. on the •
peonies and other kinds of plants that come up year after year with
Benton, Hwy. Phone :
no help from you. The peonie root system may need divided. The
•
247-8187
same for root systems of other perennials. If you do thit wash the
•
dirt from the root section being separated and transplanted. Some 5,1•••••OOOOOOOOO•••••ist
perennial root systems ought to be divided every three to five years.
If in doubt, ask an experienced neighboring gardener.
SPINET-CONSOLE Piano.
Where annuals are concerned, that is the plants that you start
from scratch each garden year, the thing to do in fall is cut down the Wanted responsible party to take
excess foliage or just pull up and pile the dead plants on top of your over spinet piano. Easy terms.
Many folks have disflower garden. In the spring when you prepare the plot you may Can be seen locally. Write Credit
covered
a simple
your
yard
during
foliage.
To
beautify
plow
under
the
dead
want to
Manager, P.O. Box 276,
the 'fall season the instant way, buy potted mums and put 'em in. Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. 014P
solution to this growThey like son but since they're already in bloom you can plant a
ing family problem
border of them in front of evergreens even in a somewhat shaded
situation. They really add a decorator's touch to a sard that's colored
by selling the used,
1971-12'x60' RICHARDSON
beautifully already with turning leaves.
and
buying the us—EXPERIMENTING: Take one of the eye-sore parts of mobile home,Two bedrooms, gas
your yard and think about how it can be improved. Put down heat and range, Spanish style,
able in the
crushed gravel? Border that with evergreens? Or redwood with shag carpet. Fully furfencing? Put a birdbath in the middle? Or a bench? 'Or a table? nished. No down payment, take
Make a pond? The possibilities are as limited as your
over loan, Excellent condition.
imagination. Now is the time to stretch" it.
016C
If privacy is something you'd like to install at some edge of sour lot Phone 753-7554,
where there's too much neighborliness, the possibilities. again, are
endless. Fall may be the time to start the plan Noli Settle on or it may TRAILERS: SEE Brandon Dill
be time just to draw up the plan. At least, think of ways of solving after 4:30 pin. Located at
such a.problem. Putting a landscape garViener on the payroll isn't Murray Drive In Theatre ennecessary. You can get help at the library, leafing through a range of
garden landscape plans. Or, you might want to add to your own trance. No phone calls
librars the -Better Homes and Gardens New Garden Book- please.
Meredith). It's actually a lot of books in one and has the added
1.40TtINE TO ACTION
feature of being in a loose-leaf notebook instead of bound. That 1970-12'x44' EDEN mobile home,
means you can add pages of good ideas when you either develop two bedrooms. New couch and air
them or snip them from other publications, including newspapers. conditioner. See
at
Fox
On all counts, I find the Better Homes book excellent tabout $8.) It
DIRECT LINE 10 CLASSIFIED
even includes plans for greenhouses--if you want to build a modest Meadow's Trailer Court, E10.
018P
or fairly complicated one.
—TOOLS. Motorized ones ought to be oserhauled and even
fined if "broken before putting away for the season. Lawn
mowers, hoes and other tools powered by elbow grease ought to
be cleaned of clumps of mud and such. They ought to be hosed 1970 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753-off, coated with petroleum jelly to keep rust from forming on
8550.
TFc
metal parts and stored hi si dry place: -

FALL SALE
of CAMPERS

/999

Camper Sales .

753-1916
Ledger
& Times
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Education
prof heads
board

Sunday
School
Lesson

Drug Ex
To

By Dr. H. C. Chiles

Parents need to set
limits, clear appro

By KENNETH J. RARBEN
Copley News Service

TAILORED ELEGANCE — Lightweight and
warm doublefaced wool reverses in pearl grey
and white, left, and each side is detailed with
welt seaming. club cellar and back belt. A
smashing spotted coat is really fake — and proud
_ .

of it — and requires little care. It is collared in
fluff that might fool the red fox itself. Plaid
velvet blazer in green. white and charcoal, center. is a hot look on campus . Gold-buttoned
tailored pantsuit has funnel neckline and pockets

Subject attempted to
subdue ten-thousand ,
rabbits by himself. End
came quickly.

Rep9rt_to the
Head Beagle

subtly placed in the seams A lush camel hair
coat. right, can he worn casually buttoned at the
top. With patch pockets and tie belt, it's an all'
occasion companion. Coats are from the New
York Cloak Joint Board ILGWU.

Rabbit-tat- tat,and
it was all over!

From the Paducah
Social Security Office
Social Security has in its 35
years of existence attempted to
be the leader of all governmental agencies which are
responsive to the needs of the
American public, said a
spokesman for the Paducah
Social Security Office. He
continued by saying,.'•'Some of
the major improvements by
Social Security has been the
addition of survivor, disability,
health insurance, and now a
new
procedure
called
'Teleservice'.
This
has
revolutionized our service to the
public and has resulted in faster
and more complete service to
more people than we can
possibly give with face to face
interviews."
The. spokesznan_ stated that
close to 95 percent Of all Social
Security business can be
handled over • the telephone.
Some of the examples which he
mentioned were changing
addresses, notices of death,
marriage, divorces, starting or
stopping work, or just a
question about Social Security.
One of the nicest advantages of
Teleservice is that a person who
is planning on retiring or a
person with a severe disability
can file his application by
telephone from his home or
place of business. He does not
have to dress, bother with
traffic or wait in line at the
Social Security Office. The
entire interview is handled by
telephone and you do not leave
the privacy of your home.

BLONDIE
DAG...00m
YOU Love
THE TELEV1SION SET
, MORE 11-1AJia
YOU LOVE ME

7h4e wiocNv is
TesTiFyisiG AT HER

:

Social Security
News

TRIAL:114AT HER
I4UseAwp saaierchico

TEL.evisiosi
Too raucH

E1ATLE BAILEY

lo-

'boat

THE PHANTOM

It was emphasized that this
service is extended free of
charge to all persons living in
the counties serviced by the
Paducah office. All you have to
do, according to the S.S.
representative, is to dial the
operator and ask her to place a
collect call to 443-7506. If you
use direct dial, you must pay
the toll charge.

NANCY
HOW DO YOU
GUYS LIKE IT?

—neoa.

e/S4
,
..f,

LIL' ABNER
REASON AH15 A
HOUR LATE. 15 AH
STOPPED It)
CHAT W1F TH'
E3Oh1S AT TH'

0h-t
Al4
Dual'T
'MI
DEAR
•

AH •
51-KY'NUFF; I3UT
S'POSE AH FED IT TO,TH'
TH'
GOAT AN
SUPPER'S wHomprD UP
he/ENT
A NICE FRESH
COLD —
HOT..

oNE.

RALPH NEEDLER. WAS RIGHT!!
`KY IS A HAZARD TO ALL.
OTHER HOUSEW IFES.r.r

Hospital Report

By PEACE MOFF
AP Newsfeatures W
NEW YORK I

THE SINFUL EXPLOITATION OF SEX
Six months ago, Jahn Walton indulged his taste for doA sexual revolution is sweeping over our nation and the other
ing the unexpected by becomcountries. Today there is a widespread on the subject of sex. We
ing the first education profesencounter it in the mass communications media—television,
sor to head a major metropolradio, movies, and the printed page. And these media touch and
itan school board.
influence the lives of millions. In many circles promiscuity is
Dr. Walton is an expert in
extolled. Multitudes of perverts are claiming that they have a
elementary and secondary
right to behave as they please. Therefore, it is not at all surprising
education and a faeulty memthat we are witnessing a moral decline. Unfortunatly many are
ber at the Johns Hopkins Unistriving to destroy the scriptural concept of chastity, marital
versity in Baltimore City. He
fidelity, and moral purity. Many in places of influence are
is greatly admired by studecrying morality and chastity as outmoded customs •-bf a
dents and some colleagues.
decadent past, and are trying their best to exploit sex for financial
Walton also is chairman of the
gain or for the gratification of lust. Nearly every law on the
Hopkins' nonexistent educastatutes which seeks to uphold morality and chastity is being
tion department, a typical exattacked in the courts.
ample of academic asininity.
1 Corinthians 7:1-7
Tall, white-haired and 61.
With some degree of regularity Paul and the Christians in
Walton has held nearly every
Corinth corresponded about various matters. Without any
position in public schools inhesitation they consulted him about different problems and he
cluding teacher, principal and
readily gave them sound advice with reference to their solution.
superintendent. Now. as presSome of their letters contained specific questions about important
ident of a board directing the
and relevant matter. One of the letters pertained to the subject of
nation's seventh largest
sex, which is a theme that should be considered with frankness,
school system, he has the opreverence, and responsibility.
portunity to realize a dream
This passage was written by Paul in response to a question
of many academicians and
about the advisability of marriage. Undoubtedly their question
schoolmen, to show what .a
was prompted by the circumstances which were prevailing in
"professional educator" can
Corinth. At that time Corinth was a wide-open city. Because
do.
One of Walton's greatest as- , immorality was the accepted thing, many transients were attracted to the city. Moral conditions were so degraded that the
sets is his ability to criticize
very name of the city had become a symbol of profligacy. The
education perceptively, yet
masses did not have any scruples whatever against indulgence in
painlessly enough .to keep
immorality. One thousand prostitutes plied their trade at the
public school officials intertemple of Aphrodite. In such an environment Christians were
ested. He was in top form during a recent meeting of the - tempted repeatedly to becerne Unmoral.
Hopkins chapter of Phi Delta
Paul did not state any rule as to whether-or not the Christians in
Kappa, of which he is a memCorinth should get married. He did not assert that either state, the
unmarried or the married, was more holy than the other.
ber and its sorority counterHe
part, the Chi Chapter of Pi
taught them that the unmarried state was good and that marriage
Lambda Theta, both national
was honorable. He acknowledged that each state had some adhonorary education organizavantages over the other, and that each was best for some people,
tions. He said that what
Paul made it clear that his readers and inquirers did nOt have to
passes for education research
get married, but that they were certainly at liberty to do so, if
has been a dismal failure and
they so desired. He sought to teach them that the important thing
has done little to help pupils or
for each individual was to follow the leading of the Lord. All Who
teachers.
did would avert a tragic mistake.
"Are teachers using the reMarriage is the natural and normal thing for most individuals.
sults of the latest research? I
While many need a marriage partner, there are those who do not.
hope not," the professor
It is the will of God for all to abstain from immorality. Before
quipped. He does not believe
marriage all are required to practice continence, and after
teaching is a profession or
marriage all are obligated to be faithful to the one with whom he
that it ever Will be.
or she is married until death. Neither the husband nor the wife has
Fielding a question On
any right to defraud the other of the intimacy upon which
school accountability, Waltbn
marriage is based. The sexual relationship between man and
said, "Any teacher who guarwoman was divinely restricted to those who are married to each
antees results should be under
other. How tragic that the teachings of God's Word on this subject
Federal Bureau of Investigaare frequently and ruthlessly disregarded by those who are
tion surveillance," noting that
clamoring for the "new morality" which is simply another name
such assurances are neither
for the -old immorality!" The relationship of people in this area
asked nor given by doctors,
of life is certainly under the divine surveillance.
lawyers or similar profesThe problem of immorality was serious in Thessalonica, as well
sionals.
as in Corinth and that explains why Paul singled it out for con.
I - This fails to recognize, howepictle.also. He_declared that it is God's will for
ever, that People - tilrte
Christians to be separated from ea— ahil Ile- -devoted- to
some choice and control over
righteousness. Our sanctification, or being set apart from sin and
which doctor or lawyer they
dedicated to God, in God's desire and purpose for us. A true
patronize and very little, if
Christian makes it a practice to turn away from every form of
any, over their children's
school or teacher.
moral inpurity and to devote himself to a life of holiness. Sanctification certainly involves abstention from every form of im"We know that teaching
morality or illicit relations. That accounts for the fact that Paul
makes a difference in what
urged the Christians in Thessalonica to resist the fleshly temppupils learn, but we don't
tations in their pagan environment.
know what it, is about a
To violate God's law of chastity and moral purity means to
teacher that makes it so.
injure irreparably the one who indulges in immorality, those
Standardized tests show that
whom he loves and the ones who love him, and to dishonor the
class size has nothing to do
Lord, and to place self under the divine judgment. Immorality is
with achievement. We do
unchristian, antisocial, and highly displeasing to God. Sooner or
know it makes a difference
later it will bring the judgment of God upon the transgressor. God
but can't prove it. People say
is the avenger of wrong in this realm, as well as in all other areas
money doesn't make a differof life.
ence and they send their chilFrom Paul the Thessalonian Christians learned that they were
dren to private schools. If
obligated to live in purity. Both the husband and the wife are
there's no difference, why do
obligated to appreciate each other, and to love, honor, an cherish
ttrerhserai- their children to
them?
the other until they are separated by death. Both are required to
"Another bit of pedagogical
exercise self-control. Chastity is based on Gild's command, as
folklore says there is a one-towell as on a proper respect for one's own body. Obedience to God's
one relationship between time
will in this realm brings honor to the one who is led by the Holy
spent in school and achieveSpirit and brings honor and glory to God. There is no justification
ment. Research is good at
for immorality regardless of whom it is that is guilty of this great
finding out what is, but not
sin. It is inexcusable in the eyes of God. He will enable any
why it is.
Christian to overcome the temptation to indulge, if he has the
"This is happening with evdesire to live victoriously.
erything we work on in education today," says a man who
urges people to take college -- —ACROSS
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'ADULTS..109
NURSERY..
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Roy Elmer Gibson, Route 5,
Murray, Fred Taylor, Lee,
Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Georgine
Mary Wells, 311 N. 7th, Murray,
Mrs. Juliet Hamilan Duke,
Route 7, Murray, Larry Wayne
Wilson, Route 5, Murray,
Michael Delane Kirks, Route 1,
Dexter, Roger Dale Melton, 907
Vine, 841uTay, Master James
Calvin Morris, Route 7, Murray;
Mrs. Linda Edwards and Baby
Boy, Route 1, Mayfield, Mrs.
Linda Edwards and Baby Boy,
Route 1, Mayfield, Mrs. Linda
Humphrey and Baby Girl,
I Route 8, Benton, Mrs. Betsy
Petty and Baby Boy, 1618 W.
Main, Murray, Robert Overcast, Box 46, Hazel, Mrs. Ola
Mae Butler, Route I, Almo,
Burning fall leaves,.conMiss Ruth Houston, 812 Olive, tributes to air pollution. Put
Murray, Mrs. Necie Rebecca throw. from your trees:iisii
.compost heap.
McKenzie, Route 1, Murray,
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Drug Expert Says Parents Can Use 'Muscle'
To Prevent Children from Using Drugs
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tenance programs, Rosenthal
By PEACE MOFFAT
insists, "I am in no way in favor
AP Newsfeatures Writer
of making more drugs availNEW YORK (AP)
able. Drug use begets drug use.
Parents need to set values, In a drug-oriented society, the
limits, clear approval and answer you come up with for
clear disapproval of their chil- addiction is another drug. But I
dren's actions, especially feel that's just buying our need
where drugs are concerned. for a quick answer."
Rosenthal says it's also besays Dr. Mitchell S. Rosenthal.
director of Phoenix House. the come more "in" vogoe" for parnation's largest system of ther- ents not to be demanding with
apeutic communities for drug their children — "to let them
make whatever choices they
,addicts.
- "And they must not give into want given enough intellectual
peer pressure either,' he adds. information." This is one atti"It's almost as though by dis- tude, he says, that can lead to
covering peer pressure parents drug use.
have given up their own muscle
"I don't think the modern
-s— muscle which can be emo- parent is bad,- he says, -but
that he is unwittingly doing his
tional, financial and legal.
"We live in a time of techni- children a disservice by taking
cal experts and parents have off the demands and giving lifelt the drug problem is so com- cense_ In childhood, a child has
plex and so technical it will to learn to grow in the adult
take drug experts to solve it. world, not have the adult world
But there is no reason for par- modify itself to suit the world of
ents to tolerate addiction." the child."
Rosenthal says.
Other problems he points out
To help show parents the that may lead to drug use are
"muscle" they can exert in pre- that the period of adolescence
venting their children from us- has been extended by lengthing drugs. Rosenthal has writ- ened schooling, making youngten a book, "Drugs, Parents sters dependent and unand Children, The Three-Way productive in society for a longConnection." He says he felt er period the turbulence
such a book was necessary af- around sexual experimentater watching the average age of tion: and the rapid biological
residents at Phoenix House development and growth of
drop from 28 to 21, with many youth with associated awkdrug users even younger.
wardness.
The doctor notes that parents
"Young people are caught on
spend too•much time trying to two polar points of wanting to
distinguish between which be taken care of and yet move
drugs are more hatthful than in another direction. They're
others, and which drugs their hungry for approval from their
children might be using and peer group, but'they still want
points out that such reasoning is approval from their parents," •
ineffective. "Ten years ago, if a he says. Parents can help their
child had come home drunk ev- children stay away from drugs,
ery night, his parents would Rosenthal maintains, by stayhave felt they had to do some- ing in close touch with them.
thing about it — without caring knowing their peer groups and
if he was getting drunk on setting down a rule of "No
Scotch or on bourbon," he says. Drugs!Rosenthal also says the rising
"If, after a long .time, you
drug rate is "inseparable from have been a good role model in
the fact that people think no not abusing drugs, including almatter what's wrong with cohol and tranquilizers, after
them, there is some chemical you have said. 'I will not althat will fix it." Parents can low you to use drugs,' and you
combat this attitude, he says, still find your child is either
by not abusing drugs, including disobeying you or testing your
alcohol, sleeping pills or tran- limits,- Rosenthal says, "you
quilizers, in their own homes.
must go the next step — to use
Pointing out that in New the courts, to stop offering fiYork much of the money avail- nancial support. or to put your
able for fighting drug abuse child out of the house This has
goes to methadone main-

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE
Saturday night, October 14
7:00 p.m.
at Hazel Auction House
Hazel, Ky.
Buffet, chairs, tables, old dressers, beds, automatic dishwasher, garbage disposal, bicycles, oil heaters, electric
heaters, chest of drawers, pictures, bottles, Hull Art, pink
and green glass, dolls, wash kettle. Miscellaneous items too
numerous to mention.
COME BUY WHAT YOU LIKE,YOU'LL LIKE WHAT YOU
BUY.

Wilson & Thompson Auction Service
Wayne Wilson Auctioneer.
Charles Thompson apprentice auctioceer

It's easy-does it
time in gardens

DR. MITCHELL S. ROSENTHAL. director of Phoenix House, a
system of therapeutic communities for drug users, says parents
do not have to be drug experts to set down clear limits and
valices for their Children and thus help prevent them trona using.,
drugs.
got to be done,' not to be vin- come back and say, 'We won't.
dictive, but really to fight for permit people to be addicts'."
But he is optimistic about
getting your child into treatyoung people's attitudes. "I
ment
Rosenthal is pessimistic think we'll see young people
about the increasing use of getting as interested in cleaning
methadone "I .1/link we'll go up the internal pollution of
the whole route with it, then drugs as they are in cleaning up
discover it won't work-, and the environment

•
- I have recently taken up
woodcarving as ,,a hobby. I do
not know of any local organization interested in this skill. Is
there any national outfit which
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is interested in new members?
A. — The National Carvers
Museum of Chicago is a nonprofit foundation incorporated
to foster and develop the understanding of woodcarving.
Memberships are available at a
nominal fee For further information, send a self-addressed,
large envelope to National
Carvers Museum Foundation.
7825-Sosith Claremont Ave., Chicago:El:
Q. — We are having a new
house built. When we asked the
builder to suggest a long-lasting
roof, he recommended either
terne metal or terne-coated
stainless. What's the difference
between the two and bow long
do they last',
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First Floor Plan
OUTSTANDING FEATURE of this Colonial home is the large size of all rooms. In addition
to living and dining rooms, kitchen and four bedrooms, this home has a king-size family
room and a study. A 28-foot-wide front porch* covers the front entrance. The center hall
. divides the traffic flow. The kitchen has efficiency in mind with its U shape The breakfast
area and tithing room have sliding glass doors to the rear porch. Both the living and family
room have log-burning fireplaces. The study, which could be used as a professional office,
has direct access to the front door and direct access to a bath The family room could
double as a doctor's examination room if needed. Architect of Plan HA745M is Rudolph A
Matern, 89 E Jericho Turnpike. Mineola, N. Y. 11501. Anyone interested in learning about
costs can write to him.

A. — Terne metal is a prime
copper-bearing steel, coated
with an alloy of 80 per cent lead
and 20 per cent tin. It requires
painting, preceded by a base
coat usually of red iron oxidel.
Paint renewal is necessary
about every 8 or 10 years. Terncoated stainless is a nickelchrome stainless steel covered
on both sides with terne alloy.
the same 80 per cent lead, .20
per cent tin combination as previously mentioned. It does not
need painting, as the'surfaces
weather to -a • uniform . dark_
gray. but can be painted if desired,. Terne-coated stainless is
higher in cost than terne. Both
materials have an indefinite
life.
•
•
Q. — I understand there is an
easy way to tell if the pushbut.. ton outside the house is at fault
when the bell on the inside fails
to ring. Can you tell me what it
is?
A. — Take out the one or two
screws that hold the pushbutton
gadget to the wall outside the
door. If one of the wires connected to the pushbutton is
loose from its terminal screw.
you probably have located the
trouble instantly. Merely reconnect the wire and the bell
should ring when the button is
pushed. If both wires are solidly
attached, disconnect them
Then either touch the two wire
ends together or bridge them
with a screwdriver blade. Either of these aCtions may cause
the bell to ring. If it does, then
the pushbutton itself is out of
order and a new one .should be
purchased.
recentirspeayed-lac,.
quer over a child's painted toy.
The surface is now wrinkled.
.What happened and what can I
do about it?
A. — Lacquer cannot'be applied over paint since it acts
somewhat in the nature of a
paint remover. You - can do
nothing now except take of f the
entire finish with regular paint
remover, then refinish'the toy
with either paint or lacquer.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUCCION SALE

GIRL'S AND boy's clothing trAftlEY DAVIDSON 74 Fl.
Chopper.;750.00. Phone 753sizes 8 through 16. Phone 753014C
4725.
013C 6564.
USED BALDWIN Spinet piano
Used Baldwin organ, used
Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
013C
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
013C
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores,
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
117 and 164. Open Sunday until
4:00p.m.
013C

1971-350 HONDA. Excellent
condition. Phone 437-4171 after
5:00p.m.
013C
MOVING SALE, odds and ends,
dishes, baby items, lamps,shoes,
purses and children.s clothes thru
size 5. Vacuum cleaner, chest.
College Farm Rd. First house
before you get to 'CallOwas
County High. Saturday 9'a.m. to
013C
p.m.
1971-750 HONDA. Excellent
condition. Phone 489-2658. 013P
1971 SET OF World Book Encyclopedias with Child Craft.
$250.00. Phone 753-2325.
0I7C

REGULATION BRUNSWICK
pool table, slate bed, balls, sticks TELEVISION ANTENNA with
and rack. $250.00. Phone 435-5191 rotor, 40' pole, special UHF
after 5:00 p.m.
01 antenna, $90.00. Phone 753-9245
014C
after 5:00p.m.
Ili PATRICIA MeCORMACK
HOSPITAL BED, same as new.
UPI Famiy News Editor
Complete with mattress. See
NEW YORK tUPII—Gardening and yard work are more a Mrs. Dow Jones, Browns Grove
pleasure than a chore in autumn. In springtime, by contrast, there's or phone
345-2525.
017P
the need to press all projects through to completion. In fall, no such
pressure. If you don t get your lawn redone, for example, the snow
comes and covers. The lawn soon is dormant. anyway. You can
(MACHINERY)
finish it in spring.
(FURNITURE)
The leisurely pace makes fall gardening a delight. This take-it-eisy
(LIVESTOCK)
time is the time to experiment with landscaping, to plot creatively'
(GLASSWARE)
about mntenErCni a new flower bed, to consider how to disguise eyesores.
(EQUIPMENT)
It also is a tithe to plant and transplant, a time to cut back
(PROPERTY)
dead wood, and. if you've always wanted to, a time to start a
(FARMLAND)
rock garden. It may take the rest of your life to complete the
We sell it all
rock garden, but at least you can'get it started—reipecially if
souse always felt about rock gardens the way some other
John Randolph
humans feel about golf or chess or gotirmet cooking,
The attraction is gardening and yard work, any season, is that it's
Realty 8 Auction
almost impossible to be an absolute failure. Persons with thumbs
753-8382
other than the proverbial green stand a good chance of basing a
degree of success. The only way you can botch planting trees or
shrubs, for example. is to plant the things upside down. Almost by COAL HEATING stove in good
instinct a neophyte knows roots go in the ground! So it is with many condition. Phone 753-2824. 014NC
other aspects ot gardening.
Some things to consider on the yard and garden Incints these lazy
YAMAHA 175 Enduro. 1500 miles.
fall days:
—LEAVES. Raking and bagging same for the'.sompost heap. Good condition. Phone 753018P
Burning leaves has gone out of fashion in many places—either 8550.
because it smokes up the already polluted air or because it's against
the law. If you don't have a compost heap, donate your bagged BABY CALVES, pure bred and
leaves to a neighbor who collects same.
—TREES. Fall is a time to plant and transplant many kinds of cross bred. Murray, Route 3.
1TC
trees, including evergreens. Excluded: fruit trees. Oh, you probably Phone 474-2236.
can plant a fruit tree but authorities recommend these be planted in
spring. If you are planting a leaf-bearing tree, experts suggest that WHEEL WALKER with seat.
you not put it into the ground until its leaves have fallen. That means Can be used as wheelchair. Used
the tree vs dorniant—in the first phase of its long winter nap.
very short time. Phone Kirksey,
—LAWNS. Fall is the best time to renovate a lawn—fill the
016P
489-2477.
bare spaces with seed after mowing close and scratching the
ground with the strong teeth of a metal rake. The U.S.
Department of Xgriculture's experts on grass say if less than 50 SWEET POTATOES, $3.00
016C
per cent of the lawn consists of desirable grasses. it's best to get bushel. Phone 435-5425,
rid of all the grass and start a new seedbed from scratch. S hat
ever the condition of your lawn, good or bad, a feeding is 30" ELECTRIC range, also
reciiiiimended -irf the autumn. Foe specifics un the kind of feed
for your area, ask someone at a garden center, a nursers man Of' brown two--place.-living__.1.00131
the county agricultural agent. Nutrient requirements for soils suite. Goth in good condition.
Phone 753-2517.
016C
vary-, depending on the local composition of the soil.
—AMES. Chores )ou may be able to do: corrective pruning of
interfering branches and diseased wood; thinning of excessively WING BACK love Seat, green,
dense trees to allow more air and light to filter through: Some things
orange,
you'll need help with—help from a tree expert company : feeding the $75.00. Swivel rocker,
trees to help their root systems; cabling Ihd bracing weak crotches $40.00, Excellent condition.
016C
and limbs. [his helps prevent splitting and hazardous falling limbs. Phone 753-2269.
The tree experts also recommend at this time: wilt-proofing
evergreens and shrubs. This lessens moisture evaporation during the TWO PIECE couch, three large
winter. Such evaporation can damage roots and crowns.
chairs, three piece set of luggage,
—VEGETABLE GARDENS. Yours doesn't need to look like the bowling ball and clothes, size 7-9.
corn farmer's with neat rows of corn shocks—made colorful with
See anytime Saturday, 914
pumpkins in the aisles. But it needn't look like a disaster area either.
INeaten it up a bit, pulling up at least the overgrown weeds which get Sycamore, or Monday and
016C
out of hand when garden goes to seed. Pull. off the green tomatoes Tuesday after 5:00 p.m.
and give to someone who knows what to do with them, if you have no
use for them. Take down the tomato sticks and other props used for
climbing crops. Store in a place that is dry so they II be in good
---- condition next spring.
—FLOWER GARDENS.fall's the time to put in tulip and other
spring flower bulbs. It takes no magic touch. General rules: get the:
1973 19 It, full selfbulbs in before the first frost; measure planting depth to top of bulb
after it is set. One rule on depth: plant at a depth of three times the • contained tandem axle
•
diameter of the bulb. Sunny or shady place? Hardy bulbs prefer •
Only $2635
toonie slight shade, according to seasoned gardeners.
Talk to the nurseryman and if you're starting a new garden of
bardv bulbs. try to arrange a blooming sequence that ranges
With Air $2999
from late March to early July. The early bloomers include snow
and
(orange
lilies
drops Igalantitus( and the rate ones include
dotted and striped ones(. In between are the ever-popular

• FALL SALE
▪ of CAMPERS
;
•
;
•
•
•
•

Arrowhead
Camper
'Mayfield, Ky. on the

Existing perennials may need some attention. These include
peonies and other kinds of plants that come up year after year with
". Phone
no help from you. The peonie root system may need divided. The •
'same for root systems of other perennials. If von do this, wash the • 2B4(74-1t8Io8n7,
dirt from the root section being separated and transplanted. Some
perennial root systems ought to be divided every three to five years.
If in doubt. ask an experienced neighboring gardener.
SPINET-CONSOLE Piano.
Where annuals are concerned, that is the plants-that you start Wanted responsible party to t'alte
the
cut
down
from scratch each garden year, the thing to do in fall is
excess foliage or just pull up and pile the dead plants on top of your over spinet piano. Easy terms.
flower garden. In the spring when you prepare- the plot you may Can be seen locally. Write Credit
want to plow under the dead foliage. To beautify your yard during Manager, P.O. Box 276,
the fall season the instant way, boy potted mums and put 'ern in. Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. 014P
They like sun but since they're already in bloom you can plant a
border of them in friint of evergreens even in a somewhat shaded
, situation, They really add a decorator's touch to a y ard that's colored
1971.12'x60' RICHARDSON
beautifully already with turning leaves.
—EXPERIMENTING: Take one of the eye-sore parts of mobile home. Two bedrooms_gas
your yard and think about boss it can be improved. Put down heat and range, Spanish style
crushed gravel? Pori:ler that with evergreens? Or redwood with shag carpet. Fully fur
fencing? Put a birdbath in the middle?(h. a bench?'Or a table? nished. No down payment, take
Make a pond? The possibilities are as limited- as your
over loan. Excellent condition
Imagination. Now is the time to stretch it.
016C
If privacy is something you'd like to install at some edge of our lot Phone 753-7554.
where there's too much neighborliness, the possibilities, again, are
endless. Fall may be the time to start the plan you settle on or it may TRAILERS: SEE Brandon Dill
be time just to draw up the plan. At least. think (4 ways of Anising after 4:30 p.m. Located at
such a problem. Putting a landscape gardener on the payroll isn't
Murray Drive In Theatre ennecessary. You can get help at the library, leafing through a range of trance. No phone calls
gardenlandscape
landape plans. Or, you might want to add to )our own
016C'
library the -Better. Homes and Gardens New Garden Hook- please.
IMeredithl. It's actually ileit nflinokwitt one and has the added
feature ot being in a loose-leaf notebook instead of bound. That 1970-12;x44' EDEN mobile home,
means you can add pages of good ideas when you either develop two bedrooms. New couch and air
them or snip them from other pviblications, including newspapers. conditipner. See at
Fox
On all towns. I find the Better Homes book excellent about $8.1 It
Meadow's
Trailer
Court,
Emodest
greenhouses—if
you,iyant
to
build
a
even includes plans for
10.
018P
or fairly complicated one.
—TOOLS. Motorized ones ought lit be overhauled anti even
fixed if broken before putting away for the season. Lawn
FOR SALE OR TRADE
mowers, hoes and other tool powered by elbow grease ought to
be cleaned of clumps of mud and such. They ought to be hosed 11170 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753off, coated with petroleum jelly to keep rust from forming on
8550.
TFC
metal parts and stored in a dry place.

LOOKING FOR A

NEW
HOME?
Many folks have discovered a simple
solution to this growing family problem
by selling the used,
and buying the usable in the

.

WANT
ADS
753-1916
Ledger
& Times

DIRECT IINE 10 CLASSMED

IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
FOR SALE

WAN T-ADS

About Our
Aluminum Plates

25c each

1968 SHELBY 12'x60', furnished
mobile home. Central heat and
air, washer included, Spanish
interior, concrete patio. Phone
753-8456 after 5:00 p.m. , 017C
ONE STADIUM chair and one
hand made crocheted white
poncho. Phone 753-5886 after 1:00
'016NC
COAL STOVE, wood and coal
Phone 498-8472.
014C
VA LOANS,no down payment for
qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
443-6150.
014C
THREE BEAGLES, plain rabbit
dogs. Three years old. Phone 7539276.
014P
SELF PROPELLED John Deere
45 combine.Phone 435-5311. 014P
AUCTION SALE

Young married couple
with one child, permanent
residents of Murray

7534916
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

North 16th Extended

PUBLIC SALE

2 Bedroom Trailer, carpet. air-conditioning, city
water furnished. $65.00

Mustang Riding Lawn
Mowers powered by Big,
Powerful 7 H.P. Briggs and
Stratton Motor., Direct
from factory, Still in
crates, over 3,000 Brand
mew 1973 Models. Withyiiik
one
year
Factory
Warranty.
Must be sold immediately,
not for $389.95, only $189.95,
Full price total delivered to
your door.

Write for Free
picture brochure.
Mustang Riding
Lawn Mowers
4200 Cadieux
Detroit, Mich.48224

1

ALSO
Large trailer spaces. $25.00

TWO BEDROOM duplex apartment, central heat and air,
carpet throughout, ceramic tile
bath, drop in range. Phone 753TFC
7850 or 753-1585.

1965 CHEVROLE
condition. New tir
3572.

SHOW PLACE - This house pictured above is one of the
sharpest places in Murray. It is priced less than you'd expect
for the size and quality you get. It has a FIREPLACE in the
family room, beautiful draperies, range, dishwasher,
disposal, carpet everywhere, central heat and air. That is
quality, now for size. listen to this. Two full baths, FOUR
LARGE bedrooms, private living room, huge family room
kitchen with LOTS of CABINETS. We dare you to find more
closet space than you will in this one. The picture is of the
back of the house, call us to see the front.

REAL NICE two bedroom unfurnished duplex apartment.
Stove and refrigerator, fully
carpeted, central heat and air.
Phone 753-4478 or 753-9135. 016C

C.LT it 0 CK

ONLY $6,500 WILL put a roof over your head and give you a.
good place to live. Even has carpeting. In town.
1'411
FOUR BEDROOMS - Two baths, carpeting, den, double
garage, all the other extras you'd expect. On the best street
in Murray. A beauty.

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
day the year round... Winter and Summer.

IN HAZE!. - This neat two bedroom house has electric wall
heaters, good big shady lot, all city utilities. Only $7,000.

CALL TODAY FOR -FREE INSPECTION

IN DEXTER - We still have the extra good two bedroom
house for only $7,000. You can't find a better buy anywhere

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT,
unfurnished. Two bedrooms,
living room, kitchen, utility,
bath. Carpeted, air conditioned,
dishwasher, refrigerator, stove
100 S. 13th Street
Murray. Ky
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted, and garbage disposal. Phone 753Phone
753-3914
Day
or Nite
016C
color TV,air conditioned,electric 4974 or 753-3865.
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
heat. $100.00 per month, deposit
required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC TWO BEDROOM trailer. couple
Licensed by State of Kentucky
preferred. References. See B.13,
v Member Chamb r of Commer
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky,Dill at Dill's Trailer Court,
Two bedrooths, air conk Murray Drive In Theatre enditioned, completely furnished. trance.
TFC PIANO LESSONS in my home, PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
Will rent by week or month.
an age. Lesson set up at your carpets, floors, furniture and
JOHN DEERE one row corn Phone 436-2284.
TFC
TWO BEDROOM furnished or convenience, at a reasonable fee. wall cleaning. Ask about our
picker. In good condition. Phone'
Phone 753-4699.
016C housewide cleaning, weekly,
489_2646.
013C NICE THREE room furnished unfurnished apartment, central
bimonthly or monthly. Phone
heat
and
air.
Good, location.
apartment. Prefer couple or
WILL KEEP elderly lady or collect Servicemaster for free
Available
October
1.
Phone
753single
person. Phone 7534716.No
AUCTION SALE
gentleman, able to care for self, estimate,247-7333. October 13NC
4331.
TFC
016C
Petsin rny, home. Real reasonable.
Phone-753-5611.
_
016C
IGN UP FOR
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
Brick hi-level, on nice lot in Canterbury Estates. Has
four bedrooms, den, study, living room, formal dining
room, kitchen with all the extras, large utility, 2'.)
baths, all ceramic tiled, 2 car garage with automatic
opener.

AUCTION SALE
THURSDAY OCTOBER 19, 10:00 A.M.
Rain or Shine about 8 miles from Murray. Ky.
At the RUDY DUNCAN HOME
Travel highway 94 toward lake, turning east on to
(man Cobb resort at Earl Lee's Grocery, thence two
miles.
Real estate, household and tools will be sold.
Household items include, nice furniture and appliance.
living room, dining and bedroom, childshalf bed, desk
and chair, 2 refrigerators, stove, large Durotherrn oil
heater, air conditioner 18,0001.__chairs straight and
rockers ) electric heaters, Maytag automatic washer,
stereo, real nice glider chairs and table to match, old
violin, mendelin, dishes and cooking utensils, garden
tractor, tiller' new Wizzard ) riding and power mowers,
dog house, hand tools and electric bows and switches,
other supplies by the boxes and containers, wheel
barrow, coal stove, axes, hoes, rakes, 52 gal. water
heater, shower stall, 800 concrete' blocks, hundreds of
feet new pine flooring, popular drop sidinya, oak lumber
30 patterns, read' to assemble into these toycabinets,
Mr. Duncan made,'Ideal for Xmas gifts). Shingle's off
new building(30 x 40') gas and oil furnaces, 14 various
sizes steel windows, other doors and windows, hundreds of pieces of new rectangular pieces of glass.
sanders, buffers, grinders, vices, steel and bar clamps,
table-saw, saw for making molds, radial and hand
saws, 1963 2 dr. Falcon good tires, Chevrolet motor,
used tires, rubber tire shop wagon,dozens other things
I no -junk )
Promptly at 11:30 Mr. Owen Billington with Strout
Real Estate Agency, Southside Shopping Center,
Murray, Ky. who has employed Me to sell the property
has suggested it be sold.
This nice 6-room home, bath and nicely arranged on.
acre of land with large work shop, One lot for trailer
parking now rented) makes it ideal for location for
entire family. Near choice of churches, school bus,
driving distance to university, factory and in the midst
of resorts but in the quiet, friendly and desirable
section. Think of having a chance to buy at your price
such opetty.
Terirff cash with deed delivery,.•possession at once
exvept trailer lot 'rented paid per month.
Eats and drinks available, not responsible for accidents. Douglas Shoemaker associate of Shoemaker
Auction and Live Stock ('o. in charge of sale. Division
of property reason for sale.

- Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

*
*

r

Only 99' 1
*

1

AS LOW AS $2,250. For lots on paved streets with city water.
Ready to build on
ON NORTH 20TH STREET - A level lot ready to build on,
only $3,900.
IN PINE 13LUFF SHORES - With a good view of the lake and
land to the T.V.A. property. This real good two bedroom, two
bath house. Priced to sell for only $18,700.
A FINE BUSINESS opportunity with living quarters and
extra house. A going business which can be expanded.
105 ACRES WITH HOUSE and plenty of good timber. A good
investment for only $16,00*.
FOUR'BEDROOM BRICK HOUSE with 90 ACRES of land in :12
walking distance of schools, churches, and shopping. It is a
real bargain.

CABLEVISION
Before Oct 13 and
Receive Installation for

Hel W

I

First Rate
for Body
•Top Wag
•All Tools
Phone 75
For Further

WANTED MAN,
or older to work'
Apply in person,
please. Roy's T
Vine.

WA
•
• Service Stati
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Expert.
Pre
But Not
Full Time
No Ph
Inq

Trotte
641
•
••••••••••
NEEDED ONE
Murray area.
furnished for
pleasure. Grou
insurance, ret'
per cent by c
$12,000 first ye
have previous
or sales aptitud
be held any day
on Saturday
Orkin in Padu
for appointmen

TWO AND ONE-HALF BEDROOMS, that's right, can be co.
found in this carpeted house with central air. Has beautiful 5
Lcy
lot.

CALL 753-5005

or visit the Murray
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
Cablevision Office in the
house, large utility, garage,
Bel Air Shopping Center
upstairs, lots of storage space.
For Appointment
on South 12th.
Electric or gas heat. Phone 7538243 or 753-0480 after 5:00 p.m. T
Phone 753-3110
WILL BABY-SIT from 12:00 noon
FC
to midnight. Have own tranFURNISHED APARTMENT, sportation. Can give references.
BY OWNER; fdur bedroom BY OWNER; Reduced, three
wall to wall carpeting, heat, air Phone 753-3921.
016C
,home, with large den, large bedroom brick at 1106 South 16th
conditioned, utilities furnished..
private patio, large utility room, Street. $20,000.00. Phone 753One block from University II&H SEAL Coating. Protects
maple cabinets, dishwasher, 1668.
TFC campus. Couples only, no pets. driveways from winter freeze.
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC Preserves new driveways and
'and Middle Schools. Priced to ,AT KENIANA Shores the
renews old driveways. All work
sell. Bank loan available to right smallest lot is 80'x200'. Prices
ONE SINGLE bedroom apart- guaranteed and free estimate.
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or *start at $795. Only $10. down and
ment and one double bedroom ,Phone Mayfield 247-7201.
023C
753-6342 nights.
TFC $10 per month. Lake access. All apartment. Both with
private
utilities including central water. bath and electric heat.
Available GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
Phone 436-5320.
TFC immediately. Ronald W. Chur- Installation or rework. No job too
FOR SALE
big or too small.Call for estimate
chill, phone 753-2736 or 753436-2159,
Jim,
1972 NORRIS Mobile home,60 ACRE FARM with 5 room 8395.
October23P
013C
12'x66', large expando. Carpeted, brick house, 8 miles south of
air, washer, dryer, fireplace, Murray, on Highway 121. Day FOUR ROOM house, bath and BARN PAINTING and comlarge porch, underpenned, tor- phone 753-1443, after -5- p.m. 436- screened in back porch. Four mercial spraying. Local painter.
TFC miles south on 641. Adults only. References. Free estimate.
nado straps. completely set up. 5489.
013C Phone Farmington 382Phone 492-8356.
Riviera Courts, 753-3966.
016C
,2299.
THREE BEDROOM brick home
October20C
CLEAN CARPETS the save and with 1 1.2 baths, patio, outside EXTRA NICE three bedroom MUSIC
LESSONS: all band insafe way with Blue Lustre. Rant storage building. All appliances house, 14 mile from city limits.
struments, all ages. Pianos,
electric shampooer $1. Big K, built-in. If interested phone 753- Phene Robert Wiggins at Wiggins strings,
guitar; beginners only.
Belaire Shopping Center. 014C 5287.
017C Furniture, between 8:00 a.m. and Experienced teacher.
7535:30 p.m., 753-4566.
TFC 1470.
017P
iiic****Avkat***3ti. BY OWNER; stone house, full
CLEAN UP hop, -near Midway.
* Slut ur RJR
* basement, central gas heat, air Phone 753-531
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
025C us
completely cover your home
conditioned. Priced reasonable
with Reynolds weather tight
Phone 753-1963 after 4:00
THREE BEDROOM house with
* Before Oct 13 and:
014P bath and garage. On Highway aluminum siding. Also we do
*Receive Installation for* p.m.
soffitt and overhangs on brick.
*
121, one mile West of Coldwater.
Storm windows & door, shutters
THREE BEDROOM brick house Phone 489-2596 after 5:00
and carports. Free
with central heat and
on p.m.
estimates.
014C Call
* CALL 753-5005 * 150'x200' size lot. Locatedair,three
Garland's Aluminum Ser* or i 'sit the Murray *
vice, Route 1,Kirksey, 489-2427 or
miles north of Murray on 16th SIX ROOM hose,
fully fur- Sedalia
* Cablevision Office in the * Street.
328-8398.
Phone 753-6795.
October23C
0I4C
nished.
Availablenow.
Located
* Bel Air Shopping Center *
South
12th
109
Stit.
$95.00
per
h * on South 12th.
*
'CUSTOM COMBINING, plus
month. Phone 7534331.
MUSIC
TFC hauling corn or
beans. Phone 7538090.
1 2'x64'-1-971 FLEETWOOD
October25C
NICE
Tlly0 bedroom_ duplex,
Pianos -Organs
I I I(Aide home, with.. living mon
central heat and air conditioned.
See why more people buy
expand°. Also 12'x12' -metal
Wurlitrer than any other
Located at corner 17th and JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
, utility building to stay. Landpiano Sales Service Rental
Hamilton. Also three bedrooril Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
purchase and Studios
dI. • Central heat and air,
house, 'located 205 South 12th carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
.1813 Music Center, Murray,
bedrooms, l' -.. baths, shown
Ky
753 757S
Strreet. Phone Roberts Realty, 753-7625 nights.
TFC
pointment. Phone 753-8560
753-1651.
0I3C
6:00 pin, or 753-3648 days.
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
••
Viera COurts.
- 016C
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Music Lossons
•
Professional teacher', o i
topsoil. Phone Her*, 354-8138,
'2 ACRE TRAILER lot, in
Piano, organ, Voice, gu.lar,
1969-12102' SAFEWAY tiler,
or 354-8161 alter*p.m. TFC
coontry,
off
Airport
Road.
.accordion,
Water
drums
and
band
Spanish furniture, gas heat
instruments .1 a Et Music
furnished; electric pole already
Phone 489-2221 after 5:00
Center, Murray, Ky
753
set up. Only $25.00 per month. FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
„HOS
p.m.
016C'
Phone 753-6598
013P installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

*CABLEVISION*
*

ONLY $1,750 EACH for two HUGE SHADY LOTS in Sherwood Forest.

Only 994
FOR RENT

WANTED PART ti
waitress. Evening
person to Pagl
Main.

us
•

"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

WILL 'DO any kind of hauling,
including garbage in county. At
the lowest prices. Phone 7537450.
019C

HELP WA

JUST A SENTENCE ABOUT SOME OF OUR OTHER FINF
LISTINGS:
THREE BEDROOM brick with fireplace, central heat and
air, and lots of other quality features. Near M.H.S. Good
shady lot too.

Protect Your Home!

FURNISHED-APARTMEN1
liviiig.'rlaen, kitchen, hathi-0),,
with shower and bath. One.or tw
bedrooms, Zimmerman Apo
Hoods, South 16th Street. 753-,
6609.
Noveiliber7C

1970 VOLKSWAGE
blue, black interi
Excellent conditi
Phone 489-2471.

410

PESTS

Phone 753-1632 or 753-3043
- Will Rent to Couples or Singles -

REAL ESTATE FOR SALF

AUTOS FO

• Protects driveways from Winter freeze.
• Preserves new driveways and renews old
driveways.
• All work guaranteed. • Free estimate.

Spiders
Termites
Home
Your
Eat
/V
*Vi 1%1 0-1-A
Roaches
111rrk\ Carry Germs

GREEN ACRES COURT

Call
753-19

EIRIORME1E101WOIRMEICREIRIN1

H&H SEAL COATING

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

21.
7

•

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . ..

*
*
*
Phone 247-7201 - Mayfield, Ky.
*
Fireplace,
Prefer
*
Lots of Storage and Bath with Shower
* CARPET-LINOLEUM in- PROFESSIONAL PAINTING,
*
and repairs, all types. experienced in interior and exDays
753-1916
Phone
* stallations
*
Residential or commercial. For terior. Fully equipped for all
Ask for Mrs. Williams * free estimate phone 436* 753-6213 Nights
painting. Free estimates. Phone
November1C 489-2287.
October17C
****************** 2124.

The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916
MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', three
years old. Two bedrooms,
modern furnishings,central heat.
Phone 753-2294 days or after 5:00
p.m. 753-8444.
017('

*****************
* WANT TO RENT *
*
*
HOUSE
*
*

NEW DOUBLE wide mobile
home. Only $6,395.00. Financing *
on spot. Plenty of other mobile *
homes to choose from. Bill's
*
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., *
443-6150.
014C *
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SERVICES OFFERED

WANTED TO RENT

WANTED TO RENT

FOR SALE

ABRAHAM LINCOLN rocking CARPORT SALE,823 North 19th
chair. If interested phone H&R Street, Friday October 13, from
Used Furniture, 753-4716 after 4:00-8:00 p.m:' and all day
016C Saturday, October 14. Small
5:00p.m.
round top trunk, electric guitar,
013C
clothes,of all sizes.

CALL

FRIDAY-OCTOBER 13, 1972

-Div LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAGE FOURTEEN

WA

ON COLLEGE FARM ROAD - This beautiful three bedroom
brick with central heat, carpet. Many nice features. Priced
right.

C`zil

Er3-1

WE NEED LISTINGS IN the Twenty to Thirty Thousand
Dollar price range. If you have property to sell, we assure
you we will give it our best effort.

Je

AN EXTRA NICE 7 room house on one acre lot, just 2 miles
from city limits.
OR 311 ACRES, I mile from city limits with 3 bedroom brick
house and other buildings for less than $20,000.

177

Day &
Apply

OR BEAUTIFUL 9 Room house on 34 acre shady lot. Central
heat and air,carpet, fireplace, two car garage. A real honey
WE HAVE A DUPLEX with central heat, air, two bedrooms.
for rent or sale. Also three bedroom house for rent, brick, and
in good location.
INCOME AND BEAUTIFUL PLACE to live. Three bedroom
brick house with central heat and air plus five rooms which
are rented for over $200 per month. LIVE FREE and
PRIVATE in this.
235 ACRES, TWO HOUSES, excellent crop bases and outbuildings. If that isn't enough land, you can buy 150 more
nearly joining it. These are two good farms, located on
blacktop.
WANTED TO BUY - We have people always wanting to bm
good property. If you are interested in selling your property
call us today. We might have someone waiting for what you
have. Some of our listings might even TRADE for what you
have.

* Member of
Multiple Listing *
Buying - Selling - Appraising
- Managing
WHEN if COMES TO REAL ESTATE ...
SEE

Call 753-1651

Ray Roberts - 753-5583
Hoyt Roberts - 753924
G-1

tt.9

Sout
•
WANTED
helper, full t
7955.

rv
t

Afte
RI

IHOliday
Lurora,
/A
WA

Anti
We buy a
cases,
Over 1
repair cl
Center.

WILD
G
Washed el
pound. Gol
clean and
Golden seal
$1.00 pound
to marke
market pri
honest wei
tenths mile
Highway
Murray,
cept Mon
season.
Tony
WANT
attic junk
Phone 4

TOBER 13, 197:.
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THE LEDGER

757:16

ATE FOR SALE

J.L,ftES — !MURRAY, KENTUCKY

FRIDAY—O(TOBER 13, 197Z

Sell It With A Classified Ad

75C;111916

•••
•
•
•

WEIMIR1

AuTuis

FOR SALE

NOTICE

1970 VOLKSWAGEN Beetle, light
blue,_ black interior, 4 speed.
Excellent condition. $1500.00.
Phone 489-2471.
013P
a

3
ye is one of the
n you'd expect
REPLACE in the I.
ge, dishwasher,
and air. That is
ull baths, FOUR
ge family room,
you to find more
picture is of the
LI
Li
R OTHER FINE
central heat and
ear M.H.S. Good cl

ad and give you a
LLY
wn.
ting, den, double
On the best street

DY LOTS in Sher-

•

.3

good timber. A good

90 ACRES of land in
nd shopping. It is a

that's right, can be
al air. Has beautiful

utiful three bedroom
nice features. Priced

to thirty Thousand
to sell, we assure

acre lot, just 2 miles

with 3 bedroom brick
n $20,000.
cre shady lot. Central
garage. A real honey
at, air, two bedrooms.
use for rent, brick, and

to live. Three bedroom
plus five rooms which
. LIVE FREE and

Phone 753-8498

Trotter's Gulf

Auctioneering Service

Experienced in Livestock, Farm,
Household and Antique Auctions.
KENT KORTE gJOHNNY KELSO
d

WANTED
WAITRESS
Day & Night Shift

always wanting to buy
in selling your property
waiting for what you
n TRADE for what you

r of
ing*
Appraising
ESTATE .. .

1651

53-5583
753-3924

Lynn Grove, Kentucky

Jerry's

rMrtVrerrl
i CABLEVISION

r WAITRESS 1
I
I

A INN

'Holiday Restaurant I
Aurora, Ky.
L-

474.9770 1

WANT TO BUY

1

Antique Clocks

We buy and sell old clocks,
cases, works and parts.
Over 150 in stock. We
repair clocks. J & B Music
Center. 753-7575.

: Before Oct. 13 and :
:
Receive Installation for •
•
•
•
•
•
•
• Only 994 •
•
: CALL 753-5005 •
▪ or

1968 OPEL CADET IS 45,000
miles $475.00. See at 1610 College
INVITATION FOR BIDS
Farm Road. Call 753-5808 after
visit the Murray •
Notice is hereby given that-the •
4:30.
•
Cablevision
Office in the
Fiscal
Court
of Calloway County,
014C
Kentucky, will accept bids on the • Bel Air Shopping Center •
•
1969 CHEVELLE TWO door grader and bushhog described Lon Soul; 12th.
below
hardtop, vinyl top, 350 engine,
until 9:30 a.m., Tuesday,
bucket seats, automatic in floor. October 24, 1972, in the office of DIANA McClain Farley is now
the Calloway County Court Clerk, working at Personality Beauty
Phone 753-9641 after 4:00
p.m.
017P Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky. Shop. Call for an appointment
Each bid must be in writing and today. Night appointments
1970 DODGE DART Swinger 340, must
conform
to
the Monday through Friday. 753with black vinyl top. Extra nice. specifications set forth or be its 5461.
019P
$1895.00. Phone 753-0399 between equivalent.
2.00-4:00 p.m. or after 9:00
One (1) Number 12 Caterp.m.
013C pillar motor grader or its
equivalent, mounted with
1969 GTO WITH tape player, air, bushhog.
power, tilt steering, brand new The right is reserved to select
Phone."
tires and mags. Excellent con- the lowest and best bid, also to
dition. Phone 753-2752 days or 436- reject any and-or all bids.
ITC
2431 after 8:00 p.m.
016C

WANTED. --1
,
Afternoon Shift
Right Away
I
Phone

nt crop bases and outyou can buy 150 more
ood farms, located on

rtigti

WANTE1) •

For Information Call Above

ready to build on,

iving quarters and
expanded

TM

III

CABANA-MOTOR-HOME

ts with city water

I.

Help Wanted
First Rate Body Man
for Body Shop

•
•

good two bedroom
tter buy anywhere

view of the lake and
two bedroom, two
00.

AUCTION SALE
of
UNCLAIMED STORAGE

1965 CHEVROLET van, good
condition. New tires. Phone 753- GOODS
3572•
013C
In accordance with the
provisions of KRS 355.7-206 to
HELP WANTED
KFtS 355.7-210, inclusive, Clifton
B. Enierson,of Emerson Movers,
WANTED PART time or full time will, on October 21, 1972, at 10:00
waitress. Evening shift. Apply in J'clock a.m., sell
at public
person to Paglia's Pizza, 510 3uction on the premises of
TFC Emerson Movers, at 703 South
Main.
Fourth Street, Route 5, Murray,
Kentucky, the following unclaimed household goods and
miscellaneous personal property
stored with Emerson Movers and
not claimed, or so much of it as
may be necessary to pay the liens
thereon and the expenses of the
•Top Wages Paid
sale, plus advertising, and any
just claims against said
To. Rot U.S Pot OR
rilkt•
•All Tools Furnished other
•1571•11•1•1 Rowe frollorle. kre..
material, stored. by or on
1013
behalf of the persons named, to
satisfy the liens in the amount "A 'aRomo?
AT A $1,000-A-PLAT
For Further Information shown
owed to Emerson Movers REPUBLICAN FUND-RAISING DINNER?"
as of October 1, 1972:
WANTED MAN, 25 years of age
Attie M. Perry, of 505'South
NOTICE
NOTICE
or older to work in vinyl top shop. Second Street - $152.00 storage
Apply in person, no phone calls charges on One ID Upright
please. Roy's Top Shop, 4th SE Piano,stored since September 10,
Phone
Vine.
013C 1970-; - 436-5432
Factory
•
kis*******••••••••••••f John Cele - $271.00 storage
•
charges on 20 cartons, for total
Representatiy
Day or
weight of 760 lbs., moved from 200
•
• North Fifteenth
New Concord
Street, Murray,
• Service Station Attendant la
•
• Ky. on June 9, 1969, containing
•
Experience Man
•
Ky. 42076
•• household goods, books, records,
Preferred
•
•
• tapes, and miscellaneous per•
But Not Necessary
,
sonal property.
Full Time Employment •
,
16
Factory To You — Savings Tremendous
• Benny Flahive, formerly of
Phone
Call
▪
s
•
No
•
is Route 3, Murray, Ky. - $262.56
Inquire at:
•
•
•storage charges on -1020 lbs.
•
moved from Brandon Dill Trailer
•
•
▪ Court December 15, 1969, in- ,MALL WORLD ELECTRON/CS J & W Texaco. Jerry Ross and
•
641 South
Charles Aldridge managers.
•
cluding dishes, wardrobe, 2
307 N. 4th 753-6091
Opening Friday, September 72.
television
sets,
fan,
RADIO, TELEVISION
Speclializaa in Mercedes Benz,
SMALL APPLIANCE
NEEDED ONE salesman to work miscellaneous household goods
SALES & SERVICE
Toyota and Volvo. Also car air
Murray area. Company car and personal property.
SPECIALIZING IN CB ft CAR
conditioning and road service.
furnished for business and
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
Gibson - A010 REPAIR
437-9594,Hardin,Ky. October 21C
pleasure. Group hospital and life storage charges of $253.50 on
Insurance, retirement paid 100 living room, bedroom, and kit
per cent by company. $8000 to chen furniture and equipment
$12,000 first year potential. Must and miscellaneous household
have previous sales experience goods and personal property.
No Sales Too Large or Small
or sales aptitude. Interviews will including sofa.
• be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
The present address of Benay
on Saturday if necessary. Call Flahive and of Mr. and Mrs.
Orkin in Paducati 442-8251 collecrEviing Gibson is unknown.
for appointment.
TFC Warehouse charges are in default
for more than
twelve ( 12)
and Bonded
months on each listing. For (Licensed
Auctioneer)(Associat
e)
further information inquire of
Emerson Movers. Douglas
Phone 4354372
Shoemaker will be the auctioneer
at the sale.
COME TO Canton, Ky., home of UNDER NEW management.
EMERSON MOVERS
the Red Geranium.
017C Westerman Brothers Body Shop,
formerly Green's Body Shop, now
Apply In Person
By: Clifton B. Emerson
TUPPERWARE accidently put open to general public. Bumping,
at
Oct.6&13C in white 63 or 64 Buick at Triangle painting, also aluminum welding.
Inn, Wednesday, October 4. Will No job too big or small. Located
party please phone Triangle Inn seven miles out New Concord
AUTOS FOR SALE
018C
753-4953.
013C Highway, 121 South.
South 12th St
1964 INTERNATIONAL SCOUT.
$800.00 or best offer. Top
Hungry Enough
To Eat A Cow & Calf?
mechanical condition. Will trade
Two Can Have Breakfast
WANTED
CARPENTER'S
for Jeep with cloth top of cornFor A Buck And A Half
helper, full time. Phone 753arable quality. Phone 753-4184
Open S a m —Breakfast
7955.
Anytime
014C after 5:00 p.m.
TFC

1

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

LEGAL NOTICE

Ransom & Co.

has electric wall
Only $7,000.

I

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Another View

1962 FOUR SPEED
Falcon
Futura for parts. Cheap. Phone
WILD
GINSENG
wanted.
Washed clean and dry, $45.00 753-8678 or come by 101 Clark
016C
pound. Golden seal roots washed, Street.
clean and dry, $3.00 pound.
1970 MAVERICK. Car is in ex
Golden seal tops, dry (unwashed)
cellent condition. New tires and
11.00 pound. These prices subject
to market changes. Highest superb gas mileage. Extra sharp.
Phone 753-8818 or 753-9997. 014C
market prices possible and give
honest weights. My place is eight1971 IMPERIAL LeBaron,
tenths mile West of 'Fri-City, Ky.,
loaded, telescoping height and tilt
Highway 94, 12 miles West of
wheel, electric seats, stereo, etc.
Murray. Come day or night exLow mileage, immaculate,
cept Mondays. Also buy furs in
018C
64940.00. Phone 753-8316.
season.
Tony Dalton
1TP 1967 OLDSMOBILE 88, power
steering, power brakes, air. Good
WANT TO BUY old flirniture, condition. Four door. Can be seen
attic junk, or anything of value. at 602 Maple or call 753-3307 after
Phone 436-2135.
014C
017C 5:00 p.m.

If You
Miss Your Paper
753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.

Pants getting a bit snug?
Have a carefully seasoned
vegetable plate for lunch or
supper. 3 vegetables .69
cents Here or Go

Or

753-7278
Between 5:00 p.m.
& 6:00 p.m. In The
Evening

TRIANGLE INN
PEST CONTROL

I.YNN GROVE - 10 acres, 2'2 miles South of Lynn Grove on
Hwy. 1836. Good well and 2 trailer sites. 6.7 acres tendable
FAIRVIEW ACRES - 4 MILES from Murray. 44 acre, three
bedroom brick veneer house, one and half baths. JUST
RIGHT. $19,500.00.
t
DEXTER—THREE BEDROOM BRICK AND frame house
on 75's120'size lot. Solid house with carpet, garage and shady
corner lot. $11,000.00.
HOUSE ON 641 NORTH near Dexter on city water. 2bedroom frame. A real buy at $9,200.
TWO BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE, FULLY CARPETED
with 14'x18' block building in rear. Block building equipped
with stove and shower. Located on Hwy. 121 South inside
city limits. Reduced to $9,950.00
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across
from Holiday Inn. 150'frontage and extra deep.Ideal for most
types of businesses. Call for details.
105 N. 17TH, IS A WELL located brick and frame home with
three bedrooms. Draperies, 2 air conditioners, carpet. Priced
to sell at $18,250.00.
• HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH—Three bedroom brick veneer house,
11'2 bath, partially carpeted on large lot 130' x 275' 3•4 acre
Must see.
4
503 NORTH 7TH STREET-3 bedroom brick veneer house, 2
On
size
good
lot. Lotto house-$22,500.00.
baths, carpeted
125 ACRE FARM ON HIGHWAY 464, just i-2 mile West of
Hwy. 94 East. approximately .4 mile of blacktop frontage.
$30,000.
IN HIGHLAND OAKS SUBDIVISION,5 miles North, just off
Hwy. 641. A three bedroom brick on lot 100'x185'. Central
electric heat, carpets, built-ins, city water, carport. You
must see this to believe so much for so little. $19,500.

808 NORTH 18TH STREET - Attractive three bedroom brick
veneer house on large lot, 75'x225'. Plenty of shade and
fenced. Carport, utility and large rooms. Priced at only
$19,500.00.
806 BAG WELL, THIS IS A HONEY. Three bedroom brick
veneer,two baths, beautiful drapes, large fireplace in family
room. This house was decorated by a professional decorator.
Has 95'x175' lot. Better call for appointment and see this
place.
121 SOUTH
MILE FROM TOWN. Three bedroom brick
veneer house,8 car clean up shop, 4 furnished trailers on 21-2
acres. Fine investment. Look this over. Real sharp and in
Ideal location.
NEW BRICK VENEER DUPLEX.Two bedrooms each side
Central heat and air. Shower over tub, washer di dryer
hookup. Both sides rented, good income.
PANORAMA SHORES—ON HIGHLY desireable waterfront
lot is a lovely 3 bedroom frame house, central heat and air,
fully carpeted, all built-ins, 2 baths, 2 car garage and good
boat dock. Real fine year-a-round home with a beautiful view
of Kentucky Lake. Must see.
1200 SYCAMORE, THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
house with 20'x40' new swimming pool. Lovely house waiting
for new owner. $23,500.00.
1504 OXFORD DRIVE — CANTERBURY Estates. Five
bedroom brick veneer Mouse, central heat( gas) and air, fully
carpeted and all other features for comfortable living. Will
show anytime.
ONE ACRE PLUS TWO BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE, fully
carpeted and in top notch condition. Corner of Hwy.641 North
and Coles Campground Road. Fine place for $11,500.00.
A 2 BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE AND BATH on IL-2 acres
One half mile South of Kirksey just off No. 299. $9,500.00.

641 NORTH—ACREAGE AVAILABLE, 20 acres or 2 acres
with small frame houses on each. Let us show you.

AT 724 FAIRLANE DRIVE is a nice modern three bedroom
brick home on large lot. Built-in range. Priced to sell at
$19,500.

800 NORTH 18TH STREET A NICE TWO bedroom brick with
dishwasher, built-in range and oven, draperies. Has nice
hardwood floors. $18,500.

205 NORTH 6TH STREET-3 bedroom frame house, 1 4
:
stories and fenced in back yard, with a nice assumable loan
Real good buy—$12,800.00.

DUPLEX ON DODSON, THREE BEDROOMS each side.
Carpeted and modern. A real good investment.

1406 JOHNSON. THREE BEDROOM Brick veneer house,
one bath,single carport and on 86'x160' corner lot. A Fine buy
at $19,000.00.

SPRING cREEK ROAD—Lt MILE east of Penny Road-2/
1
4
acres, 3 bedroom frame house and real sharp. On paved
road. Must see--$11,750.00.
IN WALKING DISTANCE OF THE UNIVERSITY at 206 N.
13th St.is-a nice brick homeiltith3 bedrooms,2 baths, built-in
range, draperies, carpets, fireplace. In excellent condition.
Call us to see.
FINE LARGE COLONIAL HOME AT 1600 Sycamore, built in
1971. Seven bedrooms and four baths. All built-ins, all carpeted. Four upstairs bedrooms can be rented for $260.00 per
month or entire home could be used for a large family. Has
beautiful open stairway, also separate entrance to upstairs.
Double garage and on large lot. Convenient to all schools and
university.
5/
1
4 ACRES TWO MILES FROM KEN LAKE on Hwy. 94 and
wooded. $5,900.00.
806 NORTH 19TH STREET. Newly decorated three bedroom
brick veneer house, approximately 1800 square feet, 2 baths,
single carport and priced right. $25,500-.00.
1304 KIRKWOOD—THREE bedroom brick veneer house,
Wilt on 90' x 250' size lot, all built-Ms and fully carpeted, first
come first bought at $20,000.00.
ALSO LOTS IN THE CITY of Murray and suburbs.
5 ACRES ON 641 NORTH with nice three bedroom brick
home. Large family room with fireplace. Lovely wooded lot
with circular drive.
BEAUTIFUL FOUR BEDROOM BLOCK house on large lot,
five years old, with one car garage. Must see this house to
appreciate. On Hwy.464, East of Penny Road. $19,000.00.
EXTRA GOOD FARM LAND. 63 acres So. of Coldwater.
Tobacco barn. All good tendable land and with a good
building site.
FARM ROAD is a nice 4 bedroom brick on
1702 .01,1,EGE
.nice lot. Convenient to University. Has fine carpet:
WATERFRONT LAKE LOTS can be bought at a bargain.
Owner wants to sell before winter. Call us for details.

KIRKSEY-5 ACRES AND 3 BEDROOM brick veneer house
along hard top road. Will sell from one acre up to 5 acres with
house. A real fine buy—has built-ins, nice carpets plus all
other quality features.
REDUCED! CLEAN UP Shop on South 4th Street Concord
Road. 100' x 250' of good commercial pi overly. Good shop
with 2 stalls. Equipment includes airrompresser. The lot is
nearly worth the price of the entire property.
1804 COLLEGE FARM ROAD is a good three bedroom
frame and brick. Has electric wall heat and central air. Only
$17,800.00.
A NICE 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME on Covey Drive. Has all
built-ins, 2 baths and in city school district. Nice family
room, carport, patio. In excellent condition.
REDUCED!!! SIX BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house, one
half mile west on Hwy. 94 with central heat( gas) and 3 air
conditioners, two and half baths, all built-ins, formal dining
room, full basement and built on approximately one acre.
$39,900.00.
A PANORAMIC VIEW FROM THIS two bedroom brick
veneer house in Keniana Shores. Central heat and airl all
built-ins, redwood deck on lake side. Two car garage. 2 baths.
Lovely year around home. Must see. Call to see.
AT 312 S15TH IS A NICE 3 bedroom brick with ceiling heat,
carpeted and near schools. A real good buy at $19,000.
602 SOUTH 12TH STREET—GOOD BUSINESS, stock,
equipment and fixtures. Known as the CRAFT HOUSE..
Growing business. Good investment. Inquire at office.
1605 CATALINA IS A MODERATELY PRICED brick home
with 3 bedrooms. Has carport,electric heat and priced to sell
at $19,500.00.
A GOOD LARGE BUSINESS BUILDING on the Square in
Murray. In excellent condition and fully rented. Call us for
details.
COLLEGE FARM ROAD — LOVELY THREE bedroom
brick veneer house, all built-ins, 80'x230' size lot, two car
carport and priced right. $22.500.00.

Guy Spa.nn Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St
Phone 753-7724
Our Sales Staff . . .
Home Phones:

If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call ,Jehn
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

.,Guy Spann 753-2587
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Louise Baker 753-2409
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Jack Persall 753-8961
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Tripp Williams 753-6422

'KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
control, phone 753-3914:100 South
13th Street. "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
.. , ..____7_
. - TFc
way.'"

Branch Office - 711 Main Street

AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
15.00. Six month guarantee. No,
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating Company, phone 753-7266. October20C
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty.
We have the largest staff of Qualified
Salesmen in Calloway County to serve you.

FOR RENT suite of .. offices.
in
Adequate parking,
1" M-Street. Phone 753-7846,
or 7531409.
Tc

Phone 753-9478

John Hodge
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Death Claims
o• Mr. Barnett
At His Home
Death claimed Clarence C.
Barnett of 506 North 5th Street,
Murray, at 9:55 p.m. Thursday
at his home. He was 72 years of
age and his death followed an
extended illness.
The Murray man was born
December 3, 1899, in Calloway
County and was the son of U*
Late James Thomas Barnett and
Fannie Lee Martin Barnett. He
and his wife, the former Odell
Smith, who survives, were
married May 17, 1930. He was
preceded in death by one son,
Clifford Barnett, on February
15, 1959.
Survivors include his wife;
two daughters, Mrs. James
(Stella May ) Duncan of Dexter
Route One and Mrs. John ) Judy
Frances) Richardson of 506
North 5th Street, Murray; three.
sons, Charles C. Barnett of 310
North 5th Street, Murray, Jake
Barnett of 1309 Sycamore,
Murray, and John Barnett of
Murray Route Seven; lour
sisters, Mrs. Reble (Nettie)
Reed and Mrs. Johnny )Hontas)
Garland, both of Paducah, Mrs.
Melvin ) Ina) Miller of Murray
Route Six, and Mrs. Lucille
Garland of 500 Elm Street,
Murray; two brothers, Bailey
Barnett of Murray Route Five
and Thomas Barnett of Murray.
Route Six; fifteen grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Colernan
Funeral Home.
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers who are Jimmy,
Clayton, .Dickie, Junior, and
George • Garland, and J.C.
Barnett.,
Interment will be in the Hicks
with
the
Cemetery
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home where
friends may call.

Dr.Epstein
Elected To
Head

Group

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service 10-13-72
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 707 Est. 1800
Barrows and Gilts 25 cents
lower, Sows steady.
$27.75-28,50
US 1-2 200-230
123.25-27.75
US1-3 200-250
126.75-27.25
US 2-4 240-260
$26.00-26.75
US 3-4260-280
SOWS
125.00-25.50
US 1-2270-350
124.00-25.00
US 1-3 350-650
$23.50-24.00
US 2-3 450-650
BOARS 17.50-21.00

Fred Suiter
Succumbs
At Hospital
Fred Suiter of 111 South 12th
Street, Murray, died at noon
Thursday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was 81 years of age and his
death followed an extended
illness.
The deceased was born June
18, 1891, in -Weakley County,
Tenn. and was the son of the late
George Suiter and Isabel Pierce
Suiter. I-1! and his wife, the
former Luecreete Arnn, who
survives, were married August
21, 1914, at South Fulton, Term.
Suiter was a member of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife;
stepmother, Mrs. Eva Lenz of
Mayfield; three dapghters,
Mrs. William (Dorothy)
Burkeen, 111 South 12th Street„
Murray, Mrs. Raymond
) Mildred) Crawford, 405 South
12th Street, Murray, and Mrs.
Clyde Lillian) Holifield of
Mayfield Route One; two sons,
Elroy Suiter, 1506 Sycamore
Street. Murray, and Leon
Suiter of Martin, Tenn.
Also surviving are two half
sisters, Mrs. Willard Perry of
Wingo and Mrs. Ranzy Farrell
of Mayfield; one brother', Tebe
Suiter of Murray; one half
brother, Ernest Suiter of St.
Louis, Mo.; eleven grandchildren; fifteen great grandchildren.
Funeral services will.be held
-Satirdasowt- two-opals: at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Terry
Sills and Rev. John Pippin officiating,
Grandsons will serve as
active pallbearers who are
Gerald
Suiter,
Donald
Crawford, Hollis Sinter, Larry
Suiter,, Mike Burkeen, Joe
Suiter, and Dennis Suiter. The
Adult Sunday School Class of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will serve as honorary
pallbearers.
Interment will be in the
Murray Memorial Gardens with
the arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call.

Dr. Charles Epstein, Calvert
City, has been elected president
brThe Kentucky-Association of
Chiropractic First District.
Other officers elected at a recent meeting at Kentucky Darn
Village were: Dr. G. C. Donbar,
Wickliffe, president-elect- Dr.
J. B. Dover, Hazel, vice president; Dr. V. H. Barker, Fulton,
treasurer; and Dr. T. G. Riddick, Clinton, secretary.
•
The board of directors consists
of Dr. Paul Parrott, Mayfield;
Dr. Arnold Krause, Benton; Dr.
M. W. Tonnemacher, Padocah,
and Dr. Bert Dover, Hazel.
Dr. Frank Hideg, Paducah,
was appointed to the State Board
of Directors.
Also at the First District meet,
ing, Dr. B. E. McGarvey, Paducah, addressed the group on
stomach disorders and the relationship to spinal weakness.
The First District is being rep- Experimental
resented today through Saturday ' SARATOGA
SPRINGS,
at the state convention of the
N.Y. IUPII—Ten students at
Skidmore College's "Unversity
KAC in Lexington by these
lUWW I
Without W
chiropractors.
recently received the first
degrees awarded by the Union
Pots and pans made of cast (if Experimenting Colleges and
iron require seasoning before
niversities L ECU I.
they are used. This pte6vents
Most of the graduates have
rusting.
Directions
for
been working in their field of
seasoning usually are included
study for several years but
on a tag or label with the new
never received the bacutensil. Read and heed.
calaureate degree.

Kentucky Roundup
LOUISVILLE,Ky.*P)—The estate of a Louisville woman has
filed a suit seeking nearly 1181,000 in damages from the nursing
home in which she received burns that, according to the suit,
caused her death.The suinfilerifn Jefferson Circuit Court, charges
that the injuries that Marie Ann Goss received March 5 were
caused by negligence at Woodhaven Medical Services here.
TOMKINSVILLE, Ky. 1AP i—Douglas Clinton Evans, chairman of the board of Mammoth Cave Production Credit
Association, has died at the age of 53.
A resident of the Turkey Neck Bend Community, Evans, suffered a fatal heart attack Wednesday. He was a past president of
the Kentucky Federation of Production Credit Associations.
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP)—Gov. Wendell Ford will help break
ground Oct. 18 for Eastern Kentucky University's $6.9 million law
enforcement-traffic safety center.
The Kentucky Council on Public Higher Education approved
the project this week.
Joining the governor in wielding shovels will be Eastern's
president, Dr. Robert Martin, members of the board of regents,
and leaders in the university program of law enforcement
•
education.
s
BOWLING GREEN,Ky,( AP i—The student council at Bowling
Green High School has voted to reject a resolution submitted by
the sthool's Black Student Union which asked that six of the 12
girls selected for the student calendar be black.
The student council voted Thursday to continue its present
policy, in which each of the school's 12 major clubs select one girl.
The calendar was one of the issues cited by some 100 blacks who
boycotted classes Wednesday.
There are about 160 blacks among nearly 1,300 students,

Effort To Assure County
Officials Of Set Salary
Instead Of Fee Is Begun
FRANKFORT,Ky. 1AP) — A
legislative effort has been begun to assure county officials in
Kentucky a set salary instead
of having their pay be limited
by the amount of fees they collect.
The Interim Legislative Committee on Counties and Special
Districts voted unanimously
Thursday to have a subcommittee study the matter. That
-subcommittee also was directed
to prepare legislation for the
1974 General Assembly based
on that study and a bill introduced at the end of the 1972
session.
The sponsor of that bill ,
Rep. Ralph Graves, D-Bardwell„ sid it would haveguaranteed an annual salary of around
$5,000 for each county official.
Now, those salaries are limited
to the amount of fees the officials collect above the costs of
operating their office, up to a
maximum of 112,600 for the
major elected officials.
Many county officials in his
areas, Graves said, do not
come close to collecting enough
fees to make the maximum
salary allowed.
And Mason County Jailer
Lloyd Berry told the committee
that many of -his colleagues
around the state barely make
anything.
Berry, who is president of the
Kentucky County Jailers' Association, said he would have to
take in $1,198 in fees a month
to be able to make anything for
a salary for himself. And last
month he took in only 11,650, he
said.
The main source of a jailer's
fees is $3 a day for each prisoner in confinement, but he has to
feed the prisoner on that as
well. A jailer also gets up to $6
for each day he attends circuit,
county or quarterly court.
"Ybu're asking us to operate
one of the most important
pieces of government, to protect society, and yet you don't
let us be paid," Berry asserted.
In other business, the committee approved appointment of
another subcommittee to exam,me and prepare legislation remoting ambiguities in state
laws affecting county government.
Some sentiment was expsessed for having that subcommittee also consider,
amendments to the County
Home Rule Law enacted this
year.
Some committee members,
primarily those from Jefferson
County, expressed their continued opposition to the law at the

TVA Refuses To
Ask For Permit
For Pollution

outset of the committee meeting.
State Sen. Walter Reichert,
R-Oouisville, criticized his colleagues for passing the law and
thus delegating the general assembly's authority over to fiscal courts.
Only legislators truly repre-sent constituents in their own
area, he said, because a majority of the members of a fiscal
court .could, live within four
blocks- of each other.
But Graves responded that
the home rule law could "certainly help the other 119 counties" in Kentucky. He said
some of the problems with the
law might be worked out out if
it were given a chance.
"I hope it gets a chance," he
added, "there's a lot of good in
the Home Rule bill."
Rep. Stanley Searcy, R-Jeffersontown, said he would like
a study to see if the law took
away zoning powers from
smaller cities, such as those in
'the fourth and fifth classes.
Rep. Dwight Wells, 1)-Richmond, who was elected chairman of the interim committee,
said he and the vice chairman,.
Sen. Edwin Freeman, D-Harrodsburg, would follow a current court case involving the
law. They would take appropriate action on going into it
further when that case is resolved, he said.
That case involves a challenge to the contention that the
law gave Jefferson Fiscal Court
pre-eminence over Louisville
and other cities in the county.

Nixon ...
(Continued from Page 1)
his personal use, rather than
for the campaign. Williams
said the caller was asked to
identify himself and there was
no response but "as far as I
am concerned it's legitimate."
The Democratic vice-presidential nominee, Sargent Stillyer, told a beer-and-pretzels rally in Parma, Ohio, that Nixon
has degraded politics, corrupted the government and
failed to live up to the most important promise, he made—to
end the war.
"The honor ofthe Republican
party is dead," Shriver said.
"And now under Nixon it looks
as if you can't succeed in politics unless you have a spy, an
electronic bug to put on your
opponent's telephone, unless
you forge, unless you steal, unless you go burglaring in the
night—that's the degradation of
4
politics."
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew was campaigning for Republican senatorial candidates.
In Roswell, N.M., he attended a
rally and endorsed Pete Domenici, but he declined to support
continued federal financing of a
local job-training center for Indians. which Domenici aides
said was important for his election chances.
In another development, Sen.
Edmund Muskie says his unsuccessful primary campaign
for the Democratic presidential
nomination was harmed by an
-astonishing series" of apparent espionage and sabotage incidents.
The Maine Democrat said
Thursday he has not eliminated
the-possibility of suing Nixon's
re-election campaign committee and certain White House
officials linked in published reports to alleged sabotage acts
against the Muskie campaign.

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP I
Although Kentucky requires every potential source of pollution
to get a state permit, the
Tennessee Valley Authority and
the U.S. Army have refused to
apply for a permit for the electric-generating plants in the
state.
Frank Partee, director of the
state Air Pollution Control
Commission, said that the refusal means tha the state won't
be able to comply with a requirement by the federal Environmental Protecton Agency
( EPA) that compliance plans
be submitted for all pollution
sources.
In addition, the absence of
permits- for the - federal
agencies will mean "we don't
have any way of holding their
(Continued from Page I)
feet to the fire," Partee said.
The distribution among the
He said that TVA's plants in states, and within each state,
Muhlenberg County and just would - be governed by complex
outside Paducah rank among formulas based on populatioo,
the greatest potential pollution tax effort and need as meassources in the state. The Army ured by per capita income.
also operates plants at Ft.
The bill also contains a limiKnox and Ft. Campbell.
tation that would hit some
An official of the EPA's states which have made maxsoutheastern regional office in imum use of a program for the
Atlanta said Thursday that the government to match, three to
EPA agrees that federal one, expenditures for social
agencies should not be required services to the
disadvantaged,
to seek state pollution-control especially welfare recipients.
permits.
There is now no limit on the
But the official, Arthur Lin- amount of matching funds
ton, chief of the regon's federal states may receive. The
bill
activities office, aid that feder- would set a 12.5-billion annual
al agencies should submit all ceiling and apportion the monthe informaton sought by state ey among the states by popu
.
clean-air agencies.
.lation. It also would tighten re"If they don't give it to Se- quirements that the funds be
states, then we are going to get used primarily for welfare
it for them," Linton said.
recipients.

„Revenue .. .
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Council . ..
(Continued from Page 1)
unit dwelling with the exception
of a duplex.
"That each industry be
assigned an allotment of gas for
the coming 5 months winter
season ending March 31, 1973.
Said allotment to be determind
by deducting from their 1971
consumption an amount of gas
equal to their pro rata share of
the projected 90,000 mcf
overrun. It is also recommended that similar allotments
beogiven each .industry at the
start of the 7-montlk summer
season ending October 31, 1973,
and each season thereafter,
until the quantity entitlements
are lifted or eliminated by
supplier.
-Each industry is to be informed that the above
described allotment be subject
to change depending upon
growth of the system and
weather variables.
-That Tappan be approached
and asked to consider the
possibilities of converting from
their present firm contract
which, due to their emergency
condition, may have to be interrupted, to an interruptible
contract and proceed to the
installation of some form of
standby equipment."
Mayor Holmes Ellis pointed
out that industry uses roughly
one-third of all gas distributed
by the gas system and that
industry must be cut back by
roughly one-third of that
amount during the 5-month
period.
Other Business
In other business_ of the
council, councilman Stalls
reported that patrolman
Thomas Reagan had tendered
his resignation from the police
department and that the force
was now three men short. Stalls
recommended that the council
hire Larry Elkins on the police
force. This recommendation
was approved by the council.
Stalls also reported on the
progress of the committee investigating the possibility of a
bulk gasoline storage tank for
the use of the police department. He said that Shell Oil
Company, with which the city
now has a contract for bulk
gasoline, would supply to the
city, free of charge, a 2,000
gallon tank and a pump if the
city would supply the labor
required to install the equipment.
The committee recommended
that the city accept bids on
leasing an automobile for the
use of the police department
rather than an outright purchase as has been done in the
past.
New rules and regulations -for
fire department personnel were
approved by the council.
It was reported that there is
one block of North 17th Street,
which has not previously been
paved due to a property owner
in the block who did not want to
participate in the paving. The
proerty owner has now agreed
to participate in the paving and
the block, between Ryan and
Calloway, will be paved.
In other business, the council
heard a report from councilman
Alexander that the Electric
Plant Board felt the "in-lieu-oftax" payment to the school
system would be more acceptable to all coneerned this
year;
—Received a complaint on a
parking situation at Seventh Si
Maple Streets. Mayor Ellis said
that he would personally look
in to the problem.
—Approved a motion to investigate the possibility of
refinancing city bonds at a
possibly lower interest rate
thereby saving the city $168,000
in interest on the bonds. - —Appointed six citizens, to
work in conjunction with six
citizens appointed by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court,
on ipvestigating the possibility
of a joint city-county park and
recreation complex.
The six appointed by the
-council are: Bill Cherry, Betty
Lowry, Dave Willis. Don Henry,
Chuck Moffett and Bailey Gore.
The six appointed to the
committee by the Fiscal Court,
as read to the council by County
Attorney Sid Easley at last
night's meeting, are: Billy Joe
Kingins Leon Miller, Happy
Bynum, Shirley Wilfred, Stan
Key and Ferrell Miller.

Information helps
WASHINGTON,
D.C.
ILIPII—When it conies to drug
'education. Johnny,doesn't need
his hands slapped—he needs
Information,
understanding
and reasons. This is according
.to a National Education
Association INEM task force
report on drug education.
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Taxpayers Ask IRS
This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.,
Q) I work at the school li- employment.
brary for my room and board
Q't I purchased some stock
at college. Is this taxable?
on margin. Is the interest on
A In your situation it the margin accouht deductprobably will be. The fair ible?
market value of the room and
A) Yes. Inter-it on margin
board should be added to any accounts
is deductible for the
other income you have.
year in which it is actually or
Room and board are not constructively
paid. This octaxable if they are furnished
only when a broker reen the employer's premises curs
payment from you or
and for his convenience. In ceives collections for your
makes
the
addition, acceptance of
lodging must be a condition of account. payments may conSuch
sist of amounts received by
the broker from the collection of dividends or interest
for your account, the sale by
you of securities held by the
broker for you or to be received from you or your deposit of cash.

REVIEW

Q) .1 filed my income tax
return months ago and still
haNen't receiNed my refund.
What should I do?
A) Write the Internal Revenue Service Center where
you filed your return. Be sure
to give your Social Security
number, name, address, and
when your return was filed.
This information is needed
to trace your return.
Q) Is money given a maid
for carfare subject to Social
Security tax?
•
A) Yea. The Social Security tax applies to the fatal
cash paid a household employee, even though some is
paid for transportation.
Any person who has paid
$50 or more cash wages in a
calendar quarter to an employee for household services
must file a Form 942, Employer's Quarterly Tax Return for
Household Employees.

Blind man
wins fight
with life Montreal offers-

TO RACE THE WIND; by
Harold Krents; G.P.Putnam's
Sons; 282 pages; 16.95.
Reviewed By
JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
Harold Krents' "To Race the
Wind" is an autobiography. It
is the story of a blind man — a
story of love, of despair, of
anger, of achievement.
It takes Krents from early
childhood, when he had some
tiny vision, to total blindness
but also to success in the tough
New York state bar examinations. In between are stories
that would shock most readers
and perhaps arouse some disbelief in others. They are
stories of almost trutal treatment of a blind boy by his playmates, of contempt shown by
some schoolteachers and administrators.
But, there is the continuing
thread woven by a mother who
adores her son but still is
realistic enough to for'eeilim to
make his own way much of the
time, a teaching that was to
keep him going in tough years
ahead. And,in the end Krents is
overcome by his success, perhaps understandably, in becoming a lawyer — to the point
that he seems to enjoy too
much the role of a celebrity,
sought after by newspapers,
magazines, radio and television.
The fact that Krents uses
direct quotations in recording
his life as a three-year-old enlivens the story of his younger
days, even though it may
border on exaggeration or a
fictional approach. But, the experiences he records in what
were lonely and sometimes
brutal days in elementary
school will shock most readers.
It just doesn't seem possible
that youngsters might be so
ugly in treatment of a playmate
whose only "crime" was the
misfortune of almost no vision.
Krents made it through these
trying days, however, much
fortified by the devotion of his
wonderful mother. In high
school he had more tough times
but he was bent on achievement and became president of
the student body at Scarsdale,
N.Y., high school. He'made it
to Harvard and graduated cum
laude, completed Harvard Law
School and was admitted to the
bar.
In between, he had hilarious
experiences playing football
while barely able to see
shadows from one eye and even
Was inadvertently called for
the military draft. He fell in
love and now is married to a
sighted beauty.
His determination may be
capsulized in one brush with
death when he became lost in a
severe snowstorm while at
Harvard. Wandering aimlessly
for hours, he writes of his own
comments on that day: "You
can blow and snow like all hell,
but I'm going to battle you life,
until you give up."
" Proof that life did "give up"
might be reflected in the attitude of both Krents and his parents one night when he came in
late. As usual, his parents were
asleep, but )(rents awakened
them, with "I'm home.
"That's nice," his mother
said. "Go to sleep."
"Weren't either of you at all
concerned?" he asked.
"Why should we be?" his
father asked.
"Well, I am blind."
"So what," said his father
dryly.
That was the ultimate 414.
urnph. "Yes," said Krenti...”86'-'
what."
•-
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European flavor
By JACK WEBB
Copley News Service
MONTREAL — When the
American tourist first sticks
his fork in a plate of foie gras
and then washes it down with a
fine wine, he is likely as not to
say to himself smugly:
so this is Montreal!"
This is a wonderfol thought
and fairly common, too. And it
is almost true.
Montreal DOES have many
fine restaurants. It is a city of
restaurants, and it's hard to
find a bad one. But there are
many other sides to Montreal,
which has been called the most
European city-in North America.
"There are some cities which
are 24-hour cities," said Pierre
Allard, a world-traveling Canadian. "There are other cities
which are 48-hour cities and
still others which are 72 hours.
"Montreal is a 72-hour city."
What Pierre meant is that he,
being a bored and blase cosmopolitan, would not spend more
than three days in any one city.
He would not spend more than
24 hours in Paris, for example.
Montreal, however, is a 72-hour
city.
-If you are planning a trip to
Montreal and would like to get
a feel for it quickly, you could
do worse than to start with a
seafood dinner at Desjardine's
Sea Food Restaurant. Here the
lobster, which is the finest in
the world, is brought at your
request to your table still alive
and wriggling with a host of its
brothers on a .silver platter.
You choose the one you like and
it is cooked for you by a brilliant French chef.
The service is great and the
prices reasonable. Desjardine's is rated as one of the top
three restaurants on the North
American continent by the Societe De Le Gourmet.
Or you might want to go to
the famous Beaver Club at the
Queen Elizabeth Hotel, which
serves fine French and American food. Or to the Helene de
Champlain Restaurant on St.

Helen's Island, five minutes
from the city.
Here you'll find a wine cellar
of 70,000 bottles — but be sure
to try the Pinot aperitif, a specialty of the house which contains 2(1 per cent cognac.
After a leisurely dinner take
a cab or ride the Metro — Montreal's streamlined version of a
subway — through the underground passageways to Old
Montreal.
Here you can stop at any one
of a number of bistros that line
the cobbled streets. The murmur of French voices fills the
air and on stage Cajun guitar
players and violinists a-eate
melodies that are unusual to
American ears.
As often as not there will be
older men in the audience who,
carried away by the music and
liquor, will begin to dance the
prancing Cajun dance, or to
teat time to the music with
their spoons in the old Cajun
fashion.
Perhaps you are in the mood
for a German atmosphere or
"ambience" as the cosmopolitan Pierre would say. Then go
to the Munich Beer Hall in
western Montreal.
The rafters of the huge hail
are filled with smoke from
thousands of cigars and cigarettes.
German beer is served in big
steins and on stage German
dancers and singers entertain
with enthusiasm. Everyone
dances who wants to at the
Munich, filling the aisles from
one end of the big hall to the
other. Young men will be seen
asking older women to dance
and vice-versa.
"But I'm old enough to be
your mother," said one astonished American tourist.
The French-Canadian who
asked her to dance looked puzzled.
"But what has that to do with
dancing?" he said.
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U.S.
warships
under
Commodore Dewey destroyed
a Spanish fleet in Manila Bay
May 1, 1893.

People In The News
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)—Arthur Garfunkel of the former
Simon and Garfunkel-folk singing duo has married Linda Marie
Grossman, a graphic designer and daughter of a Nashville
physician.
Rabbi Randall M. Falk performed the private ceremony
Thursday. It was followed by a reception at the home of the
bride's parents, Dr. and Mrs. Laurence Grossman.
The bride, a graduate of Washington University in St. Louis
with a degree in architecture, has worked as a graphic designer in
Boston and New York. -- ----Their post wedding plans were not revealed.
SAN JOSE, Calif. AP)—Hortencia "Tangee" Alvarez, the wife
of the first American pilot shot down in Vietnam and captured by
the North Vietnamese, obtained a Mexican divorce and has been
remarried for two years, according to the pilot's mother.
Mrs. Alvarez' family and lawyer also confirmed Thursday that
she is seeking a American divorce in Alameda County, Calif.,
from Navy 1,t. Everett Alvarez, 34, whose plane was shot down
over the Gulf of Tonkin on Aug. 15, 1964.
Alvarez' mother, Mrs. Soledad Alvarez, said Tangee, 32, is
living in Alameda County with her new husband, known to the
Alvarez family only as "Andy."
Tangee said in a letter to Alvarez' parents dated July 27, 1970,
that she obtained a divorce in Mexico and remarried on June 21,
1970, the pilot's mother said. She added that Tangee also said in
the letter that it would be "wise to get a divorce here."
When he learned of the remarriage, pilot Alvarez said in a letter
received about a year ago that he had "no bitter feelings" and
wished Tangee well, his mother said.
Tangee and Alvarez were married for only two months when he
was sent to Vietnam.
WARSAW'( AP 1---John Cardinal Krol, the Archbishop of
Philadelphia and the first U.S. Roman Catholic prelate to journey
Inside the Communist bloc, has invited Stefan Cardinal
Wyszynski-the primate of Poland-to visit the United States.
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shames him claiming his wife.
Orpheus goes to Mount
Olympus, presenting
his
problem to Jupiter, King of the
Gods. Jupiter goes to Hades to
help find Eurydice, and falls in
love with her.
Finally he allows her to
return to earth with her
husband on the condition that he
does not look back during the
trip. Jupiter sends out a violent
thunderbolt,tricks Orpheus into
turning around, and wins
Eurydice back. The Angels
rejoice, dancing the French
Can-Can.
Yves Andre Hubert, who
directed the opera for ORTF,
included the colorful Can-Can
scene, which is not found in the
original Offenbach opera. And
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Paramount deal
HOLLYWOOD
I U PI I —
Paramount,. Picrures has
formed • 50-5(1 partnership
with Peter Bogdanovich,
Francis Ford Coppola and
William Friedkin to be known
as "The Directors' Company% ith the individuals to produce
and direct a minimum of three
films each over the next six
sears.
The first 4t.
HOLLYWOOD
IUPI
When Bob Hope's new movie,
"Cancel My Reservation,"
opened -at New York's Radio
City Music Hall it marked the
first time a Mope film has
played the famed movie
theater.

for the convenience of the
he installed an elevator between
Mount Olympus and the Underworld.
Consultant for the productlion
Pierre Comte-Offenbach, a
nephew of the composer, gave
his hearty approval and also
praised television as a medium
for presenting opera.
"The essential thing is not to
alter the original spirit of the
work. And the television version
has the merit of transposing
without betraying," he said.
Metropolitan Opera star
Robert Merrill, host for the
series, will introduce "Orpheus
in Hell," lending perspective to
the production and to the
history of classical music.
"Orpheus in Hell", was
produced at ORTF by Anne
Beranger and directed by Yves
Andre Hubert.
International Performance is
presented on KET by WETAWashington, D.C: under a grant
from General Electric. The
American producer is James
Silrnan.

Murray, Ky.
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French opera star Jean Aubert sings the role of Orpheus in a lively television version of Jacques
Offenbach's satirical opera "Orpheus in Hell." The production will beshown on International Performance,Tuesday,October 17 at 8 p.m. on Channel 21.

for her husband Orpheus, but
for Aristee, a shepherd whom
she loves. Orpheus sets a trap in
his wheat field to kill the lover.
But Eurydice dies instead and
goes to Hades, where she finds
Aristee, who is actually Pluto,
God of the Underworld.
Orpheus is delighted to be rid
of the fickle woman. But a
character called Public Opinion

103 N. 4th St.

A modern French television
version of "Orpheus in Hell,"
Offenbach's lively opera parody
of the ancient Greek Orpheus
legend.,will be presented on
"Internationel Performance"
Tuesday at 8 p.m. on Chakund
21.
The opera is the .second
'program of the new PBS series
of the best music and dance
programs , collected from
overseas television./ and shown
in America for the first time.
"Orpheus in Hell,- and
several other productions seen
early in the series, are from
Office de Radiodiffusion et
Television Francaise ORTF ),
the state-run French TV network.
Seasoned French comic'opera
stars Florence..Raynal and Jean
Aubert sing the parts of
Eurydice and Orpheus in the
production and internationally
famous choreographer Jean
Babilee staged the work for
• r
ORTF.
'Orpheus in Hell," crented in
1858, was the .first of Offenbach's operatice takefoffs on
antique legend that won him a
good deal ofpopularity and also
a measure of scandal. ;
The opera, set in Hades and
on Mount Olympus, transported
to 19th century France, was
interpreted as taking pet shots
"at the country's ruling class.
'OfferAach was publiCly accused
of blaspheming antiquity, of
satirizing the government and
, prevailing social, conditions.
The charges, however, did not
disturb the composer. In dire
financial troubleiat the time, he
welcomed attention to his work
from whatever quarter.
The opera opens with a fickle
Eurydice picking flowers net
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Comic Opera To Be On 'International Performance'
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Ace Tracking Company," the popular television cam*
gnaw are a regular feature on "The Just
televisioa's flew series of programs designed to help young
people amksrstund the American legal system. Generation," public
Their satiric segments
serve as catalysts for discussion se the show, which is
broadcast on KET's WNW Channel 21, Murray, on
CDT,
Sundays at 6:30 p.m.
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WSI X
Ch.8
Nashville
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Ch;12
Cape
G‘rardeou

.

WDXR
Ch. N
PoducalY

7:30 p.m.—MYSTERY MOVIE,
Channels
4,6.
The
Greenhouse Jungle,"
starring Peter Falk as Lt.
Colombo. Ray Milland gueststars as Uncle Jarvis
Goodland, whose scheme to
break a trust fund ends in the
murder of his newphew.
Bradford [Inman alsd guest.
stars.
8 p.m.—MOVIE: ,`Th Odd
Couple" Channels 3, 8. Jack'i
Lemmon
and
Waletet
Matthau star as mismatched
rbommates who find that
sharing an apartment is no
easier—but a lot funnier—
than being married, in the
original screen version of
Neil Simon's comedy hit.
8:30 p.m.—Mannix actiondetective drama series,
starring Mike Connors with
Gail Fisher. A much
decorated former Air Force
flier is murdered just before
he is to show an experimental
air plane to the press and
Mannix is drawn into the
case through an old friendship. Channels 5, 12.
10.15 p.m.—MOVIE: "Young
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307 North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-6091

Radio-TV -Electrical Appliances

SALES and SERVICE

SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS

MI.MMAV /Mr

•

courtesy
I 'fi..oipt s
r. 13ANK

DIAL 753-6363

FOR CORRECT
TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

Goes dramatic
HOLLYWOOD
)UPI)—
Mama Cass Elliott, lead singer
of the disbanded Mamas and
Papas pop group, will make her
dramatic debut as a guest star
in the new "Young Dr.
Kildare- television series.

Public RCTViel*
MANILA
itipil—City
Councilman Lito Puyat has
begun the only public service
television program. about
Manila for its citizens. The
half-hour show, "Bullseye: •
Manila- and telecast every
Friday niftht, gives the city's
people 8 chance to bring issues.
problems and cases of what
they believe are injustice and
corruption to public attention.

age approaching and decided it
was time for her to complete a
novel.
The result if a Western
romance, with women's lib
overtones, which has collected
6100,000 for paperback rights
and additional cash for movie
rights.
Host Robert Cromie talks
with Marilyn Durham about
her success on Book Beat, Oct.
16 at 8:30 p.m. (CDT).

Sex Education, Rock Music To
Be KET Topics During October

America," Channel 29. Jane
Withers, Jane Darwell,
Lynne
Roberts, Robert
Cornell. Spoiled "city" girl
sent to the farm, making the
worst of it. She exposes a
forgery in entries at the
county fair and earns new
respect.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: "Adding
Machine," Channel 5.
Phyllis
Diller,
Milo
O'shea, Billie Whitelaw,
Sidney Chaplin. Downtrodden accountant,. when
displaced by an adding
machine, murders his. boss,
is tried and electrocuted,
only to find himself in the
next world, one of hundreds
of operators punching endless rows of machines.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: "Counterfeit Killer," Channel 6. A
cop with a
criminal
background becomes a
member of the underworld in
order to expose certain crime
magnates. He is so successful in his efforts he
remains incognito and adds
other policemen to his elite
group.
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RUSS TAMBLYN AS "torn thumb" IN FILM VERSION OF FAMED FAIRY
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living at the "Mardi Gras"
where anything can happen
and usually does.
6:00 p.m.—Movie: "She Done
Him Wrong", Channel 29.
Cary Grant, Mae West, Owen
Moore. Story centers around
dapce hall-saloon in the Gay
Nineties.
7:30 jzi.m.—SANDY DUNCAN,
Channels 5, 12. New series
starring Sandy Duncan, with
Tom Bosley and featuring
Marian Mercer, M. Emmet
Walsh, and Pip Zarit.
Opportunity komes scratching at Sanes door when
she's selected to be the

Sunday Daytime Schedule

Sunday, October 15
10.30 a.m.—Movie: "The
Hangman," Channel 29.
Robert Taylor, Tina Louise,
Fess Parker. Deputy U.S.
Marshall, determined to
track down a man wanted in
connection with a hold-up
and killing, discovers entire
town protecting the subject.
4:00 pat—Movie: "Mardi
Gras," Channel 8.
Pat
Boone, Tommay Sands.
Christine Carere, Sheree
North, Gary Crosby, Fred
Clark, Barrie Chase. VIVI'
cadets learn life is worth

"Bubbles Galore" girl in a
television commercial for a
new bubble bath that 'Unfortunately has one small
side effect—it gives her the
seven-hour itch.
7:30 p.m.—Movie: ,"Guns at
Batasi," Channel 29 Richard
Attenborough, J. Hawkins,
Flora Robson, John Leyton,
Mia Farrow,Cecil Parker. In
a British Army Camp in a
newly independent African
nation .a rigid protocolminded sergeant major
refuses to hand over a native
officer to the rebels causing.,
the hero officer to be shot as
a traitor for not participating
in a rebellion. Actions causes
chaos and near destruction.
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WKMS-FM, 91.3 the Western
Kentucky affiliate of National
Public Radio, will broadcast
Rendezvous With Death on
Sunday,October 22, at 6:00 p.m.
and again Saturday, October 28,
at 9:00 p.m.

CIATATI4raii, NOW

L

Rendezvous With Death, a
one hour radio documental', is
the story of tIlk sinking of the
I.usitania, told by these ten
people who were there on that
fateful May afternoon over fifty
years ago.

Woakly Doha's% Ch".a,
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(Inc of the CBS specials this
season will be a one-hour
cartoon
program, -The
Flintstone Family on Ice,with, of course, the characters
of the half-hour "Flintstoneseries that has been on the air
for years.

•• *

NBC will provide Elvis
Presley with a global audience
for a 60-minute musical
program in January. The
program, originating
in
Honolulu, will be transmitted
live-via-satellite on Jan. 14 to
countries in the Far East, The
28 nations in Eurovision will
telecast the program on Jan

•••

NEW YORK IUP11—
Dinah Shore headlines a one
hour NBC special Oct. 20 that
is titled “How to Handle a
Woman.- Jack Benny, Sonny
and Cher Bono, Bob Hope and
Burt Reynolds will assist in thc
comedy sketches and song
designed to carry out the ides
in the title.

Tv notes

On May 7, 1915, the British
liner Lusitania was torpedoed
off the coast of Ireland, as it
neared the end of its New YorkEurope
journey.
Within
eighteen minutes the thirty
thousand tone sea empress
slipped beneath the sea.
Among the one thousand one
hundred
ninety-eight
passengers who went down with
the Lusitania were one hundred
fourteen Americans, a fact
which did much to ray public
opinion in the United States in
favor of the Allied cause, The
incident set off a series of
protest by the United States to
Germany, one result of which
was the resignation
of
Secretary of State William
Jennings Bryan, who felt
President Wilson's Lusitania
note was too severe.
Few of the seven hundred
sixty-one survivors are still
alive. Producer Len Chapple of
the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation found nine of
them—in Canada, the United
States', and England. He also
found the last surviving
member of the German submarine which torpedoed the
Lusitania.

Saturday Evening Schedule

Robert
Cromie,
the
never to interview someone
knowledgeable and humorous
whose book isn't worth half an
host of Book Beat, recently
hour of television time" and
received the ultimate accolade
second, "The authors, almost
in his particular field: he
without exception, have proved
became the first non-author to
to be fascinating and charming
receive the Clarence Day
folk*. Only occasionally—make
Award.
that rarely—have I found
Presented by the American
myself facing someone so
Library Association, the award
reluctant to talk that the inrecognized Cromie's work on
terview becomes a chore to do
television, which they felt
and I suspect, something less
"stimulated an increased inthan pleasant to listen to."
terest in books and reading." In
Cromie also cites "What a
the past the prestigious Day
great delight it is to work with
Award has gone to such authors everyone at WTTW from the
as Lawrence Clark Powell,' producer-director
Lou
Granville Hicks and Clifton
Abraham, to the engineers,
Fadiman.
cameramen, lightingmen, floor
Now heading into its ninth
directors, still-photographer
Public Broadcasting Service
and all the rest."
season, Book Beat has become a
The list of authorS who have
"must" for important authors
appeared on Book Beat is imof
new books. Produced in
pressive. James Michener,
Chicago at WTTW-Channel 11
John, Gunther, John, Updike,
and shown on KET Channel 21,
Gwendolyn Brooks (Chicago's
at 8:30 p.m. Tuesdays, the
Pulitzer Prize poet), Jimmy
program is a great deal of fun
Baldwin, John Ciardi, Gay
for Cromie, a half-rumpled
Taiese, Helen Hayes, Maisie
looking man who looks like type
Ward, Ladybird Johnson ( who
casting for the part of a sportbeamed when told her book
swriter of a war correspondent.
about the White House an her
He was both.
husband was a "love story"),
According to Cromie,"We try
and more.

Cromie Is First Non-Author
To Receive Clarence Day Honor

RYAN O'NEAL portrays. musicologist who is mislead by
Barbra Streisand in the Warner
Bros.comedy "What's Up, Doc?"
The Technicolor Him was produced and directed by Peter
BogdanovIch on location In San
Francisco and at the warner
Bros. Studio. The screenplay
for the Saticoy production was
written by Buck Henry and David
Newman a Robert Benton

"What',, Up: Doc?" is an
outrageoup comedy, totally and
intentionolly without 80Cjilr
significancy. It stars Barbra
Streisand and Ryan O'Neal.
With- an kcademy Award,four
hit pictures and a rack full of
smash- recordings in her magii
wake, Barbra Streisand has got
to be numero uno. As for Ryan
O'Neal, what "Peyton Place"
almost did "Love Story" completed. lie's a big star now,
"What's Up, Doc?" relates
the 'frantic adventures of an
eccentric girt and an absentminded young professor who
become irrationally involved with
four identical traveling cases
in San Francisco, whither the
producer -director Peter
Bbgdanovicb led his willing
troupe in a hair-raising comedy
chase over the hills and trolley
tracks and finally into San
Francisco Bay:
"What's Up, Doc?," is now
showing at the Capri Theatre.
The script was written by
Buck Henry and David Newman
and Robert Benton.
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Lusitania Story To Be Told
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BARBRA STREISAND AND RYAN
O'NEAL KNOW 'WHAT'S UP, DOC?'
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The title role is

Jumper,-Ginger,bread Jim,
Clownie, the Yawning Man and
dancing Thumbella.
Hollywood choreographer Alex
Romero created the dances for

Dumpty characteristics. Jack-the-

visual Effects in the film, "Blithe
Spirit,"
Alan Young, winner of the
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences Award as "best television
actor," portrays Weedy, the village piper who befriends "tom"
and wi.is the love of the beautiful
Queen of the Forest.
With the picture filmed in England, Producer Pal was able to engage the services of a number of
Britain's top performers for other
important roles. Among them are
Terry-Thomas as Ivan, Peter Sellers as Tony, the noted musical
star Jessie Matthews as "tom's"
foster mother, June Thorburn as
the forest queen, and Bernard
Miles as the woodcutter who gives
"tom" a home.
The human actors share honors
with fifty puppetoon personalities,
among them Con-Fu-Shon, a
Chinese puppet of Humpty

played by Russ
Tamblyn. Although he actually is
5'10" tall, Tamblyn is reduced to
the size of the five-and-one-half
inch "torn" by • ingenious photographic devices which present him
in such situations as hiding behind
a bottle and climbing into a horse's
ear. The special effects were
created by Tom Howard, Academy
Award winner in 1946 for Special
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your diamonds
in a beautiful,
modern mounting
like the two
shown here
And if you like,
you can always
add diamonds—
now or later
Come see us soon
Don't let another
anniversary go by

Downtown Murray

Lindsey's Jewelers

Its a pleasant
memory, isn't a?
But how the
years have flown
Perhaps your
bridal set is now
worn and a little
old-lashioned
Maybe it's time
to bring your
rings up to date
by resetting
•

Think Back
To Your Wedding Day.

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME +- LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

Phone 753-1272
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
I We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

WALLIS DRUG

in the British Isles, give both
beauty and majesty to the fairy
tale's forest scenes.
Producer Pal was the first movie
maker to combine live action with
puppets on the screen and won a
special Academy Award in 1943
for his pioneering in new techniques in the production of animated pictures. He won an
Academy Award statuette for outstanding special effects in 1950
with "Destination Moon" and
again won Oscars in 1951 and 1953
with "When Worlds Collide" and
"War of the Worlds."

Russ Tamblyn, playing the title role in "torn thumb," screen
version in color of the famed Brothers Grimm fairy tale, is
captured by villains Peter Sellers and Terry-Thomas. .Screen
magic has reduced Tamblyn to thefire-inch hero of the George
Pal production for MGM, combining lire action, animated
cartoon characters, songs and dances.
"tom thumb" and composer-songstress Peggy Lee wrote several
original songs for the film, with
other songs hy Fred Spielman,
Janice Torre and Kermit Goell.
The musical score comprises "torn
thumb's Tune," "Are You a
Dream," "The Talented Shoes,"
"After All These Years" and "the
Yawning Song" (with the voice of
Stan Freberg).
For principal exterior scenes of
the picture, the producer obtained
permission to use Langley and
Black Parks, whose towering pine
and oak trees, considered the finest
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matinee program. The film, based on the beloved tale by the Brothers Grimm,
will be presented Saturday and
Sunday only at the Capri Theatre.
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RUSS TAMBLYN AS "tom thumb" IN FILM VERSION OF FAMED FAIRY
TALE, COMBINING LIVE ACTION, PUPPETOONS, SONGS AND DANCES
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Saturday Daytime Schedule

7:30 p.m.-L-Movie: "Ten Tall
Men", Channel 29. Burt
Lancaster, Gilbert Roland,
Jody ,Lawrence, Kleron
Moore, Gerald Mohr. .Ten
Legionnares undertake to
stop Riff attack on Tarfa.
Sergeant captures Riff
Princess and romance
blossoms.
8:00 p.m.—MOVIE: Channels 4,
6. "Fool's Parade," starring
Stewart,
James
Anne
Baxter, George Kennedy and
William Windoin. Three
convict buddies, newly
released from prison, must
scheme to get money that
riiihtfully belongs US one of
them.
9:00 p.m.—Movie: "Hush,
Hush, Sweet Charlotte",
Channel 8. Bette Davis,
Olivia de- Havilland, Josepp
Cotten, Agnes Moorehead. A
wealthy southerner stops his
daughter from running off
with a married man, and
later man is found dead.
Daughter's mind is affected,'
and no one is sure of the
assassin. 37 years later, case&
is reopened, leading to
mental anguish and murder.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: "A very
Sepeial Favor," Channel 6
Rock Hudson, Leslie Caron,
Charles Boyer, Walter
Slezak, Dick Shawn, Larry
Storch. New York: Father
fearing
his
spinster
psychologist daughter has
neyel had a real love: life,
begs a handsome lawyer,
who owes him a favor, to
pursue her
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When it comes to a hot
• question facing the country—
busing for school integration—
the vote tallly suggests that the
people are not behind recent
court decisions. More than
10,500 viewers wrote to express

The verdict viewers bring in
on the highly sensitive issues
debated on the PBS program
"The Advocates" indicates the
American people may be ahead
of their leaders on some issues.
Following each weekly debate
of "The Advocates," Tuesday's
at 7 p.m. on Channel 21, viewers
are asked to vote on the issue.
The verdicts occasionally show
unsuspected trends

STANLEY KUBRICK, producer-director of "A Clockwork
Orange," written for the screen by Kubrick from the novel by
Anthony Burgess. The film is now showing at the Cheri Theatre in
Murray.

young stars as Ken Ellis (fourth
among NFC pass interceptors
in 1971) and rookie cornerback
Willie Buchanon.
'The Lions have one of the
most exciting and varied offenses in the league, led by
quarterback Greg Landry, the
NFC's second-ranked passer in
1071, who also ran for 530 yards
(for • a
7-yards-per-carry
.average). Steve Owens was the
second4est runner in the NFC
( behind only John Brockington)
and Altie Taylor also ranked
among the top 10. Mel Farr
entered this season needing
only 26 yards tet become the
third-leading rusher in Lion
history. Owens was also the
Lions' top pass catcher with 32,
one more than Charlie Sanders,
their incomparable tight end
who has been out with injuries
this season.
Mike Lucci is a feared middle
linebacker and linemate Paul
Naumoff might be the fastest
linebacker in the league; both
have been picked for several
All-Pro teams Defensive back
Lem Barney has been compared to the all-time greats at
that position. Little Chester
Marcol, the rookie from
Hillsdale, has stunned opponents with his booming place
kicks.
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acres.

The largest site in the
national park system is Glacier
Bay National Monument in
Alaska, covering 2,803.840

their opini ns or. an a4ti-busing
amendment to the Constitution
and of these, 54 per cent supported the arnednment while 45
per cent voted against it.
Following an Advocates
debate on the women's equal
rights amednment to the
Constitution, 73 per cent of
'those who responded voted in
favor of the proposed amendment. After a 90-minute special
taped from Cologne, West
Germany, viewers expressed
strong sentiment for a drastic
cutback in U.S. armed forces in
Europe.
The producers of "The Advocates," which is not entering
its fourth season, believe that
the public has a strong desire to
communicate with its elected
leaders. To provide this opportunity, "The Advocates"
tabulates respondents' views
and sends the tally to the White
House, to Congress and
to others concerned with the
issue.
Since it is impossible to
categorize
"The
Advocates"viewers as either
liberal or conservative, the
voting from week-to-week is
rarely predictable. While the
audience tends to be conservative there is no certainty
that tomorrow's mail may not
contain a bombshell response.
To the Advocates each program
is a new ball game.
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death of a girl he had loved,
Paul attaches himself to a
wagon train heading for Forge
River, where he meets Kate
Mayfield (Miss Landgard).
Paul and Kate become the sole
survivors of an Apache reprisal
for a slaughter staged by
Vince's men. Vince uses the
Indian attack as ad excuse to
raid their defenseless village,
sparking a massive Apache
assault on Forge River.
Charles H.
Schneer
produced, Nathan
Jurna
directed, and Ken Pettus wrote
the screenplay for the 1970
Columbia Pictures release.
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Monday-Friday Daytime svchedule

Telly
Savalas, George
Maharis, Arlene Dahl and Janet
Landgard star in "Land
Raiders," action-packed
Western which has its first
television showing, in color, on
"The CBS Late Movie" Friday,
Oct. 27, (starting at 10:30 PM,
CDT) on the CBS Television
Network.
Ruthless Vince Carden
(Savalas), who dominates the
Arizona territory town of Forge
River, drives his brother Paul
Maharis) from his home, thus
disillusioning Vince's wife,
Martha Arlene Dahl).
Haunted by the mysterious

'Land Riders' To Be
Green Bay, Detroit
Tangle On ABC Monday Late Movie Friday
One of the classic rivalries in
the history of professional
football, pitting the NFC's top
two runners in 1971, will be
resumed on the ABC Television
Network's "NFL Monday Night
Football" series when the
Green Bay Packers face the
Detroit Lions on Monday, Oct.
16 (8:00—witil conclusion).
ABC Sports' trio of commentators, Frank Gifford, Don
Meredith and Howard Cosell
will be at Detroit's Tiger
S4adium to provide live
coverage of the game.
The Packers and the Lions
are both in the tough Central
Division of the National
Football Conference and are
considered strong contenders
I with Minnesota) to earn a
playoff spot.
The Packers' exciting offense
is spearheaded by the power
running of Rookie-of-the-Year
John Brockington, the NFC's
number-one rusher last year,
and MacArthur Lane, acquired
in a trade with St. Louis for
Anderson.
Donnie
Dave
Hampton ran kickoffs back for
1,314 yards last year—only two
yard short of the single-season
record.
The famed Packer defense
features all-time grat Dave
Robinson and such outstanding

6
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Viewers Respond To
Weekly Debate Show
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Detroit lions quarterback Greg Landry (No. 11) sets the line and Rams defensive linebacker
Myron Patties (No.66) waits for the snap from center. The Lions play their first Monday night game
at their home stadium against the always dangerous Green Bay Packers live and in color on ABC's
"NFL Monday Night Football." Monday, October 16 18:00-to conclusion I.
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The COMSAT spokesman said
there now are two ways the
show could get to South Vietnam:(1) by modifying militar
'satellite receiving stations at
much cost and bother, or 2) by
taping
the
satellite
transmission in Thailand or Japan and flying the tape to Saigon.

COMSAT doesn't build the
stations. When destined for
commercial use, they're built
by private contractors. Governments and private businesses
foot the tab and make the decisions on which transmissions
the stations accept.

gress. It's watching very carefully this election year how
U.S. dollars are spent in Vietnam. It would get very surly if
those dollars were spent building an earthbound facility capable of receiving Elvis Presley transmissiOns from space.
There's a war on, you know.
Thing number two is that a
spokesman for the Communications Satellite Corp. says no
such earth station ever has
been built in South Vietnam.
Nor is it likely to be right now.
The cost of the stations range
from a minimum of 93.5 million
.to a maximum of $8 million, he
said.

Member
stations
of
America's only noncommercial.nationwide radio network,
'National Public Radio (NPR),
will honor the 50th anniversary
of the British Broadcasting
Corporation
(BBC)
OP
presenting a special revival of.
one of the BBC's most popular
programs.
NPR's member station in,this
area, WKMS-FM, 91.3, will
broadcast "The Last Goon Show
of Them All" with Peter
Sellers, Spike Milligan and
Harry Secombe, on Sunday,
October 15, at 6:00 p.m., and
again on Saturday, October 21,
at 9:00 p.m.
With all of the humor that
made "The Goon Show" one of
the most popular radio
programs the
BBC has
broadcast, this 60 minute
special will be a nostalgic visit
with Goon characters Grytpype-Thynne, Major Bloodnok,
Mate, Henry Crun and Minnie,
*Count Moriarty, Ned of Wales
and the Horses ,of Parliament.
In the 12 years since "The Goon
Show" ended, Peter Sellers has
become an international film
star, Harry Secombe a singing
and comedy star of theatre and
television, and Spike Milligan a
conservationist as well as a
prolific comedy writer.
"The scene was the stage of ,
the Camden Theatre in north
London, where three of radio's
greatest clowns had come
together for the first time in 12
years to recreate that uniquely
brilliant piece of nonsense,'The
Goon Show,' " one British
newspaper reported.
Altogether, the program proved
that it's stars have 'lost none of j
their perfect timing nor their
manic wit', says the BBC."The
program to me was a riot."

NPR to Present
Revival of BBC
Popular Shows
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WOMEN'S FASHIONS

OFFICE HOURS:
8:00 to 5:00 — 753-5005
After Hours — 753-8144

Bel Air Shopping Center
South 12th Street

Murray Cablevision

Questions
about
transmissions to South Vietnam
caused some confusion there,
btit after several tries there
was an answer: "Nothing has
been done in terms of the South
Vietnamese telecast by satellite.
"In other words,-nothing has
been finalized."

That is the company for
which Presley records and
whose subsidiary, RCA Record
Tours, is producing his Hawaiian show, according to a
spokesman for the record company.

NBC, whose primary interest
in the show is how well it does
in the United States, referred
further questions about live
Presley transmissions to RCA
Records.
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BARBRA STREISAND and RYAN O'NEAL lead a lunatic chase up
and down the hills of San Francisco in the Warner Bros, comedy
"What's up. Doc?" The Technicolor film was produced and directed by Peter Bogdanovich on location in San Francisco and at the
Warner Bros. Studio. The screenplay. for the Saticoy production was
written by' Buck Henry and David Newman and Robert Benton
Laszlo Kovacs was the director of photography.

It would be a first of sorts for
that war-torn country, regardless of whether Elvis appeared
on the U.S. military's Armed
Forces Vietnam Network
AFVN) or on the government's television stations.
If the latter, it would mark a
historic break in the government's usual television fare of
Vietnamese soap operas, propaganda ,kits and occasional
speeches by President Nguyen
Van Thieu.
„But there are two-things that
probably will prevent Elvis'
live debut on anybody's
television station in South Vietnam.
Thing number one is Con-

By JAY SHARBUTT
AP- Television Writer
NEW YORK )AP) — Elvis
Presley is doing 41 global
television special in ,Hawaii on
Jan. 14, according t6 NBC. The
networti will tape the show for
a,later broadcast in these United States. Now the real news.
NBC says two-thirds of the
96.aninute
show
will
be
"transmitted live via satellite"
to Asian points that include
South Vietnam. It's an intriguing idea, but it may prove
a false alarm for Saigon viewers.

Presley Show May Be Shown
Live On South Viet Station
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11:15 p.m.—Movie: -Chinese
Bungalow," Channel 29. Paul
Lukas, Kay Walsh, Jane
Baxter. Chinese millionaire's
English wife falls in love with
a painter. Oriental custom
provides thrilling end.

10:30 p.m.—MOVIE: "The
Crimson Pirate," Channel 12
(11:30 op 5) Lancaster and
Nick Cravat. Action-filled
drama, centered on acrobats
turned pirates trying to free
a Caribbean island from
royal clutches. Eva Bartok
to-stars.

9:00 p.m.—Sixth Annial
Country Music Association
Awards, Channels 5, 12,
honoring outstanding
achievement in the industry,
with Glen Campbell as host.
Among other top_ nameS in
the country music field vt.rho
will participate either as
performers ot presenters of
awards are Jerry flOed,
'Charley Pride, Minnie Pearl,
Merle Haggard, Ray Price,
Chet Atkins, Lynn Anderr,
Loretta Lynn, Roy Acuff. ex;
Ritter, Bill Monroe, Ernest,
Tubb, Dolly Parton, Tamil.**
Wynette, Dottie Wst, Dobria
Fargo and Porter Wagoner.
From the Grand Ole Opry
House, Nashville, Tenn.

8:00 min. -COOL MILLION,
Channels.4,6. Starring James
Farentino 'as privbte investigator Jefferson Keyes.
Barbara Bouchet, Jackie
Coogan and John Vernon
guest-star. Amillion-dollar
fee is offered to Keyes tp
loeate an heiress whose
' father has died under
mysterious circumstance*
Patrick O'Neal is speFiall
guest.

7.30 p.m.—Movie: "Devits
Angels,i Channel 29. John
Cassavges, Beverly Adams,
Mimsy
Farmee.
Depredations and alienations
of a motorcycle club that
sweep through towns like a
desolating plague .lootin
terrorizing, and runnint,
amok, but when acCused of
rape they ban together to
;prove their innocence.
;

9•00 am.—Movie:

"Moment to
Moment," Channel 8. Jean
Seberg, Honor Blackman,.
Sean Garrison, Arthur Hill,
... Love stroy of a chance
meeting with a stranger..a
moraerit
of
impulsive
desire, and g_ startling twist
of fate.
9
'
3100 p.m.—Movie: "The Girl
Can't Help It," Channel 4.
Tom Ewell, Jayne Mansfield,
Julie Lqndon. Gainblat
knowing banker's nephew
enamored by his wife, uset
her to get the loan he needs.,
only to have everything
backfire.
4:00 _ p.m.—Movie: "River ef
Mystery", Channel 5. Vic
Morrow, Edmond O'Brian,
Claude pins, Nico Minados. In the steaming jungles
of Brazil two adventuroas
Americans help a bank of
rebels release their precious
water supply when it is
biocked by a vicious dictatqr.

Monday. October 16

Monday TV
Highlights
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''Actually the programming
will be , unique-the kind of
telecasting you cannot get
anywhere else because it will
deal with local issues and will
be focused often on people who
are known in the community,"
he continued.
Howard mentioned several
possibilities for telecasting-public meetings such as school
boards, city council and fiscal
court, political appearances in
compliance
with
FCC
regulations, civic gatherings
and special programs or
specific area interest.
Included in the electronic
equipment available to the
studio are two color cameras, a
two-inch video tape recorder
and projectors which can be
used for both slides and movie
film.
Howard said programming
ideas featuring local talent are
welcome. He invited anyone
with a suggestion to contact:
Dr. Robert Howard or Dr.
Glenn Wilcos, Division of RadioTelevision, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center„ Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071,
(telephone 762-4661). -

He pointed out that the
television station will provide
valuable ' experience
for
students although it will function as a public service. He
eipressed hope that the
operation will stimulate immediate community interest.

format.
"Primarily a community
service to enable the cable
company to comply with
regulations of the Federal
Communications Commission,
the cooperative arrangement
works out extremely well for
both the university and the
company," Howard said.

Tuesday, October 17
0:00 am.—Movie: -What Price
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Two Cushion Roll-Ann
Wing Sleeper Sofa ...
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UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS

w

IN

Menge

Come see how well an Ethan
Allen sleep sofa can give you
inviting decorator-styled
seating by day and luxurious
sleeping for two at night.
Either of these classic
favorites can be yours in a
choice of plaid of 100%
polyester, or solid of 100%
olefin. All specially low priced.
While you're here, talk to
our home planners about our
many wonderful, workable
ideas for multi-purpose
rooms and take home your
capy of our 388-page
decorating guide, the Ethan
Allen Treasury. It's a $7.50
value that's yours for the
asking.
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9:00 p.m.—THE AMERICAN
EXPERIENCE, Channels 4,
6. Hosted by Chet Huntley.
"The Fabulous Country,"
starring Walter Brennan,
depicts the innocence and
optimism of the young nation
and its growth throughout the
West over a period of 200
y,ears. ("Banyon" will be
preempted.)
9:00 p.m.—SMITHSONIAN
Adventure With Walter
Schirba: "99 Days to Survival," a re-creation of one of
the most daring explorations
in United States history—
Major John Wesley Powell's
1869 journey down the thenunknown Green and Colorado
Rivers, E.G. Marshall reads
from the letters and journals
of Powell, as on-camera 20thcentury adventures traverse
the same perilous route—
from Flushing Gorge through
the Gates of Ledore, down
Disaster Falls and eventually through the Grand
Canyon. On the broadcast,
Schirra, accompanied by Dr.
Don
Fowler
of
the
Smithsonian, retraces
Powell's historic journey
along 1,000 miles of some of
the world's most treacherous
rapids. Channels 5, 12,

Tuesday TV Highlights

l'11:F. FIVE

8:00 p.m.—HOW TO HANDLE
A WOMAN, Channels 4, 6.
Dinah Shore stars in a
musical-comedy guide on the
proper approach to the fair
sex. Jack Benny, Sonny and
Cher, Bob Hope and Burl
Reynolds guest-star in
comedy sketches, blackouts
musical
and
number.
)"Ghost Story" will be
preempted.)

7:30 p.m.—Movie: "The Caddy", Channel 29. Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis,
Donna Reed, Barbara Bates.
Jerry becomes Dean's golf
teacher, but quarrel before
big match causes a comic
and catastrophic tiot ending
their golf careers.

7:00 p.m.—THE LION at
World's End,Channels 4, 6. A
"Bell
System
Family
Theatre special telling the
true story of a captive lion in
London and its return to a
natural habitat in Africa. Bill
Travers and his wife,
Virginia McKenna, aid
Christians's owners in
establishing a new life for the
animal on the African plains.
I -Sanford and Son" and
"The Little People" will be
preempted.)

Friday TV Highlights

Dr. Robert Howard, director
of radio-television at Murray
._State, said faculty and staff
personnel will also be available
to explain the capability of the
studio and to, describe the
services to be offered to cable
patrons in the two communities.
Howard said personnel will
also be in the studios on
Homecoming Day to show
visitors through the facilities
although no formal_ program is
planned at that time.
Noting that some programming details are indefinite,
Howard said telecasting hours
will be late afternoon and early
evening with a 30-minute
newscast as a part of the daily

Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the cOmmunications department at Murray State, will
serve as master of ceremonies
for the hour-long opening
telecast. Area broadcasters,
school officials-including Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, university
president-and dignitaries from
Murray, Mayfield, Calloway
County, and Graves County will
be on hand for the informal
program.

A special program at 4 p.m. in
the studios on the sixth floor of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center will mark the beginning
during the week leading up tp
the Golden
Anniversary
Homecoming
Oct. 21 for
programming
two
on
cablevision hookups-Channe,
11 in Murray and Channel 4 in
Mayfield.

Murray State University will
throw the switch on a new
chapter in its communications
history with the inaugural
telecast from the new color
television studios on the campus
Oct. 18.

WSI L
Ch. 3

r
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MSU Station To Air
Cablevision Program
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The Family Game, designed
for today's nuclear family and
subtitled "Identities for Young
and Old," deals with the tensions, conflicts and perplexities
that affect adults and young
people, and seeks to.improve
the lines of communication
between the generations.
The concept, and the series of
programs, is objective and
dramatis. The series' producers
recognized that there are many
alternative solutions to the
problems presented. Solutions
will not be found on the
programs. Instead, at the
conclusion of each, viewers will
be encouraged to turn off the TV
set and to discuss the programs
with other members of their
own family. Viewers, of course,
will find their own ways to
resolve the situations they've
seen presented.
A number of nationally
recognized authorities were
consulted during the early
stages of production of The
Family Game. Among them:
Dr. Helen Nowlis, director,
Office of Drug EducationHealth & Nutrition Program,
U.S. Office of Education; Dr.
Sidney Cohen, consultant on
drug addiction and narcotic
abuse with the National Institute of Mental Health; Dr.
Harvey Cox, Thomas Professor
of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical
School; William Braden, author
of Age of Aquarius and writer
for the Chicago Sun-Times; and
Dr. Urie Bronfenbrenner, of the
Human Development and
Family Studies Department,
Cornell University.
Dr. Lewis Yablonsky, one of
the nation's foremost practitioners of psychodrama
techniques, appears briefly in
most of the programs. Dr..
Yablonsky is professor of
sociology, California State
College, Hayward, California.
He guides the participants on
"The Family Game" series as
they relate their experiences.
W.H. McGaw, Jr. of the Center
for Studies of the Person, La
Jolla, California, performs this
role at other times.
Another consultant and
'participant is Dr. Gerald Edwards, chairman, Department
of Health Education, Adelphi

Thursday Everiing Schedule

Thursday. October 19
Caldwell but gets involved
300 am.—Movie: "Track of
with a kidnapping, mayhem
the Ca'Channel 8. Robert
and gangsters.
Mitchum. Tab Hunter, 8 p.m.Movie: Channels
5, 12.
Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn,
"The Legend of Lylah
William Hopper. Brothers set
Clare," starring Kim Novak
out to capture a mountain
and Peter Finch. Drama
lion, destroying their cattle.
revolving around a young
3:00 p.m.—Movie: "On the
actress emotionally caught
Threshold
of
Space,'.,'".
up in her role of a legendary
Channel 4, Guy Madison,
screen star who died
Virginia Leith, Martin
tragically while making a
Milner, Dean Jagger. Young
film. Ernest Borgnine and
doctor, preparing fliers for
Rossella Falk co-star.
outer space, runs into
strange experience when a 9 p.m.—OWEN MARSHALL,
jumper is hurt.
Channels 3,8—Hour-long
dramatic series starring
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Fear No
Arthur Hill in the title role as
Evil," Channel 5. Louis
the brillant Santa Barbara
Jourdan, Bradofrd Dillman,
attorney with Lee Majors as
Lyn Day, Marsha Hunt,
his young associate, Jess
Wilfred
Hyde-White.
Brandon with Joan Darling
Scientist, after purchasing
in "The Trouble With
an antique mirror is lured
Ralph." Pernell Roberts
into a macabre world of the
guest stars with Joel Fabiani
supernatiral. The
mirror
and Arlene Golonka. Owen
seems to reflect his dark soul
Marshall defends an old
and after he dies in an acfriend
charged
with
cident, his fiancee learns the
hijacking a plane and
mirror can bring him back.
positively identified by
7 p.m.—WORLD SERIES,
witnesses.
Channels 4,6.-fifth game (if 10:30 p.m.—Movie
: Channel 12
necessary). Curt Gowdy and
(11:30 on 5) "Saddle the
Tony Kubek are comWind,' starring Robert
mentators.(If a fifth game is
Taylor and Julie London.
not played, "The Flip Wilson
Western drama centered on
Show," "Ironside" and "The
an ex-gupfighter whose
Dean Martin Show" will be
chances of living peacefully
seen at their regular times.)
as a rancher are jeopardized
7:30 7.m.—Movie: "Savage
when his younger brother
Pampas," Channel 19.
turns up With a new gun.
Robert Taylor, Ron Randell, 11 : 15
p.m.—Movie:
Marc Lawrence. Ty Hardin,
"Honeymoons Will Kill
Rosenda Konteros. Rebel
You," Channel 29. Tony
band of Argentine army
Russell. Four honeymoon
deserters and
Indians
couples arrive at a luxurious
plunder the countryside.
hotel and become involved in
Tragedy is averted when
intrigues and mix-ups of
army officers realize that the
marital discord, robbery and
men will return if given
true love.
advantages and privileges
previously denied them.
Soviet theatergoers
8
p.m.—THE
MEN—
MOSCOW
(LiPt
"Assignment:
Vienna",
than 140 million Soviet citizens
Channels
3,8—One-hour
go to the movies every year in
action-adventure drama
Moscow's 118 motion picture
theaters, says the Magazine
starring Robert Conrad as
"Soviet Union.' The capital's
undercover agent Jack
29 drama and musical theaters
Webster, proprietor of Jake's
were patronized last year by
Bar and Grill, a place where
more than 12 million persons.
intrigue and excitment are
everyday occurrences, and
Repeat
HOLLYWOOD
IUPD—
co-starring Charles Cioffi in
Felicia Film who co-starred
"Hot Potato." John Ireland
with Walter Matthau in
and Skye Aubrey guest star.
"Kotch.- will again play
Jake . Webster
tries
opposite the Oscar winner, in
delivering
a
valuable
"Charley
at
V,Isrrick"
microfilm to hes boss
I. niversat.
'

•

"The Just Generation," the
new Public Broadcasting
Service series devoted to
helping young people better
understand the American legal
system, will continue its
examination of criminal law
Sunday at 6:30 p.m. on Channel
21.
Host
Howard Miller's
opening question—"What is a
crimer—leads the teenaged
panelists into a discussion of
differing categories of crime.
Statistically, Americans most
fear being murdered by a
stranger on a city street. Yet
most murders are committed
by • family members, and the
drunk driver is responsible for
most violent deaths in the
United States.
"The Just Generation" will
explore the question of
legislating morality, laws which
favor the rich at the expense of
the poor, victimless crimes like
prostitution, gambling and the
sale of pornography, and other
apparent contradictions in the
American system of justice.
The Ace Trucking Company
defines varieties of street crime
when the comedy group
cheerfully demonstrates crimes
of violence ranging from
murder to assault.
The Just Generation is a
production of WITF Hershey,
Pennsylvania, and is made
possible by a grant from the
Governor's JuStice Commission
of Pennsylvania and the Vincent Astor Foundation. The
program
transmitted
is
nationally by PBS, the Public
Broadcasting Service.

PBS Show To
Continue In
Study Of Law

University, New York. Dr.
Edwards appears in one
program as a group leader.
The series was written and
produced by John Sommers.
Sommers has received six
Emmy Awards from the
Chicago chapter of the
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences. He was nominated for
a national Emmy Attard as the
executive producer of "Kula,
Fran, and 011ie" on PBS and he
has received two NET Awards
for Excellence for his
production of two ballets,
"Coppelia" and "Michelangelo."
Associate producers are
Richard Peterson and Scott
Larson. Production coordinator, Paulette Peterson. Dr.
Thomas - Skinner and Jay
Rayvid are the project directors. Television directors are
Richard
Peterson,
Tom
Cherones, and Sam Silberman.
Cinematography by David
Stanton.
The series is a production of
WQED Pittsburgh and is made
possible by a grant from the
Corporation
for
Public
Broadcasting. It is seen on KET
Channel 21 at 7 p.m. on Sundays.
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wouldn't you
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more modern?
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BARBRA STREISAND and RYAN O'NEAL lead a lunatic chase up
and down the hills of San Francisco in the warner Bros_ comedy
What's up, Doc?" The Technicolor film was produced and directed by Peter Bogdanovich on location in San Francisco and at the
Warner Bros. Studio. The screenplay ter the Saticoy production was
written by' Buck Henry and David Newman and Robert Benton.
Laszlo Kovacs was the director of photography.

•

Thursday TV Highlights

FIGHT

•

11:15 p.m.—Movie: "Chinese
Bungalow," Channel 29. Paul
Lukas, Kay Walsh, .Jane
Baxter. Chinese millionaire's
English wife falls in love with
a painter. Oriental custom
provides thrilling end.
410

••
Paducah, Ky

'Peanuts' Specials In Top Ten
Ratings Consistently Since '65
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Tuesday Evening Schedule

and Try Our
•Fresh Ky. Lake Caffish
•Country Hams amd Steaks
•All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m. to 10 p.m., 7 Days a Week
— J. C. GALLIMORE —

HAZEL CAFE

COME TO ...

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

Tamiroff, Nicole Maurey.
Tuesday, October 17
Polish Jew and an anti9:00 a.m.—Movie: "What Price
semitic Colonel are thrown
Glory", Channel 8. James
together by circumstances.
Cagney, Dan Dailey, Corinne
After Much resourcefulness,
Calvet. Maxwell Andersonthey outwit the Nazis.
Laurence Stallings World
8:30 p.m.—Movie, Channels
War I comedy—drama of
3,8."Goodnight, My Love,"
hot-tempered Captain Flagg
Original 90-minute suspense
and boisterous, brawling Sgt.
drama made especially for
Quirt.
ABC.
3:00 p.m.—Movie: "The Proud
stars Richard Boone, BarOnes", Channel 4. Robert
bara Bain, Michael Dunn and
Ryan, Virginia Mayo. When
Victor Buono. Apair of
hated enemy arrives in Flat
unlikely private eyes— one a
Rock with gunmen and
3-foot, 10-inch dwarf—are
gambling equipment, the
hired by a luscious blonde to
marshal is up against more
find her missing boyfriend,
than he bargained for.
but the case develops into a
4:90 p.m.—Movie: "War of the
deadly search for $400,000 in
Worlds", Channel 5. Gene
missing syndicate money.
Owen Marshall (series star Arthur Hill, center) and his assistant Jess Brandon
Barry, Ann Robinson, Les
(Lee Majors, left)
try to prove that Ralph Foster (Pernell Roberts) Isn't a skyjacker although seven
Tremayne, Jack Kruschen. 10:30 p.m.—Movie, Channels 12
airline passengers
(11:
have
Io
on
fingered
5).
"The
him
Day
in
"The
They
Trouble
with Ralph" on ABC's "Owen Marshall, Counselor at Law"
Unexpected and surprising
Robbed
Thursday,
October 19 (9:00-10:00)
the Bank of
turn of events saves the
England," starring Aldo Ray,
world from an invasion by
and Peter O'Toole. The
Mars.
exciting story based on the
71:00 p.m.—WORLD SERIES,
historical details of the only
Channels 4,6.—third game.
time the seemingly imCurt Gowdy and Tony Kubek
pregnable bank was robbed.
are
commentators.
(Bonanza,""The Bold Ones" 11:15 p.m.—Movie: "Miss
Grant Takes Richmond,"
and "NBC Reports will be
Channel 29. Lucille Ball,
preempted.)
By JERRY BUCK
ent from other animated carWilliam Holden, Janis
7:00 p.m.—MAUDE, Channels
to the Creative Development
Associated Press Write.toons.
Carter, James Gleason,
5, 12, new comedy series,
Corp. of Santa Rosa, Calif., a
HOLLYWO
OD
(AP)
—There are no people bump—
Steve
Dunne. Bookie,
starring Beatrice Arthur and
few miles from his home in SeAmong the most consistently
ing into trees or doing wild
operating behind the front of
Bill Macy. Adrienne Barbastopol, north of San Franpopular television specials are
things," he said. "It's really
a .real estate office, hires a
beau, Conrad Bain, Brian
cisco.
those
featuring
a
golden statusubdued. I think it really sticks
screwball secretary who
Morrison and Esther Rolle
"I try not to get overly inette, a ski-nose comedian and a
to what the strip is."
thinks the business is
are featured.
volved in other things," he
blockhead.
The fact that "Peanuts" is
straight and gets him in7:30 p.m.—Movie: "Me and the
said. "I still draw the strip
among the world's most widely
volved in a legitimate
That's the Oscars, Bob Hope
Colonel," Channel 29. Danny
competely myself and think of
read comic strips obviously
housing project.
and good ol' Charlie Brown.
Kaye, Curt Jurgens, Akirn
every idea. I think the strip is
played
no small part in making
the foundation of everything.
Since 1965, when
CBS
it a pre-sold product. "Peareluctantly agreed to take a
The strip has grown and manuts" has, in fact, become a
chance with "A Charlie Brown
tured; and, if watched caremultimillion-dollar
industry.
Christmas," the "Peanuts" spefully, the other things should
Besides the newspaper strip
cials regularly have been in the
grow.
and television, it is in the movtop 10 in the ratings. The
"If I had become a producer
ies,
on the stage, in an ice
type or a businessman type and
Peabody-and Emmy-winning
show, in books and on every
Christmas show, in its seventh
turned the strip over to someconceivable kind of merchanshowing last year, placed
one else, I think it all would
dise.
fourth among all specials for
have crumbled."
Schulz will be host of
the season.
Schulz believes firmly in the
"Snoopy's International Ice
strip but said: "Unfortunately,
Two new "Peanuts" aniFollies" on NBC Sunday, Nov.
the comic strip will always be
mated cartoons will be added
12; and the stage play "You're
kept
down on ,the scale of art,
this season by CBS to the five
a Good Man, Charlie Brown"
mainly because of reproducshown previously. They are
will be telecast on NBC next
tion. You can't see the good
"You're Elected, Charlie
Feb. 9.
pen work and the color. It flatBrown," set for Sunday, Oct.
Scholars and theologians
tens, and you lose the sparkle.
29, and "There's No Time for
have examined the significance
"Every now and then there is
BARBRA STREISAND p aye a way-Ou
Love, Charlie Brown" in the
n
rinc sco g r who
of "Peanuts," but not Schulz.
a surge of excitement that carmisleads musicologist RYAN O'NEAL In the Warner Bros. comedy
spring.
He
turns
as bashful as Charlie
toons will be elevated to art.
"What's Up, Doc?" The two stars share many misadventures
Brown at the thought of such
before they fall In love In the zany Technicolor film which
Charles M. Schulz, who is as
But labels are not important. I
was
sell analysis.
produced and directed by peter Dogdanovich. The screenplay for
low-pressured as his creation,
think the only real definition of
the Saticoy production was written by Duck Henry
Schulz — a slim, quiet-spoken
and David
says
reason
one
art is whether it speaks to
shows
the
Newman and Robert Denton. Laszlo Kovacs
man with greying hair and
was the director
created a sensation was bemore than one generation. It
of photography.
black hornrim glasses, will adcause they were totally differhas to speak to future genermit: "I think I'm just a born
ations. Unfortunately, most carcomic-strip artist. I think I'm
toons don't hold up to that."
one of the fortunate people
He said: "Art should move
who's found what he wants to
people, it should express somedo. I can draw pretty well and
thing in its own way. Great art
write pretty well. I can turn
should express an emotion; but,
WS)L
WSM
and twist little phrases."
WLAC
WRSD
WSI X
KFVS
WDXR
unfortunately,cartoons generalpm
Ch. 4
Ch. 5
Ch.6
Ch.8
Ch. 12
Cn.
Other than writing the scripts
ly express only a fleeting emoNashville
Harrisburg
Nashvill•
Nashville
Pad cak
Cape
Paducah
for the TV shows and hosting
tion. The odds are against carGirardeau
the ice show, Schulz tries to
toons becoming art, so why
_
00 -Coo-o•
News
Mews
T,,,,e• or
keep himself free of the sideNBC PI•ws
fight it."
CBS II/•ws
P••••
i5
••
"
-•
Coneco•
Voll•y
lines. He has turned that over
30 5
'11
Good grief!
Make o
T. Tell
l'u• Gor a
0009 0,
U
F 0
And•rson
4s
I

4

Cher, Bob Hope and Burl
Reynolds guest-star in
comedy sketches, blackouts
and
musical
number.
("Ghost Story" will be
preempted.)

WO.

6

11

5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 WINDOW TO THE
CLASSROOM:
Kentucky History
620 LAW OF THE
LAND
6:30 FOLK GUITAR
7:00 CLEANER AIR
WEEK SPECIAL
7:30
TV
HIGH
SCHOOL
8:00 JOYCE CHEN:
Lion Head
8:30
PLAYHOUSE
N.Y.: Classics For Today: Medea
10:00 SOUL

TIMES

TUESDAY, OCTOBER
17
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELEQTRIC COMMONDAY, OCTOBER PANY
16
6:00 WINDOW TO THE
4:00 SESAME STREET CLASSROOM:
Tea5:00 MISTER ROGERS ching/Elem. School
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 . TV
HIGH
5:30 ELECTRIC p0M- SCHOOL
PANY
7:00 HOLLIS • SUM6:00 WINDOW TO THE MERS
CLASSRO-OM: 7:30 KET PRESENTS THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19
READ.
8:00
THE
ADVO- 4:00 SESAME STREET
6:30
PRACTICAL CATES
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
SPEECH MAKING
9:00
INTERNA- NEIGHBORHOOD
7:00 FOLK GUITAR
TIONAL
PERFOR- 5:30' ELECTRIC COM7:30
TV
MANCE: Orpheus In PANY
SCHOOL •
Hell
6:00
WINDOW
TO
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE 10:00 WALL STREET
CLASSROOM: Images
WEEK
FIRST
EDI- WEEK
and Things
'TION: Tell It All .
10:30 NEW SHAPES: 6:30
TV
HIGH
9:00 BOBOQUIVARI: Education
SCHOOL
Ramblin' Jack Elliott
FRIDAY, OCTOBER
§:30 BOOK BEAT. The
WEDNESDAY, opTO20
Man Who Loved Cat
BER 18
Dancing
4:00 SESAME STREET
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
5:00
MISTER
ALL
ROGERS
5:30 ELECTRIC COMARE EASTERN
NEIGHBORHOOD
PANY

• 10:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
10:30 HOLLIS SUMMERS —

KeNtucKu eoucationAL, Teuevi6ioN

SUNDAY, OCTOBER
15
7:00 ZOOM
7:30 THE JUST GE
NE RATION '
8:00 THE FAMILY
GAME
8:30 FRENCH CHEF
9.00
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE. Vanity Fair
10:00 FIRING LINE

FRIDAY—OCTOBER 13, 1972

Grey guests
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Joel Grey, theater star of
"Cabaret' and "1776," will be
among the guests this fall of
"The Carol Burnett Show."

Pirates—Can They Be Stopped?" Friday, Oct. 20, 18:009:00 p.m. CDT) on the CBS
Television Network.
"Everyone involved with the
problem of skyjacking agrees
that potential terrorists must be
stopped on the ground," says
CBS News Correspondent
Bernard Kalb, the reporter on
the broadcast. "How such a
case of weapons could pass
through mechanical screening
devices set up by airport
security is a very troublesome
question—and one we will
this
CBS
consider
on
REPORTS."
Leslie Midgley is the
producer of CBS REPORTS:
"The Air Pirates—Can They Be
Stopped?"Burton Benjamin is
executive producer.
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The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
Jackson Purchase Production
'14A cnti„ Credit Association

PCA Ithe go ahead people*

so it cost less.

to use their money

PCA showed me how

Complete repair service on all makes of TV's and Antennas. Good selection of 1973 Sylvania Color TV's &
Stereo's in stock.

Dealer in Murray

Your Only Authorized SYLVANIA

2 Miles From 5 Points
North 16th Ext.
Dial 753-2385

SALES & SERVICE

ORTEN'S TV

This week an alarming incident occurred: an American
passenger- went berserk at
London's Heathrow Airport
after getting off a flight from
New York. The man allegedly
was waiting to be interviewed
by immigration officials when
he suddenly smashed two plateglass windows, ripped up some
papers and set the carpet on
fire.
, The botto;n line of this
distressing story is that officials
found a rifle, 48 rounds of
ammunition and a sheath knife
in his luggage. These apparently passed unnoticed
throgugh New York City's
presumably tight airport
security.
How could this happen?,
"CBS Reports" addresses
itself to this kind of story when
it probes the severe inof
problem
ternational
skyjacking and the measures
that have been and must be
taken to prevent it, on "The Air

CBS Reports To View
Skyjacking Problems

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Richard Boone !left). as Frank Hogan and Michael Dunn as Arthur Doyle, comprise a private-eye
team in hot pursuit of a missing carrier of $4110,000 of syndicate money in "Goodnight, M37 Trove," the
suspenseful "Tuesday Movie of the Week" airing on ABC Tuesday,October 17(7:30-9:00 p.m.)
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they realize there is an
enemy in the group and
suspicion falls on him.
8:30 p.m.—Movie: A Great
American Tragedy,"
Channels 3, 8. Original 90made
drama
minute
especially fOr ABC starring
George Kennedy, Vera
Miles, William Windom,
•
Sallie Shockley and Kevin
McCarthy. When a middleaged aircraft designer loses
his job, he fears the loss of his
dignity and the unity of his
family. After months of
difficulty, he finds not only
new hope, but a deeper love
for his wife.
,9 p.m.—CANNON, Channel 12.
Dramatic series, starring
William Conrad as a toplevel private investigator.
Phyllis Thaxter guest stars.
A prosperous sheep rancher
hires Cannon to clear her
when she is charged with
negligence in the death of a
young Mexican alien who
dies in a deadly coyote trap.
Pamela Franklin makes a
guests appearance.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 12
11:30 on 5) "Lafayette
Escadrille," starring Tab
Hunter. World War I drama
concerns an American pilot
in the French Air Corps who
briefly deserts his squadron
then flies again into heroism.
Etchika Choureau co-stars.
11:15 p.m.—Movie: "Angels
One Five," Channel 29. Jack
Hawkins, Dulcie Gray,
Michael Denison. English
fighter pilot, grounded after
causing accident on runway,
fueds with commanding
officer. .
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Central Shopping Center
753-5865
TAPES-RECORDS -CAR AND HOME STEREOS
TV ANTENNAS AND TOWERS
At Wholesale Prices
"You Can Pay More But You Can't Buy Better"

TV SERVICE CENTER

Born in Pensacola, Fla.,
Jackie began singing at the age
of 8 after her family moved to
a small town near Lake Okeechobee in southern Florida.
"I remember I used to sit out
on the fence and sing to the
cows," she said. "I guess that
is where I got my start in show
business."
At age 13, she began singing
on television and at rodeos. Her
singing eventually led her to be
voted 1971's Miss Teen-Age
Country Music.
She and her parents moved to
Nashville a few months ago.
"I am going to concentrate
on recording some songs and
prepare myself for the eye operation," she said.

bodiment of what everyone
thinks a country music artist
should be.
"Being blind has somehow
gained her the ability to communicate in a fantastic manner. And that is what we are
going to capture on records."

Blind Singer To Perform
For Operation On Eyes

Wednesday, October 18
9:00 am.—Movie: "Claudelle
Inglish," Channel 8. Diane
McBain, Arthur Kennedy,
Will Hutchins, Constance
Ford, Claude Akins, Frank
Overton, Chad Everett,
Robert Logan. Beautiful
daughter of a tenant farmer,
jilted by her fiance, abandons herself to reckless
romance,bringing tragedy to
her neighbors, her family
and herself.
3:00 p.m.—Movie: "My Blue
Heaven," Channel 4. Dan
Dailey, Betty Grable, Mitzi
Wyatt.
Jane
Gaynor,
Nation's favorite radio team,
'after losing their expected
baby, have one problem after
another when they try to
adopt one.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Gunfight in
Abilene," Channel 5, Bobby
Darin, Emily Banks, Leslie
Nielsen, Frank Morgrath.
Sheriff of Abilene who has
lost his nerve during the Civil
War returns home and is
prevailed upon to resume his
job.
7 p.m.—WORLD SERIES,
Channels 4,6.-fourth game.
Curt Gowdy and Tony Kubek
are commentators.("Adam12," -NBC , Wednesday
Movie" and
Mystery
"Search" will be preempted.)
7:30 p.m.—Movie: "Our-Men in
Bagdad," Channel 29. Rory
Calhoun, Roger Hanin. A
counter-espionage agent for
a western power, has
penetrated a spy ring in •a
city of the Middle East and is
up to his ears in trouble when

NASHVILLE I AP —A
17-year-old blind country music singer has signed a recording contract with Cutlass
Records and will use her earnings for an eye operation.
"I don't want people to feel
sorry for me," Jackie Pimental
said. "It's not really much of a
handicap, but if I can get my
vision through this operation,
I'll be the happiest person on
earth."
Billed professionally as
"LittleeJackie," she has been
blind all her life.
The delicate operation —
costing about $2,000 — is to be
performed at John Hopkins
University Hospital in Baltimore.
'Stu Tinney, Cutlass' national
director of sales and merchandising said his firm intends to
"take full advantage of Jackie's abilities and talents.
"Little Jackie has got one,f
the finest and clearest female
voices I have ever heard," he
tu. "To me, sne is the em-
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Wednesday Evening Schedule

form under the sheet was not a
prop dummy and my stomach
did a flip."
Exterior scenes have been
filmed on Nob Hill, at Fisherman's Wharf, on Lombard
Street, known as "the
crookedest street in the world,"
Spofford Alley and the Marina.
Location filming frequently
entails roughing it. Work goes
on in the blistering sun or bonechilling rain. The latter has
been endured by'The Streets of
San Francisco" company on the
night of shooting at the Marina
Yacht Basin. Malden had one up
on Douglas as he had elected to
wear a top coat in the show and
Michael had not.
During filming on wither
night, production slowed to a
halt when attempts were made
do film a scantily-clad dancer in
a cage with half a dozen snakes
high atop a building, come-ons
for a night spot. The dancer
was not as cold as the snakes.
Accustomed to warmer climes,
the terpsichorean reptiles
refused to move. They had to be
taken inside and warmed by a
heater before they would undulate like snakes should.

'Streets' Shot On Location In 'Frisco
To the uninitiated, filming a
backgrounds are," Malden
television series in out-of-the- , points out, "We are not using
way places and colorful cities
them just for effect. Our stories
away from Hollywood's sound
are about the people who live in
stages would be considered a
the many worlds which make up
vacation. To the veterans, it is
San Francisco. If it's part of the
something else again—but
story to have Coit Tower or the
worth it.
Golden .Gate Bridge in a
The magnificent panoramas
scene, that's all to the good."
of San Francisco serve as the
Home base for Malden and
background for "The Streets of
Douglas is a modern new
San Francisco," new ABC
building on San Francisco's
Television Network series
Bryant Street where the Central
starring Karl Malden and
Detective Bureau of the Police
Michael Douglas (Saturdays,
Department is housed. With the
8:00-9:00 p.m. l. That scenery
cooperation of the Police
could not be duplicated on any
Department, scenes have been
sound stage, according to Quinn
filmed in the morgue, the police
Martin, the executive producer. communications room, police
The city's Chamber of
lab and the coroner's office.
Commerce boasts that three
The awareness of working in
million people live on the sixan actual morgue and not in a
mile-wide peninsula which is
reporduction on a stage caused
bounded by the Pacific Ocean
a certain amount of squarnish
on the west and by San Franreaction among some of the
cisco Bay on the east. In betcompany. According to Michael
ween nestles the city of winding
Douglas; "Knowing business is
streets and steep hills.
going on as usual and that we
In this setting Malden plays
are .not in a set gives a whole
Detective Lt. Mike Stone and
different feel to the scene.
Douglas co-stars as his young
"In the middle of a shot I
associat, Assistant Inspector
looked down the hall and saw a
Steve Keller.
stretcher being
wheeled
"Beauitful
as
through the door. I knew the
the
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BIG CHANCE—Kim Novak stars as a young actress cast by a has-been director (Peter Finch ) in
the role of a legendary screen star who died tragically while making one of his films, in "The Legend
(8:00-10:00 p.m.
of Lylah Clare" on "The CBS Thursday Night Movies" Thursday, October 19
CDT) in color on the CBS Television Network.
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